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• Finally, the world’s first practical life 
transformation software – The Prova 
LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment 
software 

• Makes achieving the most profound life 
changes much easier, faster and 
understandable 

• Your own practical, reliable, ever-available 
consultant and guide to ensure that you 
achieve the changes you desire 

• Tons of benefits possible in a wide variety of 
life situations (see list below) 

 
 

 
 

Why does it work so well? It does so because it 
approaches life from its most fundamental, 
causal level. This is the level of consciousness, 
beliefs, energy and perspective. It guides you 
through the deliberate work done at these levels 
that then automatically and effortlessly creates the 
desired outcomes in your life and in physicality. 
You learn to become a powerful and deliberate 
creator of your life. Your life is your canvass, your 
beliefs and energy are your paint – the Prova 
LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment 
software therefore works as an artists guide and 
toolkit, allowing you to design your life with ease, 
impact and precision. 

 

 
 

No matter how extensive your life 
transformation goals are, you will be able to 
achieve them with the help of the Prova 
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LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment 
software. Here is the list of some of the results 
you can achieve with it: 

 

• Understand and know yourself and illuminate 
your life 

• Super-charge your motivation in life 

• Strengthen your confidence 

• Strengthen and enhance your performance 

• Start achieving life mastery 

• Sleep restfully 

• See and eliminate limiting beliefs 

• Reverse aging and dis-ease 

• Resolve and heal emotional blocks 

• Re-open your heart and enjoy being alive 

• Relieve emotional and physical pain dramatically 
faster 

• Release, empower and enjoy your sexuality 

• Release trauma and restrictive blocks 

• Release emotional burdens and tension 

• Release and replace limiting beliefs and anchors 
that suppress your life enjoyment, purpose, 
abundance, health and happiness 

• Reduce or eliminate the potential for dis-eases 
even before they manifest 

• Recognize and change your so-called “facts of life” 
into more pleasant realities 

• Raise your life-force energy 

• Overcome self-sabotage, self-hatred and 
inner criticism 

• Overcome dispositions to rejection, 
abandonment, betrayal, struggle, control, co-
dependence, negativity, depression, 
repressed feelings and expression, and more 

• Overcome beliefs in limitation and scarcity 

• Open up and raise your creativity 

• Make more money 

• Learn how to live the life you desire by 
mastering deliberate creation, beliefs, and state 
of being 

• Increase your wisdom and intuition 

• Increase your income, wealth and overall 
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abundance 

• Heal your past and creatively empower your 
future 

• Heal mental, emotional and physical pain 

• Have more trust in yourself and in life 

• Have more love for yourself, life and others and 
enjoy receiving more love from others 

• Have more independence, power, creativity, 
confidence, finances, successful relationships 
of all kinds, health and vibrance, and much 
more 

• Get into the flow of life and enjoy overall 
prosperity 

• Get and clear the root cause of long-term self-
sabotage and emotional blocks 

• Free yourself from compulsions, habits, 
behaviors and beliefs 

• Finally quit worrying 

• Finally discover and eliminate any emotional and 
belief reasons that are keeping you overweight 
despite physical efforts 

• Finally achieve self-love and self-acceptance 
and enjoy self-worth 

• Express yourself and enjoy yourself, without 
guilt, fear or shame 

• Enjoy more happiness and joy in your life 

• Enjoy more calm and peace 

• Enjoy better and healthier relationships 

• Enjoy and improved, enriched higher quality of 
life all-round 

• Enjoy and enable spiritual and evolutionary 
advancement 

• Enhance and boost creative, intuitive and 
emotional intelligence 

• Embrace, transform and transcend your 
weaknesses 

• Eliminate fears and phobias 

• Eliminate anxiety 

• Dramatically reduce or eliminate stress 

• Dramatically improve your emotional health 

• Dramatically improve and enjoy your health and 
fitness 

• Dramatically accelerate your natural healing 
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times for accidents and dis-eases 

• Develop the mindset and beingness of a high 
achiever in any area of life and succeed 

• Create amazing emotional changes at your 
deepest levels 

• Continuously release the self-defeating inner 
critic dialogue and its effects 

• Communicate freely, surely and effectively with 
others 

• Clear your mind, have peace of mind and 
improve thought process and memory 

• Clear all problems in the light of new 
understanding and process 

• Change your core beliefs, genetic 
programming, cellular memory, past 
perspective, and energy programming into 
ones that support and empower you 

• Boost your problem-solving ability 

• Achieve your goals and quicken your success 

 

Begin living your life fully and vibrantly as a joyous 
expression of the real, beautifully empowered, 

free, and miraculous You! 

 

 
 

• The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and 
Empowerment software package is a downloadable 
application that you install on your computer. It 
has an easy-to-use graphical interface, simple 
forms and wizards, and clear instructions that 
guide you along. It is extremely simple to use yet 
powerful in its effect. 

• The software comes with an extensive help file 
which is always available when needed, covering 
topics in depth and in summary. 

• The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and 
Empowerment software is available for free trial 
download at www.imagesofone.com 
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About this free document... 

This document is composed of pages taken from the Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and 
Empowerment software help file. It highlights some of the major principles used and functions 
available. However, even without the software, this document contains material that is 
highly beneficial, empowering and of great impact in your life. Simply reading through it 
will awaken many possibilities and avenues you hadn’t previously recognized in your life. We 
trust you will find it useful and enjoyable. Please forward it to friends, associates and to others 
whom you care for – it can change their lives and they will have you to thank for it. 
This document explains the “what” and the software takes you through the “how to do it” 
and “how to apply it in my life practically”. You do not have to read this whole document to 
be able to use the software. The software guides you as you go and, if necessary, refers you to 
the appropriate section in the help file for further assistance. Nevertheless, if you have the 
inclination to do so, reading through this document does bring about faster familiarization and 
results through your increased understanding. 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software is available for free 
trial download at www.imagesofone.com. 
Thank you and enjoy! 
 

© Copyright 2004, David Cameron, Images of One. All rights reserved. An Images of One 
Production. Life-Changing eBooks and Software. 
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CORE CONCEPTS 
The techniques and processes you will be using are based on a core set of 
concepts and understanding. Have you ever noticed how the key to solving 
a problem is to understand it? And once you understand it, everything 
becomes simple and the paralyzing confusion that was there before 
disappears. Because understanding is so important to achieving, the Prova 
LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software provides you with 
plenty of background material to explain everything as clearly as possible. 
Spend some time going through and familiarizing yourself with the core 
concepts that are relied upon throughout. You do not have to read them all 
at once, unless you wish to, since the software will guide you gently 
through all new concepts, as they are needed. 

 

About this free document... 

This document is composed of pages taken from the Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and 
Empowerment software help file. It highlights some of the major principles used and functions 
available. However, even without the software, this document contains material that is 
highly beneficial, empowering and of great impact in your life. Simply reading through it 
will awaken many possibilities and avenues you hadn’t previously recognized in your life. We 
trust you will find it useful and enjoyable. Please forward it to friends, associates and to others 
whom you care for – it can change their lives and they will have you to thank for it. 
This document explains the “what” and the software takes you through the “how to do it” 
and “how to apply it in my life practically”. You do not have to read this whole document to 
be able to use the software. The software guides you as you go and, if necessary, refers you to 
the appropriate section in the help file for further assistance. Nevertheless, if you have the 
inclination to do so, reading through this document does bring about faster familiarization and 
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results through your increased understanding.  
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software is available for free 
trial download at www.imagesofone.com. 
Thank you and enjoy! 
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Your Beliefs Color Your Whole Life 

Your beliefs form your reality, your body and its condition, your 
personal relationships, your environment, and en masse your 
civilization and your world. – Seth 
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It is important to realize that with all things in your life situations, you are dealing with beliefs. 
All your life situations spring forth from your beliefs and nothing else. It is therefore very 
important to understand that to affect anything, all the work is done in the mind on the belief 
level. It is pointless to try to change things by trying to manipulate the physical world if your 
beliefs are still the same. And as you change your beliefs, do not look for immediate results in 
the physical but instead recognize that (1) as surely as you created situations from your old 
beliefs, the new ones will just as surely arise and (2) it will take some ‘time’ for the old to give 
way to the new and you do not know how long this time should be so don’t bother working it 
out and stressing yourself about it – have patience and trust. If you change your mind (beliefs), 
you can be assured that the results will follow, but do not constantly check for them or else that 
will introduce anxiety and actually delay them. Your beliefs color all aspects of your life.  

 
*** 

 
Your beliefs can be walls around your experience because you will tend to see and experience 
what you believe and filter out everything else. As such, they can act as barriers to new 
experience especially if your mind is not open and willing to see alternatives. Now, unless you 
are able to see and recognize these barriers (beliefs) you will not even realize that you are 
enclosed and not free. If your mind is closed, you will not see beyond the barriers that your 
beliefs have formed. You must therefore learn to recognize these beliefs, first and foremost. 

 
*** 

 
You create your reality. Your emotions and imagination always follow your beliefs. Always 
and all ways. This is because almost every belief has certain emotions and imaginations 
(thoughts) that are associated with it (there are very, very few beliefs that are purely 
intellectual). The belief comes first, however. So to change your emotions and imagination 
change your beliefs and the rest will follow. 

 
*** 

 
All beliefs are ideas about reality and not facts or aspects of reality. An open mind knows this, 
while a closed mind mistakes a belief for a fact. All facts are accepted fiction. The mind is 
capable of creating heaven and earth, life and death, and its experience of that (and it does). 
When it is said that if you have faith to move a mountain it will move, that is another way of 
showing you just how powerful the mind is, despite what we think of it and the limitations we 
place on it and thus on ourselves. 

 
*** 

 
Your imagination follows your beliefs. If you do not recognize this you can find yourself in a 
vicious cycle whereby you consistently imagine negative outcomes, which produce negative 
events, which further reinforce your negative belief, which further gives off negative 
imagination. The same applies to your emotions, as your emotions follow your beliefs.  
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*** 

 
Although many of your core beliefs were formed in childhood, you are not at their mercy 
(unless you believe that you are). The present moment is always your point of power, and you 
can change any belief now, whether or not you remember where it was formed or why. You are 
not at the mercy of any belief, no matter where it was formed.  

 
*** 

 
You must understand that you are not your beliefs. Make a clear distinction between you and 
your beliefs. You are not your beliefs. For example, the statement, “I am fat” is not a fact of 
reality but a belief about reality, and it is not a statement about you but a statement of belief. 
You are not fat, but if you believe you are then you will experience that. You are Spirit. You 
must learn to make a clear distinction between you and your beliefs so that you can learn how 
to work with them deliberately and comfortably.  

 
*** 

 
Your beliefs are physically materialized. That is how it works, and it is so to enable you to 
experience your beliefs. Be-live. Beliefs are a statement of being, and as you are (be), so 
shall you experience (live). 

 
*** 

 
Imagination follows beliefs and cannot ever be in conflict with your will. You may imagine 
that your imagination is running against your will, but closer inspection will show that it 
cannot possibly do that. Your beliefs can conflict, but your imagination can never be in conflict 
with the belief that gives rise to it, nor to your will power. So the statement that, “No matter 
how much I try I cannot seem to stop thinking negatively” assumes that your thought is going 
against your will, and this is impossible. Your will is in line with your belief and this is 
springing up the negative imagination. Once you change the belief, the rest will follow 
automatically.  

 
*** 

 
It is useless to blame an outside situation or get angry at a part of your body or an illness and 
not recognize that your body and your world always faithfully mirror your beliefs, as they were 
designed to. Remember, however, that one belief can take on the manifestation of many forms. 
A person who has cancer did not necessarily get it because they believed they would get 
cancer. In fact, they may not even have a belief that is directly about cancer. However, the 
cancer may be the manifestation of a belief that leads to great resentment of life, which is 
mirrored back as cancer. Although the connections may not be so apparent, your conscious 
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mind, if you ask it and listen, will always have an accurate answer as to the link between an 
experience you are having and the belief behind it. 

 
*** 

 
All information coming from your inner Self and arising to the surface of your conscious mind 
will be interpreted and served to you according to your beliefs.  

 
*** 

 
If you do not learn to work with your beliefs consciously and directly in your mind, you will be 
forced to work with them indirectly and unconsciously as you react to the physical 
manifestations that they create. The consciously and direct approach is far easier and more 
efficient. It also allows you to quickly create the reality of your choice since you will be 
deliberately creating reality by first creating it within you by forming specific beliefs, emotions 
and imagination.  

 
*** 

 
Every illness arises from a belief. All dis-eases are symptoms of an error in thought, a false 
belief about life and self. Western medicine primarily focuses only on the symptom, and the 
symptom is only the effect and not the cause. If medication is used to eradicate the dis-ease 
(which is the symptom of the true problem), the belief behind it must also be healed or 
transformed otherwise the body will simply substitute the disease with something else (as it 
must to keep its reflection with the inner self). Your body, mind and soul are all self-correcting 
and self-healing if left on their own without interference from limiting beliefs. You limit your 
natural healing abilities to the extent that you don’t trust and believe they work. As long as you 
believe that you can only be saved by an outside power, you will deny your own power and 
experience that. 

 
*** 

 
When you alter your beliefs today you also reprogram your past. As far as you are concerned 
the present is your point of action, focus, and power, and from that point of volition you form 
both your future and past. Realizing this, you will understand that you are not at the mercy of a 
past over which you have no control. - Seth  
 

*** 
 
The only thing that separates people is beliefs. The only thing that separates you from anything 
is yourself.  
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*** 
 
Your memory is also structured by your beliefs. You will tend to remember only what fits your 
beliefs and those memories will justify and prove, to you, your beliefs. 
 

*** 
 
Transparent beliefs: A belief is transparent when you are operating through that belief yet not 
noticing it. Transparent beliefs are often mistaken to be facts of life if at all they are noticed, or 
sometimes just not even noticed at all. Transparent beliefs appear to you to be unquestionable 
truths. It is only after you pull away and observe with detachment (not defending your belief 
with ‘proof’, not seeking to be ‘right’) that you see that the ‘proof’ you have is actually being 
produce by and because of the belief! 
 

*** 
 
Invisible beliefs: These are beliefs that you are fully aware of but choose to ignore because 
they are within areas of life that you have a problem with that you have not been willing to 
work on and face. Whenever you are willing to see the full and complete contents of your 
conscious mind, you easily start to see these beliefs. One great way to see them is to list all 
your beliefs in certain areas of your life. Do so over a period of time and you will notice that 
even within particular areas you do hold conflicting beliefs. At different times, you believe 
different things about the same area of life. Look at these conflicts in belief and see what unites 
them. You will notice that there is an invisible belief that is holding together the conflicting 
ones. This underlying invisible belief spawns these others.  
 

*** 
 
Bridge beliefs: These are beliefs that bridge the gap between some of your other beliefs. 
Bridge beliefs are usually charged with great emotion and energy. To find your bridge beliefs, 
first hold the intention of seeing them. Tell your mind to expose them and let them emerge. 
Then, look for similarities between your beliefs (the ones that you know about). See how these 
similarities are bridging (connecting) your beliefs together. The similarities that connect your 
beliefs (even the ones that seem to contradict) will show you what your bridge beliefs are. You 
are not normally consciously aware of bridge beliefs unless you consciously examine your 
mind for them. You can also find bridge beliefs by looking at areas in your life where you are 
in conflict with yourself with great emotion. For example, it is normal to like to be neat in 
appearance. However, some people have exaggerated emotions about being neat (or appearing 
in a certain way) and feel almost devastated when they think that they haven’t matched their 
neatness expectations. Such inner conflicts that are charged with great emotion indicate the 
presence of a bridge belief. In our example with the compulsively neat people, the bridge belief 
may be an assumption they have made about themselves and life, and this assumption underlies 
many other beliefs they hold. Before being aware of a bridge belief, a person assumes that their 
thoughts are facts of life and never think they are dealing with a belief. Once you are aware of 
a bridge belief, you are in a powerful position of being able to see how many of your other 
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beliefs work together, where they came from, and even be able to easily change them. Once the 
bridge is discovered, examined and changed, then all the other beliefs connected by it are 
automatically altered. Also, once discovered, they allow you to see invisible beliefs that you 
may not have seen before. 
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How to Maintain Connection with a New Belief When the 
Old Beliefs Seem To Creep Up 

Quoted from the askAlana.com Ezine, Issue 248: 
 
Question: Hi Alana! My question is about beliefs. I know how to create new beliefs. What I 
have found though is that I have a new belief and yet the old belief is still there.  And then 
there is a conflict and confusion as both beliefs are held together. How does one resolve that 
conflict? How do I let go of the old belief that is no longer serving me and allow the new belief 
to run? It feels as if I run two opposing programs at the same time and then feel conflicted and 
incongruent. Is there a way to incorporate the new belief and at the same time stop running the 
old belief? 
Answer: That is a very delightful question and thank you, dear one, for bringing it forth. It is 
one that will be of benefit to many.  
Well, it is interesting when we come to the place in our awareness where we recognize that we 
have grown out of a belief and are eager, ready, or anticipating bringing forth a new belief. At 
that place of awareness, you are ready to begin to bring forth the new belief in such a way that 
the old belief will still run parallel. So, in the first stage of bringing in a new belief, you do 
have a parallel belief existing. Recognize that there is really no way to fully eradicate, fully 
dismiss, or fully disengage from an old belief while a new belief is beginning to be birthed. But 
do recognize that as you make choices to strengthen your new belief, and turn towards it, it will 
gradually gain much more power than your old belief.  
It is kind of like a railroad track, you know? You have one track on one side and one track on 
the other, and for a while they run parallel. Now what you will find is that as they run parallel 
and as you continue to turn towards your new belief, you will strengthen it’s power and begin 
to gather more and more evidence of its occurrence. The belief will move from a possibility, to 
a probability, and then a truth.  
There will be temptations to attach your thoughts to the old belief because there will still be 
evidence showing you that it is true. What you do in that case is recognize that it is an 
opportunity to bring more of your “threads” from the old belief to your consciousness. That 
way they can also be acknowledged and then aligned with your new belief.  When remnants 
from an old belief arise, it is a wonderful thing because it means that you are wishing to have 
more and more success with your new belief. You are just bringing up anything other than it so 
that your new belief can become clearer. We have found that what you are speaking of is the 
natural order, the natural process that one goes through to become more aware of their new 
path.  
I recognize in your statement that along with our beliefs—both old and new—we also attach 
emotions. When we catch ourselves still following the old beliefs, we sometimes fall into an 
emotion of pain. Then it is the pain that we judge. Do you see?  
When you can get to the place where you notice yourself following the old path say, “Thank 
You. Thank you for bringing this awareness to me.” Eventually you will find it is not pain that 
you feel. You will feel appreciation because you have a greater sense of awareness that you 
desire to be more allowing to your new belief. You desire your new belief to create shapes, 
patterns, and manifestations in your life.  
And so it is a gradual dance. It is an awareness. It is a statement of higher consciousness about 
your belief that you are experiencing. Eventually you will be so attuned—so aligned to your 
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new belief—that your railroad tracks will no longer run parallel. They will become one single 
track (monorail) because you will have neutrality with the old belief and the new belief will 
then be primary.  
Hopefully this answer has given you more tools to understand that all that you feel, all that you 
sense, and all that you’ve become aware of is actually a part of your creation and your new 
belief.  
Thank you so much, dear one. Keep your joy!  
Alana  
Quoted from the askAlana.com Ezine, Issue 248 
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Blockages (Stagnant, Frozen Energy-Consciousness-Time 
Clusters) 

Energy has consciousness that is part of it. For example, a thought is energy, and it has its own 
consciousness that carries its experience. A cell in your body has its own consciousness, a 
feeling of what it is. You have your own consciousness, a feeling of what you are. Emotions 
are energy in motion, with its own consciousness, a feeling of what it is. 
As energy moves, it interacts with other energy, lives its course and its consciousness moves 
through its own healthy cycle of ‘birth, life’ death’. This is how consciousness at all levels 
grows, through a cycle of initiation, experience, conclusion and understanding. Let us now 
focus on the energy that is your aura. 
Every time you experience an event, your energy flows in certain natural ways within your 
aura. For example, you have the emotions of the experience, you go through the experience, 
you understand it and integrate it, and then release it and move on, keeping the wisdom you 
have gained. This whole process happens smoothly and automatically if not obstructed. 
However, whenever you repress or interfere with this process, you literally have that part 
of you (that ‘cluster’ of energy) stuck in time! This is what a blockage is. 
Every time you interfere with the flow of energy, you create or enhance a blockage. People 
interfere or try to stop the flow of energy due to their fear of being hurt. Whenever they 
experience an event that they classify as painful and unwanted, and they then try to avoid 
feeling the emotions associated with that event and expressing themselves fully, they literally 
freeze that event in both energy and time. Most blockages are formed between conception and 
the age of 7. After that, they are enhanced and rendered unconscious through further attempts 
to avoid feeling and expressing oneself during events that one considers painful. People create 
blocks because, at the time, it relieves them of the pain of facing the event fully and truly. 
However, when they stop the flow of energy so as to avoid pain, they halt this energy as it were 
at the time and prevent it from going through its full cycle of unhindered and clear initiation, 
experience, conclusion and understanding. For example, assume a person at the age of 2 years 
faced an experience that they considered painful and that they chose to not experience and 
express fully. That part of their psyche that was involved with that experience will not mature 
as the rest of the person does. Instead, it will be frozen in the same state that it was in at the age 
of 2. The person, when faced with similar situations, will react just as they did at the age of 2. 
They will have unreasonable fears, they will perceive the situation as they did when they were 
two, they will misunderstand it in the same way... in other words, even if they are now 40 years 
old, they will face all similar situations just as they did when they were 2. And that is because 
that part of their psyche was frozen in time and consciousness, never having the freedom to 
flow normally and grow with the rest of the person. To unblock himself or herself, this person 
has to heal this at the level it was created. In other words, they have to face their fear, allow 
themselves to fully feel all the emotions of similar events as they come, and allow themselves 
to express themselves fully regarding the situation. They have to feel their fear and instead of 
turning away and manipulating the situation and running as usual. They have to stand their 
ground (its ok to admit and feel fear, but have the courage to stand your ground) and face and 
feel their fear, face and feel all the other emotions that would follow once they have faced their 
fear, and then express themselves fully. What they would then find out once they have faced 
that fear is that their fear was unjustified, that it was based on a past and outdated moment, that 
in the new moment everything can be different, and that they can effortlessly handle such 
situations with power, integrity and maturity! That part of their psyche will then grow and 
catch up with the rest of the person, perhaps instantly or perhaps in a short while. 
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Because almost all people at this stage of our evolution have a wounded inner child, almost all 
people have dozens of frozen energy-consciousness clusters in various areas. In any particular 
day, as you cycle through various aspects of life and interact with different people, you are 
constantly and automatically switching between your adult self and your various frozen energy, 
consciousness-time blocks. So in one situation you may act like an adult, in another you will 
act just as you did when you were 5 years old, in another you will act as you did when you 
were 9, in another as you did when you were in your mother’s womb, and so on. The work of 
healing the wounded inner child is actually the work of freeing all of the frozen parts of the 
psyche, liberating them and bringing them together as one accepted Whole. 
Another thing to know about frozen energy-consciousness-time clusters is that they attract like 
energy, and as such re-create similar events. Well, all energy attracts like energy. But now you 
start to see why people seem to have the same kind of experiences (the ones they fear and hate) 
happening to them repeatedly. It is because of these frozen energy-consciousness clusters. 
Because they are being held in the aura instead of being given way to naturally unfold and 
transform, they keep ‘repeating the past’, which is what they are (a frozen past), until they are 
allowed full expression and released. 
At the root of the forming of all blocks is an erroneous image conclusion, an error in thinking, 
a belief that we are less than we are. 
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Character Structures 

Many people, at any one time, fit one of five character structures (schizoid, oral, psychopathic, 
masochistic, and rigid). Each structure shares a collection of specific psychological and 
physical characteristics. At any moment, you may or may not fit one of these five structures. 
Usually, most people fit one structure for most of their lives. However, some people do move 
from one structure to the next. Some people also have a mixture of characteristics from more 
than one structure, and as the years or months pass by, they have one particular structure being 
dominant. Once a person has completely transformed and transcended their ego to heal the 
belief in separation and all the beliefs that it supports, the person ceases to experience their life 
in ways depicted by their character structure. In other words, character structures exist because 
the ego is a collection of framework beliefs that tend to take on fairly predictable ways. Once 
the person has freed themselves from the beliefs held by their ego, they are not bound to any 
predictable patterns any more – they are free, they create instead of react. 
Knowing your structure enables you to quickly understand much about yourself and ways in 
which you can grow or heal rapidly. 
Important: As you will see as you use the software, these character structures are formed 
mainly through parental interaction with the child. However, you must understand that this 
does not mean the child is the victim and the parent is to blame. There is no one to blame and 
no victim. It may appear as if the child is helpless and under the mercy of the parent, but in 
reality the child has a soul that may or may not be “older” or more grown than the parents 
souls may be. The soul in its infinite wisdom and specific purpose chooses a specific parent set 
and situation set to ensure the accurate manifestation of the energies it wishes to experience 
and transform. A child who develops the masochistic structure, for example, did not do so out 
of accident, out of pure chance of being born under random parents and situations that will 
bring out the masochistic character. Instead, a child who develops the masochistic structure 
has a soul that carried the essence of this character and chose to create it in the physical to 
experience and heal it, transcend it, for each character once healed and transcended gives up 
an amazing array of abilities and understanding, as you will see. If you choose to play the 
victim/blame game and blame the parents, you will only succeed in dis-empowering yourself 
and making yourself unable to see the way out and forward. The victim/blame game always 
negates the truth that we are each responsible for all of our lives, at some level, and once we 
throw away responsibility we throw away response ability automatically. Once you understand 
how the soul works, you will see that nothing can possibly be thrust upon you from outside by 
any external source. The things that happen to you that look like they came in from somewhere 
else and victimized you are simply things you initiated within at some level and you later 
became aware of them from an external viewpoint (seemingly coming from somewhere else). 
The study of character structures was pioneered by Dr. Wilhelm Reich and Dr. Alexander 
Lowen. It has been expanded upon beautifully by Barbara Ann Brennan in her best-selling 
books Light Emerging and Hands of Light. 
Here is a summary of the structures (data used is taken from Light Emerging and Hands of 
Light): 
 
Character 
Structure 

Arrest Of 
Development 

Character Trauma Character 
Pattern 

Character Sexuality 

Schizoid Before or at birth or in 
first few days of life 

Hostile parent Hold 
together 

Sex to feel life force, 
fantasy 

Oral Babyhood feeding Abandonment Hold on Sex for closeness and 
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contact 
Psychopathic Early childhood Seduction, betrayal Hold up Hostile/fragile homosexual 

fantasy 
Masochistic Autonomy stage Control, forced feeding 

and evacuation 
Hold in Impotence, strong interest 

in pornography 
Rigid Puberty Sexual denial, betrayal 

of heart 
Hold back Sex with contempt 

 
Character 
Structure 

Character 
Fault 

Demands The 
Right To 

Presenting 
Complaint 

Negative 
Intent 

Devices Behind 
Negative Intent 

Schizoid Fear Be/exist Fear/anxiety "I will be split." Unity vs. splitting 
Oral Greed Be nurtured and 

fulfilled 
Passivity or 
fatigue 

"I'll make you 
give it." or "I 
won't need." 

Need vs. 
abandonment 

Psychopathic Untruthfulness Be supported and 
encouraged 

Feelings of 
defeat 

"My will be 
done." 

Will vs. surrender 

Masochistic Hatred Be independent Tension "I love 
negativity." 

Freedom vs. 
submission 

Rigid Pride Have feelings 
(love/sex) 

No feelings "I won't 
surrender." 

Sex vs. love 

 
Character 
Structure 

Needs To Physical Build Body Tension Body 
Circulation 

Schizoid Strengthen boundaries Elongation, right/left 
imbalances, weak and 
thin 
wrists/ankles/calves 

Tension in rings around 
the body, uncoordinated, 
weak joints 

Cold 
hands/feet 

Oral Own needs and stand on 
own two feet 

Thin, collapsed chest Flaccid, smooth muscles, 
hold 

Cold chest 

Psychopathic Trust Inflated chest, top 
heavy 

Top half compacted, 
lower half spastic 

Cold 
legs/pelvis 

Masochistic Be assertive, be free, open 
spiritual connections 

Head forward, heavy, 
compacted, short neck 
and waist 

Compressed Cold 
buttocks 

Rigid Connect heart to genitals Rigid back, pelvis 
tipped back 

Spastic, plate armor, 
mesh armor 

Cold pelvis 

 
Character 
Structure 

Energy Levels Energy 
Location 

Character 
Evokes 

Counter 
Transference 
Reaction 

Communicates 
In 

Schizoid Hyperactive, 
ungrounded 

Frozen at the 
core 

Intellectualization Withdrawal into, 
away 

Absolutes 

Oral Hypoactive, low 
energy 

In the head, 
generally 
depleted 

Mothering Passivity, 
neediness, 
dependency 

Questions 

Psychopathic Hyperactivity 
followed by 
collapse 

Upper half of 
the body 

Submission Exertion of control Dictates 

Masochistic Hypoactive, 
internalized 
energy 

Boiling inside Teasing Guilt, shame, 
holding 

Whining 
disgust 

Rigid Hyperactive On periphery, 
withheld from 
the core 

Competition Withdrawal into a 
holding back 

Qualifiers 
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Character 
Structure 

Character 
Language 

Double Blind Mask Statement Lower Self 
Statement 

Higher Self 
Statement 

Schizoid Depersonalized "To exist means to 
die." 

"I'll reject you 
before you reject 
me." 

"You don’t exist 
either." 

"I am real." 

Oral Indirect "If I ask, it's not 
love; if I don’t 
ask, I won't get it." 

"I don’t need 
you." "I won't 
ask." 

"Take care of me." "I am 
satisfied, 
fulfilled." 

Psychopathic Direct 
manipulation 

"I have to be right 
or I die." 

"I'm right; you 
are wrong." 

"I will control 
you." 

"I let go." 

Masochistic Indirect 
manipulation 

"If I get angry, I'll 
be humiliated; if I 
don’t, I'll be 
humiliated." 

"I'll kill or hurt 
myself before 
you do it to me." 

"I will spite and 
provoke you." 

"I am free." 

Rigid Seductive "Either choice is 
wrong." 

"Yes, but..." "I won't love you." "I love." "I 
commit." 

 
Character 
Structure 

Main Issue Fear Experienced Defensive 
Action 

Results Of Defensive 
Action 

Schizoid Existential 
terror 

Living as an 
individual in 
the human 
body 

Direct 
aggression 

Leaves the body A weaker body 

Oral Nurturance Not having 
enough 

Abandonment, 
poor nurturing 

Sucks life Unable to use their own 
energy 

Psychopathic Betrayal Letting go; 
trusting 

Being used 
and betrayed 

Controlling 
others 

Aggression; creating more 
betrayal to self 

Masochistic Invasion and 
theft of self 

Being 
controlled; 
losing self 

Humiliated; 
invaded 

Simultaneously 
demanding and 
resisting 

Unable to differentiate 
between self and others; 
dependence 

Rigid Denial of real 
self; not being 
oneself; 
authenticity 

Imperfection Denial of 
spiritual and 
psychological 
reality 

Acts 
'appropriately' 
after analysis 
instead of acting 
authentically 
from one's truth 
and feelings 

The feeling that the world 
is false; unable to 
experience self 

 
Character 
Structure 

Relationship To 
Core Essence 

Human Need Spiritual Need Time Distortion 

Schizoid Can experience 
unity but fears 
individuation 

To be an 
individual and 
allow oneself to 
be human 

To experience 
individuation 

Experiences universal time but 
finds it hard to experience and 
relate to linear time in the 
physical world and to stay 
present physically 

Oral Experiences 
individuation as not 
being enough 

To know that 
the self is 
enough; to 
nurture self 

To experience 
individuated self 
as the infinite 
source within 

Experiences never having 
enough time 
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Psychopathic Fears that their 
essence is bad 

To trust and 
believe they are 
safe always; to 
let go and allow 

To recognize and 
honor the divine 
core essence of 
self and others 

Rushes forward into the future 

Masochistic Individuated self is 
not differentiated 
from others 

To feel and 
express unique 
self truly and 
freely 

To recognize that 
the self's core 
essence is unique 
and individual 
self's own; to 
recognize the 
Creator within self. 

Experiences time stopped 

Rigid Doesn't experience 
individuated 
essence 

To feel the real 
self and engage 
it into physical 
life 

To experience 
unified and 
individuated core 
essence within the 
self 

Experiences a constant and 
rigid mechanical movement of 
time forward 

 

 

Schizoid 

The trauma of receiving hostility (physical or nonphysical) from a parent at the onset of life 
(before birth, at birth or soon after birth) can be traumatic for some people, depending on their 
soul composition and purpose. This child experiences hostility or rejection from at least one 
parent. The reason why this can be so traumatic at this early stage of life is that the child has no 
option but to be with the parents. It naturally and instinctively depends on the parents for 
security, love and shelter. When it experiences hostility from the very source of its survival and 
security, the psyche develops a deep fear of life itself, a fear of existing. The child learns at a 
very early stage to withdraw their spirit away (leave the body partially) and back into the spirit 
world. The child develops a deep fear of life in general or in specific areas, a fear that creates a 
belief that the child has no right to exist or must earn that right. This habitual withdrawal or 
escape leaves behind a personality that is in need for being held together. Over time, the person 
doesn’t feel connected to life but instead feels separate from it, not really living it. This leads to 
another stage whereby this person seeks to feel life, to exist and live it fully, yet at the same 
time they fear life, believing that they must withdraw and split for them to ensure their 
survival. This leads to an impasse within them that states, “If I withdraw, I won’t experience 
life, but if I experience life, I will be hurt, so to exist and live is to die fearfully.” These people 
quite often have a twist in the spine, and an energy block at the neck near the base of the skull. 
These people also appear to be ‘away’, not present in the moment. Because these people are 
quite disconnected from experiencing their life force, many of them use sex to feel that 
connection to the life force, that feeling of being alive. Hence, many of them start masturbating 
relatively early in life. As their lives progress, these people continuously live with a transparent 
belief that life is threatening, and they see life through that belief, create it and experience it 
that way. As time goes, they develop a deep, inner anger over experiencing a hostile world 
(which is how they see it, create it, and experience it). To them, the world really is a fearful 
place – this they are convinced of to the level whereby it appears to be a fact and not a belief 
about life. They are further angered because they feel unable to connect with other humans and 
feel a free love connection, yet this love connection is also what they feel they need to feel safe 
and live. The solution for this people is to realize first that life is not threatening. It loves. The 
only reason they experience it as threatening is their deep-seated belief that they formed as 
children. Secondly, they next require realizing that all the anger they have held within 
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themselves is what is terrifying them and giving them false mental pictures of a threatening 
world. They need to stop withdrawing and shrinking from fear and instead face their fear and 
anger and let it flow out naturally until it empties itself out. They then find that there really 
isn’t anything to be afraid of, and the world finally takes on its loving and safe appearance once 
they drop the fear and belief in a hostile world. 
People with schizoid aspects in their character are often very spiritual, creative, and purposeful. 
Their creativity, however, is hampered because of the splits they have created within them. 
They are literally a collection of un-integrated parts, split up. As they work on themselves, and 
heal their personality and face their fear and anger, integrating the parts of their personality, 
their physical appearance, mind, aura and creativity all gain their natural unity and as the 
person lives more presently and fearlessly in the physical world, their creativity blooms. 
 

Oral 

When normal growth and development is hindered during the oral stage of growth (during the 
babyhood feeding period), the oral character is created. If a child does not get enough of its 
mother or her nurturing during this stage of growth, the child experiences abandonment and is 
forced to become independent too early. The person (the child or as an adult) also develops a 
fear of asking for their true needs, a belief in the lack of nourishment and nurturing, and a 
belief in abandonment. The person does not know how to ask or receive naturally and 
healthily. Their asking then becomes tainted with possessiveness, clinging and dependency, 
and its receiving is tainted with greed and spite. They also demand to be nurtured by others, 
even as an adult. This person also has a deep inner feeling of being empty, abandoned, and 
disadvantaged. The person also refuses to take responsibility for their life, suppresses their rage 
(over being abandoned) and aggression, is unable to be alone, and constantly feels the need to 
fill their inner emptiness by seeking to be surrounded constantly by other people. This person 
uses sex to achieve the closeness and contact they feel they miss. 
 
This person also tends to expect and experience rejection and pretense. They therefore feel 
trapped in a double blind because on one hand, they feel a need for closeness but they also 
believe that such closeness will end in abandonment and pain. 
People of the oral character structure heal by beginning to understand and trust the abundance 
of the universe, learn to give and receive with unconditional love (no conditions, no 
possessing), understand and acknowledge their needs, and take responsibility over all that is in 
their lives and drop the victim mentality. They also need to face their fear of being alone and 
abandoned, go within and find the love and fulfillment that is inside them but denied. This will 
enable them to become truly and naturally self-reliant, fulfilled, and able to experience the 
abundance and love of the universe. Once they transform, these people make excellent and 
natural teachers, have an aptitude and interest in a wide variety of areas, and are highly 
intelligent and creative. 
 

Psychopathic 

This character structure develops as follows. The child is in an environment whereby it finds it 
difficult to get support from the parent of the same sex, while at the same time the parent of the 
opposite sex wants something from the child. Now because the child cannot get its fulfillment 
fully from the parent of the same sex, it tends to side more with the parent of the opposite sex. 
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However, because that parent has a covert agenda for the child, the child eventually finds that it 
cannot fulfill its needs fully from that parent either, feels betrayed by this, and thus learns to 
use manipulation to get what it needs. The child then grows up to be a person that believes that 
manipulation is the only way to get needs fulfilled. This person also demands to have their 
needs fulfilled by others. 
 
This person’s manipulation tendencies grow into a strong need to control others and have 
power over them through force or seduction. This overt superiority complex covers up a covert 
inferiority complex. Therefore this person’s biggest fear is the fear of failure, and their biggest 
dilemma is that they are dependent (in one way or another) on the very same people that they 
feel they must control. They also have a great fear of being controlled and they thus tend not to 
express their needs while at the same time making others need them. 
This person heals when they begin to trust life and stop trying to manipulate it. They have to 
start trusting that life will give them what is best for them; they have to stop believing that the 
only way they can get their needs fulfilled is by manipulation and control. They have to let go, 
allow. They also have to let go and feel their inner being and their true sexuality (not a 
manipulative, controlling one based on an image of superiority). Once transformed, this person 
finds themselves with a tremendous amount of intellect, integrity, honesty, perseverance, 
courage, and love. 
 

Masochistic 

This character structure develops when the person grows up where love is conditional. In other 
words, when certain conditions were met, love was given, and when they weren’t, it was not. 
Therefore, the child was made to feel guilty for expressing themselves freely or for asserting 
their freedom. This child’s mother tends to be very dominating to the child, controlling almost 
every aspect of the child (even the most basic). The mother also tends to be sacrificing of 
herself. 
 
The child then grows up quite choked, unable to be free, to make choices, and to express itself. 
All such attempts are crushed and lead to humiliation. The child then resorts to holding their 
feelings and creativity in, but doing so starts to build up anger and hatred within. 
 
This child grows up demanding to be independent, but they haven’t learnt how to. They 
haven’t learnt how to take their freedom regardless, and to feel OK for expressing themselves. 
Instead of speaking clearly and truly for themselves, they manipulate their words and mask 
them with politeness (always trying to please and be nice). When they wish to express 
something that they don’t like, instead of saying it flat out, as it is, they express it by indirect 
whining and complaining designed to manipulate the other person to agreeing with them. 
 
Because as child this person got humiliated and crushed for expressing themselves and their 
anger when that self expression is interfered with, they have a deep fear of expressing their 
anger even as adults. They keep it inside because they believe that expressing it will lead to 
humiliation. So they walk around with tension that they are unwilling to release because of 
their fear of humiliation. Their anger and expression turns inwards to become negativity 
(unexpressed rage, complaints, whining, and so on). They unconsciously love this negativity 
because it allows them to “stay safe” by not facing the ‘humiliation of expressing themselves’. 
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This person tends to have their head thrust forward, have a lot of tension in the neck, throat, 
pelvis and jaw, and have cold buttocks. They also tend to have their energy chocked in the 
throat. 
This person heals by being free. They free themselves from humiliation by accepting and 
expressing their aggression (anger) naturally. Aggression (anger) only becomes unnatural 
because of bottling it up and letting it stew, disconnected from its source. They have to accept 
that it is ok to be angry and express that at the time without manipulating it for politeness. They 
also have to start expressing themselves freely as they like, without repressing or manipulating 
that expression to ensure that they are ‘nice’. Once healed, this person will find themselves 
with an amazing amount of creativity, love, caring, compassion, understanding, fun, 
playfulness, and diplomacy (healthy negotiation). 
 

Rigid 

This character structure develops when the child experiences rejection from the parent of the 
opposite sex. This rejection is experienced by the child as a betrayal of love, and it hurts a great 
deal. So the child responds by learning to hold back and in all the feelings involved, so that 
they are never allowed expression for fear that they will lead to the same pain. So this person 
learns to hold back and control their love, pain, sexuality and pleasure, anger and so on. They 
have a deep unconscious fear of the pain of betrayal and they hold these feelings back to try to 
ensure they never face that pain again. 
 
With this person, pride comes into play because this person’s pride is hurt by the rejection of 
love (and related feelings such as sexual feelings). This person fears greatly that their pride will 
be hurt and so they develop a mask personality that attempts to establish superiority and avoid 
vulnerability, betrayal, hurt. The person, to maintain this, must therefore be very self-
controlling. They fear that loss of self-control will allow the spontaneous human to take over 
and that may lead to the so-feared hurt and humiliation. They hold their inner self in a rigid and 
guarded position, terrified, while externally they project a proud, ambitious and strong 
appearance. The person refuses to recognize that they need love and openness, like all life 
does. The more they play their pride and rigid self-control game, the further they alienate 
themselves, and the further they get from experiencing the love that they really want. 
Sometimes they try to use sex to get love and satisfaction, but that doesn’t work. 
 
This person is thus unable to feel much, to experience their feelings, because they have held 
them all back. They are afraid to surrender to their feelings because they imagine that they will 
be hurt. 
This person heals by allowing feelings to flow, be expressed and shared with others openly. 
Once feelings start to flow, this person’s other abilities are unlocked. Once healed, they find 
themselves with an abundance of love, inspiration, passion, adventure, play, and leadership. 
 
In various relevant parts of the software, the Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and 
Empowerment software will guide you through these structures and as they relate to you 
(adopted from Light Emerging and Hands of Light by Barbara Ann Brennan). 
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Birth Matrix (Period from Conception to Birth) and Re-
birthing 

The 9 months of pregnancy and the birthing process is the highly significant time during which 
your life’s ‘tone’ is set. As you are about to see, the following are set up during this time: 
 

 Your root patterns 
 Your beliefs about what the ‘facts of life’ are (your subconscious and transparent core 

beliefs) 
 The areas of your life you struggle with no matter how hard you try 
 How you perceive life 
 How you respond to life 
 Your attraction/aversion patterns 
 Your various forms of neurosis (mental or personality disturbances that are not attributable 

to any known neurological or organic dysfunction)  
 
Our experience of our conception, gestation (period during which an embryo develops), and 
birth directly determines how we approach life. This is further reinforced in the first 7 years of 
life. The quality of birth determines the quality of life largely. This ‘pre-determination’ is only 
in effect as long as the issues picked up and developed during this birth matrix period are not 
resolved. Once they are resolved, and everyone has the power to resolve theirs, then the person 
has true free choice, which is the power to choose and experience any life direction at all 
without being dragged down or stopped by unconscious negative issues. 
The above make up the ‘tone’ that your life is patterned on after that. The birth matrix period 
refers to the time between conception and birth. Once you understand it, you will also 
instantly gain a deeper understanding of your soul’s purpose in incarnating and your own 
deeper patterns that color your entire life experience. 
Your world is only difficult to the extent that you have not understood and loved yourself fully. 
Your outer world always automatically and naturally mirrors your inner world using a variety 
of forms, symbols and events. 
 
Once you understand what your birth matrix is, you can expect to be able to finally and 
easily: 

 Free yourself from unconscious patterns 
 Free yourself from fear (which arises from what is buried in the unconscious and not 

faced and understood) by making what is unconscious conscious 
 Free yourself from fear and resistance to change, healing and growth 
 Erase and change root patterns 
 Recognize that what you thought were facts of life are simply beliefs you collected 

while you were in the ‘psychic soup’ of your mother and father during the birth 
matrix period 
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 End struggle that comes from hidden self-sabotaging beliefs gathered at this time 
 Completely change how you perceive life automatically to one where you experience a 

safe, loving and abundant universe 
 Become a deliberate, aware, powerful, whole, calm and relaxed creator of your own 

life 
 Change the ‘tone’ of your life as you wish 

 
The following topics will explain this miraculous, amazing and powerful process further: 
 

1. What Happens During the Birth Matrix Period? 
2. Some Examples of Birth Matrix Manifestations 
3. Rebirthing and Similar Practices to Transform the Birth Matrix 
4. Conscious Energy Breathing 

 

There is no more profound thing you can do for your biology than to change the 
energy of a troubled past. Your DNA will change, your heart will change, and 
energy will start flowing into you that will actually create a longer life. – Kryon 
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What Happens During the Birth Matrix Period? 

Many people assume and believe that a baby simply is born and then, and only then, starts 
building its character. They falsely imagine that before birth all babies simply have a dormant, 
physical-growth-only time during pregnancy and that they don’t form beliefs, experience 
intense emotions, or even make choices.  This could not be further from the truth. The 9 
months of pregnancy are the most important formation times for any human. Not only do their 
body and DNA form, but also so does their entire main subconscious core belief system, what 
they believe are the facts of life! You will see just how in a moment. 
 

Cellular memory and its relationship with the birth matrix 

The topic of cellular memory is discussed in more detail in many publications. We will go over 
it briefly. In summary, every cell in your body is like a mini-mind. Your body is an extension 
of your mind. Your body is the denser part of your mind, while your mind is the subtler part of 
your body. The separations are not real; it is only we who perceive them to be there due to the 
way we have taught ourselves to categorize nature. In reality, your body, mind and soul are 
One but in three seemingly different forms. In other words, your body is your soul in chemical 
clothing/disguise. You cannot hate any part of your body without automatically hating a part of 
your soul (Self) and mind. Because of this unbreakable unity, your soul is able to precisely 
transfer its soul purpose into the new human simply by positioning the newly forming body in 
an environment that matches what it wishes to work with in this incarnation. Keep reading and 
this will become clearer. First, let us get back to cellular memory. Scientists now know 
conclusively that cells do have a memory. In fact, everything in life has a memory because 
everything in life is made of the same stuff – intelligent energy. Your cells store much more 
memory than you would imagine they do. Not only do they have your DNA, but they also each 
experience all your emotions and your thoughts. When you see something with your eyes, the 
whole body sees it. When you imagine something in your mind, your body literally acts as if 
the imagines event were real, to one extent or the other. Not a single thought crosses your mind 
without it affecting your whole body to some extent. Even your emotions are held in various 
forms in your body. When people remember a traumatic event, even years later, their bodies 
can contort and collapse as if the memory were the real thing being re-experienced. Think 
about your day-to-day fears. Whenever you worry about something, do you notice how your 
body reacts? It may go cold or get a pain somewhere, and so on. All these are the simplest 
examples of cellular memory. Your cells actually remember more than your conscious mind 
does. Your mind is literally all over your body, within it and beyond it. Your body is your 
mind, in a different disguise. 
Now, what happened during the period between conception and birth is that your growing body 
was ‘cooking’ in the ‘psychic soup’ that it found itself in. This psychic soup is entire range of 
experiences, thoughts, worries, words, actions, and state of being of your mother and father. 
You literally felt every emotion your mother felt, felt her worries, felt your dad’s worries and 
ideas about life (all life is inherently telepathic), how they related to each other, what they felt 
about having a baby, and so on. As a newly incoming soul, this was your first taste of ‘what 
earth life is like’. In there, in your mother’s womb, that was all you knew of the world. That 
was all your growing cells and body knew to be the extent of physical life. All these 
impressions bombarding you were being recorded by your cells. All cells in your body are 
highly intelligent. They are able to make conclusions that they accept as truths about life. 
These conclusions become what you consider to be facts of life. You may not even know they 
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exist and they will be transparent to you; you will just take them for granted. This is the ‘tone’ 
that your life takes from there on – until your change this tone. We will look at all this in more 
detail. 
Before we proceed, it is important to note that every cell also knows the Truth about life. So it 
holds both the set ‘tone’ mentioned above and the Truth, even though they sometimes 
contradict. This knowing of the truth, of the Love and Power within, is what fuels our 
drive to heal the ‘tone’ and transmute it into a conscious understanding, knowing and 
experiencing of the Truth of our being. Your cellular memory actually helps you to move 
towards a better life, instinctively. 
 

Range of feeling of a new child 

Children feel a lot. Children are able to sense things adults can't. They suffer tremendously 
over ‘small’ things that adults may not even take notice of. They have no frame of reference to 
fall back on because they are new to the planet and so they readily take in the beliefs that are 
handed to them, without questioning them. Technically, their chakras are also in formation and 
lack a protective shield until about the age of 7 and this means that they filter out almost 
nothing that is new because they have no such system in place yet. That is why psychologists 
remind parents that the first 7 years of a child’s life are extremely influential on the rest of their 
lives. Actually, although it is not yet widely recognized, the most influential period starts even 
earlier – during pregnancy and at birth. 
People assume that babies feel nothing during conception, pregnancy and birth. On the 
contrary, they feel everything! They feel even more than adults do because they are still fresh 
and haven’t blocked any of their natural sensory abilities as most adults have and they don’t 
have filters as adults have.  They don’t even have a framework to organize these incoming 
inputs into a logical and coherent structure, which makes it even ‘worse’ because they just go 
straight into the memory banks and form some belief structures that are not only limiting and 
illogical, but are often also fearful, dissociated, confusing and transparent to the child. Until 
this work is transcended, which is the soul’s purpose in evolution (along with having a joyful 
time on earth) they operate from that point on as the unconscious core beliefs about life, the 
‘facts of life’. In many ways, birth is the most traumatic part of a person’s life. At birth, the 
baby feels all the force of the emotions all around it from the mother and everyone else. It also, 
for the first time, experiences loud noises and shouts, bright lights that it is not yet used to, the 
comparatively rough textures on its new soft skin, perhaps a slap on its bottom from the 
doctors... they come out not smiling but usually crying in shock. If as an adult you deeply 
believe life is harsh and dangerous, imagine what it must feel like for a newborn, and you will 
see where such patterns of belief started to form. What will become even clearer to you as you 
investigate your own birth matrix (conception to birth) is that your core beliefs, especially 
those that you assume are facts and not beliefs about life, are all set in those 9 months. 
Keep in mind that this womb is all it knows to be the universe, to be ‘what life is all about’. 
The aspects of life that the fetus/baby found painful or fearful are right there, stored in the 
cellular memory even decades after that exposure, a memory that carries on in later life just as 
DNA does, until it is changed. And they color the person’s life after that, as you will see. The 
point is, fetuses and babies feel a whole lot more than we pretend they do, and it colors 
everything after that. 
The entire range of impulses that a baby goes through is infinite in its variety – each baby goes 
through its own set of widely varying experiences. What you have to keep in mind is that even 
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the little things matter! Don’t ignore them. For example, if the mother was constantly worrying 
about her ability to care for the baby once it is born, the baby will feel this and conclude 
something to the effect that the fact of life is that sustenance is a problem and has to be fought 
for and worried over. And this becomes their ‘fact of life’ transparent belief. We are calling it 
transparent because the baby does not recognize it as a conscious belief but feels it in its cells 
and body as an imprint, and inexplicable feeling of what life is. If the father is worried and 
stressed about gaining finances by the time the 9 months are up and the baby is born and 
pushes himself hard to get there ‘on time’, the baby will be imprinted with an urgency to work 
hard against time or face an imagined threat, and a time-pressured workaholic will be born. 
Another example: when the doctor holds the baby upside down by the legs upon birth, the baby 
is suddenly thrust from an environment that supported its back and head into one where it is 
hanging upside down with no support, with strain, and with blood dizzyingly rushing to the 
head. Many people who have nightmares of being plunged into darkness can find the root 
cause here. A fetus that has parents who wish they didn’t have it because of their fear of 
rejection from their society (perhaps for traditional reasons like having a baby out of wedlock) 
will develop a nagging sense of not belonging and this will emerge as shyness, withdrawal, and 
self-hatred. Remember, just like an adult but even more so, all experiences are imprinted in the 
cellular memory/subconscious and they color life after that until changed. And as you will see, 
none of this is the parent’s ‘fault’ as such. It is instead a very precise move by the incoming 
soul. The soul picks a set of parents and a period in their life where its new body will be 
impregnated with very specific psychic and physical inputs that allow the body to be infused 
with the seeds that enable the soul’s purpose for incarnating. Within very calculated bounds, 
this selection is extremely specific. You cannot blame your parents any more than you can 
blame your Self for choosing to incarnate with such specific intent. No soul is forced to do so; 
it always makes its own choice. No soul is ever a victim of circumstances in any way. A soul 
chooses to incarnate for very specific reasons. The primary reason for every soul is to enjoy 
life and to grow by experiencing and transcending specific aspects of its own choosing, thereby 
achieving mastery and eventual full awareness and application of itself in physical existence. 
This increasing awareness, consciousness and mastery is the path of evolution of 
consciousness. 
An excellent book that details the conception to birth process from the perspective of a child is 
Birth Without Violence by Dr Frederick LeBoyer. 
In summary, any experience that the child goes through, from conception through to 
birth, that gives it a sense of not being in love or safe, results in a negative image 
conclusion about life. These negative image conclusions become unconscious beliefs about 
life that appear to be facts of life to the person. The rebirthing process heals these by proving to 
the person that they are indeed safe. 
 

Important things that happen during the birth matrix 

According to Jon Marc Hammer (www.themysticlover.com), the three most basic and 
important things that happen during the birth matrix are: 

1. Our relationship to and capacity for the full range of feelings and emotions is set 
2. Our core beliefs about love and support are set 
3. Our fundamental sense of our worthiness and lovability are set 

He also points out that the following secondary (but having an equal impact) patterns are set: 
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1. How we respond to our own creativity is set (because creativity and visioning is a 
‘birthing’ process) 

2. How easily or not we ‘emerge’ by sharing ourselves openly with the world is set (for 
example if a person’s birth caused painful problems for their mother, they will take on 
and hold a pattern of fearing the birth of their own greatness and creativity as they have 
formed an image conclusion that says ‘my birthing/creating causes pain’) 

3. How well we receive life support and extend it is set (a child whose body battles against 
mothers smoking, alcohol, etc. tends to create a personality that doesn’t easily open to 
trust the quality of support of the world; a child who is suddenly cut off from 
nurturance at birth or before can have difficulty letting go and giving freely of time 
energy, or money, for there may not be support later) 

Everybody has a sense of safety, his or her idea of how safe the universe is. They may imagine 
that their sense of safety accurately represents the truth about how safe the universe is for all 
beings. However, this is just their perspective and not a truth about Reality. All beings 
experience different levels of safety depending on what they believe about the universe. The 
universe is completely safe in reality. Your sense of safety began at conception and was 
already largely determined even before birth. 
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Some Examples of Birth Matrix Manifestations 

To help you see how the birth matrix works so that you can figure out your own (the Prova 
LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you in this), here are 
some examples of ways in which the birth matrix influences life: 
 
Quoted from The Healing Manual by Leonard Orr: 

Several students who healed their migraine pattern remembered 
experiencing deprivation of oxygen at birth. It seems to be this 
aspect of birth trauma that causes severe headaches later in life.  

It is still standard practice to cut the umbilical cord within ten 
minutes after the baby exits the womb. My experience is that it takes 
babies about 2 hours to adjust to breathing air after birth in a 
relaxed way. It is best to leave the placenta attached and kept 
slightly higher than the baby for 2 hours before cutting the cord to 
prevent migraine headaches and other health problems later in life.  

... 

Asthma seems to be caused by severe birth trauma and is often 
accompanied with a suicide urge.  

The baby thinks in pre-verbal language, "I don't like the way I am 
being treated, I'll hold my breath and die. Then you will be sorry for 
the way you are treating me.''  

... 

Studies show that virtually 100% of teenagers committing suicide 
had difficult births. Studies of prison inmates also indicate birth 
trauma as a root cause of imprisonment. 

Quoted from Breath Awareness by Leonard Orr: 

Hyperventilation is the Breath of Life attempting dramatically to free 
itself from a lifetime of unconscious neglect. Although an involuntary 
hyperventilation "attack" seems to be triggered by a tense situation, 
a deeper look reveals that people who hyperventilate spontaneously 
have lived in a context of safety and security.... Hyperventilation is 
your spirit, your personal aliveness, your breath busting out of its 
prison of a tense, overactive life. The human breath is the most 
powerful healing power in the mind and body. 
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The hyperventilation syndrome is not caused by breathing but rather 
by inhibited breathing habits. Conscious breathing cures 
hyperventilation. Each completed energy cycle session frees people 
from hyperventilation symptoms. After several completed energy 
cycles, people can breathe freely and fully without any symptoms.  

Without accumulated tension or a damaged breathing mechanism, 
conscious breathing only produces gentle and pleasurable energy 
flows. If people are not willing to go through these symptoms and 
release the tension patterns that create them, the tension continues 
to accumulate until it causes disease and death. On the other hand, 
conscious breathing has already healed millions of people who 
already had diseases like asthma, heart trouble, cancer, migraines, 
pain from burns and even dental problems. The healing miracles are 
endless just from a simple breathing rhythm.  

... 

The following is a list of symptoms that are associated with the 
hyperventilation syndrome:  

 Rapid breathing  

 Forced or heavy breathing  

 Involuntary breathing  

 Difficulty with breathing including asthma attacks  

 Tingling or vibrating sensations in hands or feet  

 Choking  

 Tetany (a medical term for temporary paralysis or cramps)  

 Lightheadedness or dizziness  

 Hysterical crying  

 Irrational feelings of fear or terror  

 Fainting  

 Out-of-body experiences  

 Temporary insanity  

 Localized feelings of extreme pressure on body parts  
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 Strong energy flows  

 Fluctuating body temperature  

 Extreme sweating or inconsolable cold  

 Confusion  

 Claustrophobia  

 Headache  

 Body rushes  

 Full body orgasmic feelings  

 Spiritual or religious visions  

 Dramatic telepathic experiences  

 Nausea  

 Dryness of mouth  

 Buzzing or ringing in the ears  

 Birth memories or dreamlike states  

 Euphoria and blissful states  

 Color fantasies and vivid color perception  

 Muscle spasms including epileptic type seizures  

 Death and resurrection experiences  

Most of the above symptoms are explainable in terms of the release 
of suppressed primal psychophysical memories.  

For example, tetany can be explained as releasing suppressed 
tensions accumulated and stored in the brain during infancy. The 
paralysis observably pulls the body into fetal poses during its most 
intense moments. Excessive sadness can usually be correlated to the 
unlimited sadness that infants sometimes experience during birth or 
early infancy. Fear is usually traced to memories of feelings during 
contractions at birth, the actual expulsion, and early separation from 
mother.  
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All of these states are symptoms that occur and disappear after a 
few minutes of continued breathing. The symptoms are caused by 
past thoughts and feelings. A symptom is the manifestation of an old 
negative thought in your body so that you can release it through 
your breath. All symptoms are healings in progress: either the spirit 
and mind are healing the body, or the spirit and body are healing the 
mind. But breathing is an ultimate healer. It can heal anything.  

... 

Conscious breathing is not hyperventilation. 

... 

Birth memories are close to the surface in children and can manifest 
anytime, whether they are breathing or not. I helped a little girl of 
nine who had pain in her legs and cried herself to sleep often, for 
months. She had too much fear to release them. She had the fear 
that something terrible was happening to her. When I explained how 
they might be related to her birth, she relaxed, went to sleep in a 
wonderful meditative state, and the pattern disappeared. She was 
hung upside down by her ankles at birth. 

 
Quoted from personal experience stories as reported in Binnie A. Dansby’s SOURCE Breath 
website ((formally known as "Healing Birth Rebirthing" : 
 

...My parents were quite "old" when I was born, my mother 40 and 
my father 60. They were both scared about having a child at that 
age. Mainly because of this fear, I was born with forceps. Before 
being able to re-experience my birth fully, I had to go through or to 
clear the anaesthetics/toxins in my body. When I re-experienced 
being pulled out with the forceps, I heard myself crying like a 
newborn baby, a cry or scream that I didn’t emit at the time it 
happened, being too stoned. The thought that was running over and 
over again was: "What have I done wrong? What have I done 
wrong?" I was the wrong sex, as my parents had expected a boy 
during the whole pregnancy. They hurt me when I was in my most 
sensitive and vulnerable space. They took me away for nearly 8 
hours all alone in a little cot without my mother. "I must definitely 
have done something really wrong". 
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The two main consequences of this birth script were: nearly always 
putting myself in situations where I had done something wrong, and 
always being the wrong one in relationships. I had my script so well 
in mind that I would even sometimes be attracted to homosexual 
men to prove to myself that I was the wrong sex. It sounds mad… it 
is, what your old script can push you to do or experience.... During 
one of my "heaviest" wet rebirths when it seemed that all my cells 
were remembering the pain of being born, I opened my eyes and 
looked into Binnie’s eyes. She didn’t say a word, just kept on 
breathing with me. My whole body got it: she had been there, she 
had survived it – it is safe. In this instant my whole perception of the 
sensations I was experiencing changed, my body expanded into 
pleasure of life instead of death... 

 

... 

 

In numerous rebirthing sessions I remembered what I had 
experienced while in the womb and during birth and I could see 
direct connections to my later pain in the back. In one session, for 
example, I re-experienced exactly how it feels to be held up by the 
feet and get the proverbial slap on the bottom. This was one of the 
most "striking" events of my life. At that time (and even before) I 
chose the thoughts: 

"They can do it to me any time." 

"I am not safe!" 

"Nobody is here for me." 

"I can’t do it." 

"I am not welcome." 

"There is no support for me." 

…thoughts that in different forms have always accompanied me and 
deeply influenced my view of myself and of the world. So I created a 
world for me where I felt threatened, expecting it to happen again. 
Left to the mercy of somebody else! Not safe. Without support. Not 
worthy. Victim. Unstable. 
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I held back my power and decided it was better to be mostly 
invisible. Beside this big "no" to myself and to life, the "yes" was 
infinitely small. First when I began my rebirthing process did the 
"yes" begin to grow. 

 

... 

 

CONCEPTION: I was conceived in a one-night-stand, my mother was 
17 years old and she never met the man again. So I was in a way 
left by Father already during conception. 

PREGNANCY: My grandmother got furious when the pregnancy was 
discovered, probably imagining her daugther’s life ruined. I think 
attempts towards an abortion were made and my mother refused. 
She felt being pregnant as a shame and a disgrace and decided it 
would be best for the child to be put out for adoption. She thought it 
would be better taken care of by someone other than herself. After 
this decision she was hidden away, so no one would know of the 
pregnancy. 

BIRTH: During labour she was lying in a room alone, feeling left and 
very frightened. In the delivery room the male doctor scolded my 
mother for crying in pain and fear. She became fully anaesthetized. I 
was taken away to be put out for adoption right away.  

I returned to my mother 11 months later. In the meantime I had 
been with a foster-family whom I never saw again.  

And like this my life continued and evolved. People disappeared from 
me, I lost them, and was left. I got an adoptive-father and later a 
step-father. Both disappeared suddenly out of my life after divorcing 
my mother when I was 4 and 14 years old respectively. It became so 
usual for me in my grown-up life, that I didn’t expect anyone to stay. 
And yet I had a deep longing for getting people together and 
disappointment when contact wasn’t kept. All the same I've never 
really felt like I was a part of anything. I have been, for sure, but my 
inner feeling was different. I couldn’t really believe anyone would like 
to stay involved with me, whether it was a partner, friends or people 
I was doing courses or dance performances with. 

To show myself – to be seen – to express myself, I have believed 
was dangerous and resulted in criticism, being wrong, being left, 
being hidden away, being scolded – maybe even creating problems 
and causing sorrow in other people. I have been a living taboo. 
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Not only is it getting more clear how my birth affects my way of 
living and how I perceive life, but also the story of my conception 
and my time in the womb has deep symbolical meaning. I now have 
the feeling that my birth was the first repetition of my theme and 
not, as I first thought, where it began. My conception, and how the 
pregnancy with me was received and handled by my mother and her 
surroundings, was the first draft of my script. My birth was the first 
fruit and manifestation of that script. The first replay, you could say, 
where it got confirmed and refined. 

It is so interesting to discover on how many levels one thought-form 
exists. I believe that we live the same ones out in everything we do 
in our lives. My theme has been that I am left and that my 
expression and my appearance cause disaster or are not well 
received. "No one is here for me and it’s definitely not safe to be 
seen or express myself". Those are the important keywords that 
have been running through my mind all my life. To be aware of this 
means to me, that I now can see its impact in my life and choose to 
know that it isn’t the truth. I am able to make a reality-check and 
see what really happens in and around me. 

I would now like to share some of the experiences I have had during 
my first year of the rebirthing training which led me to understand 
the importance of the whole creation process. They will also show 
how the same symbolic pattern works in different areas of my life. 

The first experience is from a short-term relationship I had. Within 
24 hours after making love the first time, I manifested an acute and 
very strong cystitis which forced me to leave him in the middle of the 
night and go home. (He was, by the way, born through a Caesarian 
section, so thinking of our birth-themes in co-creation, it is no 
wonder that a sudden interruption and separation happened!). When 
that was cured I manifested candida in my vagina. I realized that 
ever since my sexual life began I had manifested diseases in my 
vagina after being with a man the first time. Up to now I had 
explained it with having changed partners or having caught it from 
him. It is reasonable thinking, but I simply had something every 
time, even if they didn’t have anything to catch. Why? 
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I was conceived in a one-night-stand, my mother was 17 years old, 
she felt shame and disgrace when the pregnancy got known and her 
mother was furious. By having the diseases I came to feel dirty, and 
because of that, embarrassed, there was always something wrong 
with me. Also it was a way to keep men out, literally. Here I believe 
that it is my mother’s and my grandmother’s fear of being pregnant 
that I live out. To become pregnant is a catastrophe..... I deeply 
understood how I’ve created my life, and that everything that had 
happened to me or I had felt was done to me, had been of service to 
me. For example, that my fathers had left me, I realized was a fact, 
just a fact. I am here now and that happened in the past. I chose 
this life and this set-up. I came here to learn about connection, so I 
started out with separation. And you could say, I really set it up this 
time in order to learn. The separation theme has been so strong that 
I had to become aware of it in this life. So they only served me in 
getting to where I am now. The time has finally come to learn and 
experience connection in my life. 
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Rebirthing (Intuitive Energy Breathing) and Similar 
Practices to Transform the Birth Matrix 

"God breathed into man's nostrils and man became a living soul." – The 
Bible 

Breath is where spirit and matter merge. It is no coincidence that you live by breathing. 
Inspiration also comes from breath. Have you observed how wild cats, snakes, and other 
animals tell much about their world by extracting all sorts of information from the air? Well, it 
gets even more complex than that. You may think that your breath only has to do with giving 
you oxygen for life and taking away carbon dioxide, but there is much more to it. That is just 
the physical aspect of breath. As with everything physical, there is a nonphysical counterpart, 
origin. The nonphysical aspect of breath (called prana as well), has everything to do with your 
life. Even your thoughts are to a large extent determined by your breath. When you panic, you 
breath shallow and in a confused manner, and your thoughts also become shallow and 
confused. In moments of deep inspiration and excitement, your breath is also deep and strong. 
The breath influences the tempo and nature of thoughts. Another example of the power of 
breath is that your breathing pattern is tied in with the extent of how free/blocked your 
emotional body and other systems are. You can transform your life and release blockages 
simply by consciously returning your breath back to its natural state. The vast majority of 
people on earth lose their natural breath pattern at birth, depending on the psychic imprints they 
adopt during the birth matrix period. 
We cannot go into all the amazing powers of breath here. We will simply summarize that your 
breath is, literally and to a large extent, your life. It is a horoscope that holds all aspects of your 
life, and through which you can change all aspects of your life if you know how to. All these 
things are held in the breath of each individual in the most amazing way: relationship successes 
and problems, financial successes and problems, health and body states, emotional states, and 
much more. Watch your breath throughout the day and notice how it matches whatever you are 
doing. Then ask yourself, what if I breathed smoothly, continuously, deeply, and naturally all 
the time, how would that improve this relationship, or these finances, and so on? Well, the 
Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will help bring out these 
answers to you. This free, deep, continuous way of breathing is the natural way. This is how 
we are designed to breath (we lose it as we accept and hold onto more and more false ideas 
about ourselves and our world, from conception until now). This natural breathing can be 
regained using Conscious Energy Breathing. 
There are many ways through which you can transform your birth matrix and be literally born 
again clear of those old collected psychic imprints. You can free yourself from living in the 
past, from living under unconscious beliefs that color your life and sometimes sabotage your 
efforts. This in fact is part of your Self’s (soul’s) purpose for incarnation. 
The following explanatory information on rebirthing is extracted from various articles by 
rebirthing practitioners. We also give you a free book with full articles on this for download 
with the Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software purchase. 
 
Quoted from the article “Rebirthing: The most innovative breathwork” by Peter Kane: 
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“Rebirthing is a breathing process that increases our ability to feel 
and resolve the effects of our past. It involves breathing in a full, free 
manner (as guided by a trained Rebirther); the result is an increase 
in the level of physical and spiritual energy in our body, thus 
cleansing the many tensions held there. The result of the physical 
cleansing is that the mental and emotional origins of tension come 
back into consciousness and can then be healed. By learning to 
breathe consciously and fully, we discover and release the core 
issues now held in our mind and emotions. It was named Rebirthing 
because when Leonard Orr developed it in the early 70s both he and 
his first clients relived their births, discovering the tremendous 
impact birth had had on them. Rebirthing has since undergone many 
changes to become a more wholistic process, addressing our entire 
childhood and life experience; most Rebirthers have not changed the 
name because understanding the birth experience is one of the 
valuable results of Rebirthing.  Rebirthing’s contributions to 
psychology and personal growth include helping us to understand the 
effects our birth has had on individual self-esteem, relationships and 
family dynamics, as well as more specific issues like the addictive 
process and abuse.... A key to all personal healing is to learn to feel 
again. As a result of early life being too traumatic or intense for us to 
stay “present,” we learned to numb ourselves to avoid feelings. This 
is the core issue of addiction: some of us used substances and 
behaviors to accomplish this numbness, others just used behaviors; 
it is our feeling that virtually all of us have this issue. We call it 
addiction—the habit of not feeling or not being present. This is a 
slightly broader definition of addiction than you may be used to, but 
the inability to feel and be present is an addiction in that it’s a habit 
that we don’t know how to change and we subconsciously think we 
need it to survive. ” 

 
Quoted from the article “Spiritual Psychology” by Peter Kane: 
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“One problem with recognizing patterns is that you have been living 
your life based on them for so long they have become “truths” that 
you no longer question. I could use the symbol of it being like 
“seeing the world through rose-colored glasses,” but it’s beyond that. 
A more accurate symbol would be the eye itself, and it is not natural 
to question your way of seeing. This is why it is so valuable to have a 
therapist to ask questions and help guide you from an outside 
perspective.... To identify and admit to your most core negative 
thought about yourself can be very powerful; both scary and 
empowering. It helps you see that so many complex issues in your 
life all relate back to, or are generated by, one negative thought. It 
gives you one affirmation that ad-dresses many issues and feelings. 
It simplifies the release of patterns. The personal lie is usually 
initially formed by birth experience and is then reaffirmed by family 
and social experience. For example, if you were unwanted and 
unplanned when you were in the womb, feeling unwanted would then 
become a basis from which to interpret future experiences. For 
example, if one of your parents were impatient or inattentive you 
would think, “I knew they didn’t want me.” The personal lie would 
then affect all of your experiences and relationships. You would 
interpret a friend’s unavailability as them not wanting you, an 
employer’s critical tendencies as them not wanting you, you might 
even think of your dog’s disappearance as them running away from 
you.” 

 
Quite often, rebirthing is done in a pool of warm water whereby the client floats as they would 
in a womb and re-experiences their fetal and birth process under the guidance of a therapist. 
However, this is not the only way to rebirth. Do not believe that you must have a third party to 
assist you, although having one (especially a good one) makes everything so much easier. 
Every being is equipped to rebirth on its own or with assistance, as it chooses. That is where 
the Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software comes in. We are not 
suggesting that you do not visit a rebirth practitioner (which you can find one in your area 
through the Internet). What we are saying to you is that it is a choice – a choice that could add 
efficiency and experience to the process, but a choice that is not mandatory. You are capable of 
doing it yourself if you do choose to, at home, and the Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and 
Empowerment software will help you in this. The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and 
Empowerment software uses conscious energy breathing, mind probing questions, and 
affirmations to take you through your own rebirthing. 
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Chakras: Energy Centers That Are The Interface 
Between The Physical And Nonphysical Parts Of Your Self 

The following is a combination extracted and condensed from the books 
Raising Humans and Achieving Your Life’s Goals Effortlessly by David 
Cameron, available at www.ImagesOfOne.com. 

What are you made of? 

Imagine that you are walking into a high-tech laboratory. You then place your 
hand under a microscope and look into the eyepiece. What would you see? You 
would see the skin tissue on your hand. 

Now imagine that you increased the magnification power on this microscope 
and looked again. What would you see? You would now see the cells that make 
up your tissues. Magnify further and you would see the various molecules that 
make up each cell. For example, there would be water molecules, oxygen 
molecules, carbon molecules, and so on. Whatever part of your body you look 
at is made up of molecules. DNA is a strand of various molecular structures, 
and so are brain cells, bone marrow cells, and so on. 

Now magnify further and what do you see? You see that the molecules 
themselves are made up of atoms. Magnify further, if you can get your hands 
on the technology to do so, and you would realize very clearly that all atoms 
are made up of subatomic particles such as electrons and protons. And 
electrons and protons and all subatomic particles are actually energy! A proton 
is an energy packet. Now this is very important: energy does not ‘change form’ 
to become matter. Energy is matter and vice versa. 

 ENERGY 

Molecules are groups of atoms. Atoms are groups of energy particles. 

Do you see that? The same hand that you see as a solid object when you 
observe it with your bare eyes is the same hand that looks like a cluster of 
energy packets when you observe it at a suitable magnification. It is the same 
thing! 

You are a cluster of energy, and so is everything else. 

This cluster of energy is always in motion, moving and changing to form new 
configuration at every moment. That table that is in your dining room is not as 
solid as it appears to be. On a highly magnified level, you would realize that it 
is in constant flux, ‘losing’ and ‘gaining’ billions of energy packets, but 
intelligently maintaining the overall ‘look’ of a table. 
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It is only that your five senses of sight, smell, taste, touch and smell can only 
perceive groups of energy activity. This perception is interpreted in the mind 
as a physical form. Your eyes see billions of energy patters behaving in a 
certain way and they interpret that as the color green, for example. Your hand 
feels energy behaving in a certain way and it interprets that as hard, for 
example. So what is your body doing with external things that it senses? It is 
experiencing energy in motion (e-motion, emotion). And as you will see below, 
it is doing the exact same thing with internal things (thoughts and feelings). 

How Thoughts Become Body and Events 

We now have scientific evidence that our thoughts trigger emotions which in 
turn become body matter through the work of glands and chemicals such as 
neuropeptides, adrenaline and others. Hence, our entire body is continually 
constructed and destroyed from our thoughts. The scientific rule is that 
whenever an emotion is registered by the body, various emotional chemicals 
are manufactured by various glands and these in turn have various 
constructive or destructive effects on the body. 

Emotions are energy in motion. They are the body's way of registering a 
thought as a thing that can be experienced. Haven't you ever noticed that two 
people can be watching the same thing but they both react with very different 
emotions? It is because they both have different mental interpretations of 
what they see. It always works like this: thoughts create emotions (energy in 
motion) and these emotions manifest into physical using the Universal Laws of 
Attraction and Cause and Effect. 

Emotions, if you are wondering, actually arise from your etheric body, your 
energy body, the one that keeps your ‘flesh’ animated, the one that leaves 
when you ‘die’. 

SPECIFIC EFFECTS 

A thought moves energy in your etheric body which you experience as 
emotion. To complete the cycle of experience, the emotions do two things. (1) 
They trigger certain specific glands in your body. These glands then release 
various chemicals and hormones that have various constructive or destructive 
effects on your body. (2) They attract and create external conditions and 
opportunities that resonate with their particular nature so that the thought can 
be fully experienced. 

From the above explanation, you can now see how your body literally 
represents every single emotion and thought that you have ever had. You very 
literally become what you think about. Quantum physics now fully explains 
beyond any doubt that our thoughts are the things that group together and 
collapse energy packets from a probability into physical matter in a given place 
and time. And all our religions repeatedly tell us that as a man thinketh, so is 
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he. Just as a simple example, when you are stressed, various body processes 
are activated. On the short-term your thought process and muscular tension is 
messed with. On the long term you suffer various serious health conditions. In 
fact, an analysis of the cells of a perpetually stressed out person always shows 
far more toxins within the cell than those of a person who is mostly relaxed 
and balanced. As you will see below, your thoughts also scientifically cause the 
environment and conditions in your life, such as your financial state, health 
and relationships. 

  

Thoughts are energy. Thoughts move energy into form. Energy is the building 
block of all things. Law of cause and effect. Law of attraction. Physical objects 
are literally dense thought forms, energy clustered in the form expressed by 
the thought. 

On What Levels Do You Exist? 

You exist on many levels. More than you can imagine. For example, science 
has proven that time does not exist in the linear fashion that we normally think 
of (based on the way our eyes perceive life). They know without doubt that 
linear time is a mental illusion, and that the past, future and present all exist 
simultaneously. So on this earth, in the physical dimension, you exist 
simultaneously in the moment of Now today, tomorrow and yesterday and 
across all time. Can you see that? However, your consciousness, what you are 
aware of and awake to, is only one “slice” of that totality at any one time. 

Not only that, but you also have a part of yourself that is non-physical, the 
part you call soul. And it in turn extends to higher dimensions and so forth. 
You are truly a multidimensional being. 

So what does this have to do with achieving your goals? Let us see. 

We are focusing here on the achievement of goals, so we will not look in detail 
about your various existences. The only part of this topic we will need to look 
at is this: 

1. You have a part of you that you are conscious to. This is called your 
conscious level of experience. This is the part of you that you create 
and experiences with some awareness of what you are doing. 

2. You also have a part that you are subconscious to. This is the part of 
you that you create with but do so without your awareness. In other 
words, it makes choices and therefore creates experiences for you, 
but you are not aware of these choices and so may even wonder 
where their effects are coming from. This is the subconscious. It is 
not fixed and you can expand your consciousness to encompass the 
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subconscious, thereby making it fully conscious. This is the path to 
awareness, enlightenment. 

3. You also have a part of you that is the higher self, which is called the 
super-conscious. This is the level of your soul choices. The soul, the 
super-conscious, communicates to the conscious using intuition, 
instinct, inner voice, dreams, and so on. Most people are unconscious 
to this part, but it is a choice they have made. You have to intend to 
hear your higher self (it is You after all) or else you won’t. The 
choices it makes, if you do not know about them, will also create 
effects that you will wonder “who put that there?” Remember, you 
can expand your consciousness to encompass the subconscious and 
super-conscious, thereby making it fully conscious. This is the path 
to awareness, enlightenment. Your super-conscious level is also 
known as your soul level. The soul does an amazingly remarkable yet 
effortless job of bringing together coincidences, synchronicities, 
people and events that manifest your desires. The way to 
communicate with your soul is by being aware of your heart’s desires 
and feelings. The way to distinguish which feelings are from your 
soul and which are from your ego or emotion body is to ask “Does 
this feeling feel loving and nurturing or is it from a point of fear or 
worry?” All soul communication is supportive, loving and nurturing. 
Even when it is a warning, it will not be in a way that brings fear. To 
manifest your desires faster, follow the inner guidance from your 
soul. 

There are no definite lines demarcating these levels of awareness. As you 
move through life, you raise or lower your consciousness. In times of fear, you 
really lower it! In times of love, it is raised. As you progress in your spirituality, 
your knowing of your Spirit, you dramatically raise your consciousness. The 
highest level of consciousness you can achieve in this physical existence is that 
of supra-consciousness, where you are aware and conscious of the parts of you 
that were previously subconscious, super-conscious, and conscious. You 
become conscious of all of them. At that point you become spirit realized. 

Now that you know what your three levels are (at least those that you need to 
know for your creative purpose here on earth), here is the conclusion: 

1. Nothing you see or experience is caused by a source outside of you. 

2. Whatever is occurring to you is bring by you to you from some level. 
Don’t curse it. It is a perfect outcome. Instead, use it to (1) find out 
more about yourself and (2) re-create yourself anew. You will know 
more about this as you progress with this book. 

You Are Always Creating. You Cannot Not Create 

As you will be seeing over the course of this book, you can never stop 
creating. Every moment is a new creation. Your only choice is what to create. 
But you cannot stop creating. Life is eternal. 
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Your Energy Centers (Chakras) 

Now that you are becoming a master of energy, let us see how you are 
constructed in even more detail, as this has everything to do with your entire 
life! 

You are not constructed haphazardly. You are an energy system that is 
intricately put together with purpose and exactness. You are not a random ball 
of energy. You are a column of energy with several centers. Each center has a 
specific function and characteristics. Herein lays the keys to the manifestation 
of your successes and failures, diseases and health, and much more. 

In the west, they are called energy centers; in the east they are called 
chakras. Although there are many energy centers and points within you, the 
major ones that we are interested in right now are the seven main ones that 
form your earthly being and feed all the thousands of minor ones. To put it 
simply, your spirit (life-force) gives life to your body and to your experiences 
and creations through these seven centers. So their function is to bring 
continuous life/energy from spirit into matter. As you will soon see, each has a 
specific function, characteristics, a mapping to various body parts, and so on. 
And each can be functioning well, be blocked and losing energy and causing 
failure and disease within its particular mapping, and it can also be enhanced 
and increased in power and vibration. 

Your energy centers are located within your energy body, your etheric body, 
the one that animates your flesh body and leaves when you ‘die’. You cannot 
find your energy centers by operating on a body with a knife. 

In short, your energy centers, chakras, are your soul’s interface, 
connector and adaptor to your body and the world. They are the 
channels through which soul/spirit becomes manifest as matter for 
the sake of experiencing itself, and takes that experience back in. 
Chakras are the channels of spirit-to-matter manifestation. Thought, 
words and actions are the tools of manifestation. To manifest simply 
means to express as matter. 

You will see how they all work together. For now, here is a summary overview 
of these centers: 

 

Chakra Name Location Body Parts it 
Supports 
(Disease in 
These Parts 
Indicates 
Presence of 
Thoughts 
Contrary to 
that Chakra’s 
Truths) 

Issues It 
Powers 
(Negative 
Issues in These 
Parts Indicates 
Presence of 
Thoughts 
Contrary to 
that Chakra’s 
Truths) 

Senses 
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1 Root Between 
genitals and 
anus 

Feet and legs, 
bones, immune 
system, body 
support, spine 
base, etc 

Family and social 
belonging, safety 
and order, basic 
survival, standing 
up for oneself, 
etc 

Smell 

2 Sacral Upper end of 
pubic 

Sexual organs, 
pelvis, large 
intestines, 
appendix, 
bladder, hips, 
lower vertebrae, 
etc 

Creation and 
sexuality. Power, 
control, money, 
etc 

Taste 

3 Solar 
Plexus 

Slightly above 
navel 

Abs and 
stomach, liver, 
gallbladder, 
small intestines, 
pancreas, 
kidney, adrenal 
gland, spleen, 
mid spine, etc 

Personality. Self-
esteem, 
responsibility, 
decisions, honor, 
respect, gut 
instinct, fear, 
trust, etc 

Sight 

4 Heart Chest center Heart, 
circulatory 
system, lungs, 
arms, ribs, 
breasts, 
thymus, etc 

Love. 
Forgiveness, 
compassion, 
anger, healing, 
etc 

Feeling 

5 Throat Near larynx Throat, thyroid, 
neck vertebrae, 
mouth, teeth, 
gums, 
hypothalamus, 
etc 

Expression. Will, 
self-expression, 
judgment, faith, 
etc. 

Hearing 

6 Inner 
Eye 

Approximately 
between the 
eyes 

Brain, nervous 
system, eyes, 
ears, nose, 
pituitary gland, 
etc 

Intuition. Truth, 
intellect, etc 

ESP 

7 Crown Center of the 
top of the 
head 

Skin, muscular 
system, skeletal 
system, etc 

Universal being. 
Spirituality, 
Oneness, 
inspiration, 
universal 
consciousness, 
etc 

 
Universal 
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When a chakra is blocked or not functioning well it loses 
(bleeds) energy/life-force and you can literally feel yourself 
shrink if it happens rapidly (like when you are under terror 
and you feel small recoiled). This is experienced outwardly 
as failures in corresponding aspects of your life or as 
disease in your body in corresponding body parts. 

For example, a blockage in your second energy center 
(sacral chakra) results in power, control and money issues 
and may manifest itself as health problems with your 
sexual organs, lower spin, pelvis and other areas powered 
by this energy center. It also manifests itself as financial 
problems and controlling relationships. And how does it get 
blocked? We will see how this happens in detail later [in 
Raising Humans book] (it happens due to incorrect 
perceptions of key events in your life, especially during your 
first 7 years of life in this incarnation, but it can also be 
blocked by previous events in another incarnation). 

Once a chakra is healed and unblocked, and you can do that all by yourself, 
the ill-effects start to reverse (sometimes instantly), health returns and 
external situations move to a state empowered functioning either by becoming 
healed themselves (the universal law of cause and effect) or dropping off to 
allow higher situations to move in (the universal law of attraction which states 
that similar vibrations harmonize and attract each other without fail). 

As you can now begin to see, the mind and energy system has everything to 
do with your life and health. A question you may have now is, “Then how come 
we see medical evidence that particular germs, foods, genetics and chemicals 
cause certain diseases?” Well, that is a fair question and yes, certain things do 
appear to cause a disease. In fact, they do lead to the disease, but they do not 
start it, hence are not the true root cause. They are just a path to it. For 
example, to become obese and have unhealthy cholesterol means that you 
must have certain unhealthy eating habits and perhaps smoke and drink 
alcohol. We all know that. But what is it that propels a person towards these 
food and substances? And what propels a society to invent and market such 
substances? It is not coincidental or accidental that some people are just born 
with an insane tendency to rush towards things they know will harm them. No 
way. If you look carefully, the energy system and thought process are the root 
cause, the ones that resonate and magnetically are attracted to such behavior 
and outcomes. Another simple explanation is that of a common cold. You 
always carry the virus within you, every day of the year. But you only succumb 
to it when your immunity drops. And it drops because of very specific energy 
pattern reasons. It is not random. Even genetic dis-eases and dis-eases one is 
born with are easily explained in the light of the fact that a soul incarnates 
with a specific energy pattern and lessons to be explored as part of its purpose 
here. 

Seven, Duality, Order and Embracing It All 
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I would like you to notice something else about nature. It all has a 
foundation on seven energy bases. Look at colors. There are seven 
primary colors (the seven colors of the rainbow). All other colors are 
made up by mixing these seven primary colors. Look at sounds. 
There are seven sounds (do re mi fa so la ti). All other 
sounds are made up by mixing these seven sounds and 

going up or down in pitch and so on, which simply means having 
the same sound at a higher frequency/wavelength multiple.  

An interesting property of energy is to do with vibration frequency. The 
higher you go in vibration frequency of these colors and sounds, the higher, 
stronger, yet less perceptible they become. The lower you go with the 
frequency, the weaker, heavier and more perceptible they become, until they 
fall off our sensory range. An example of high frequency, powerful sounds and 
light is ultrasound and x-rays. 

Another interesting property is duality. Each of these seven has dual states 
(on/off, positive/negative, good/bad, light/dark, male/female and whatever 
else you wish to call it). This duality is what allows that very thing to be 
known. You know the positive because the negative exists, and the positive 
can only be created and experienced within the field of the negative. Form and 
no-form. You cannot experience tall without having a concept of short. And 
both need to exist for the thing known as height to exist. You cannot 
experience cold without having a concept of hot. And both need to exist for the 
thing known as temperature to exist. Hence, negative is not to be avoided as 
such, but embraced. As you will soon see, what you resist persists, what you 
embrace empowers you and releases you. Although this book asks that you 
drop negative patterns, it does not seek to do so by asking you to disown and 
cast away negatives. Instead, it asks you to stop living in a negative 
imbalance, in a predominantly negative pattern. It asks you to know yourself 
positively as well, and embrace both. In such a state, the combination and 
acceptance of the duality as all part of you enables you to achieve the state of 
‘the whole is greater than the sum of the parts’, a state of transcendence. It is 
somewhat like a bird. If a bird has any one of its wings, it cannot fly. It doesn’t 
matter which wing it has, if it is only one, it will not fly. But given both wings, 
it takes off and the whole becomes greater than the sum of the parts. You will 
see exactly how to find your specific disowned parts, how to embrace them, 
and how to be freed from the negative. 

 

Embrace all polarities, disown none, and you will transcend and become wholly 
powerful. 

Another interesting property is resonance. Energy resonates and attracts with 
similar energy. Unlike energy repels. It even sounds appropriately harmonious 
or unharmonious were you to hear it (like in music)! And were you to see 
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unlike energy coming together, for example as waves in a laboratory 
experiment, you would see that it has the appropriate interference or 
constructiveness. Like energy always attracts like energy and vice versa. You 
always create and attract external conditions (including health) that mirror 
your internal state. As you change that state, you will notice the external 
conditions falling away and new ones coming in that reflect your new state. 
Sometimes this falling away can be sudden if your change is big, and it might 
scare you and make you feel as if you are losing things. But relax knowing that 
it is natural, healthy, and normal, and it is giving way to something that is 
more like your new self. 

Here is something that will help you tremendously in your understanding of 
your life and transforming it as you wish: 

In this universe, created by a perfectly powerful and capable Creator, 
absolutely nothing exists in chaos, disorder and accident. And you are created 
in the image and likeness of this Creator (remember, you are spirit with a body 
that responds exactly to mind instructions). 

Being in the image and likeness of this Creator, you are infinitely powerful, 
abundant, peaceful and perfect in the exact same way. You may have 
forgotten this, but evolution and growth is all about remembering what you 
already are. Step by step, you realize higher aspects of yourself. You 
remember. As such, there is nothing new to learn. All you are doing is 
unlearning the original error, step by step, at whatever rate you choose. 

Everything works perfectly with precision according to universal laws. It is 
impossible to create chaos, as that would mean undoing the eternal design put 
forth by an infinitely intelligence life force. 

However, it is very possible and commonplace to judge things as chaotic. 
When you judge a thing as chaotic (something that ‘should not have 
happened’), you throw your very own self into chaos. 

Your judgment of life’s situations as chaotic things happening to you is what 
strips you of your power to see the reason behind the situation and to respond 
effectively and positively to it. 

At this judgment point, you create stress in your life. You also split your 
personality into two, one which you wish to hide and run away from, and 
another that you feel has been victimized. This is the root cause of all disease, 
suffering and pain and it is totally unnecessary and preventable. 

Your illusionary perception can be corrected by your decision to acknowledge 
that everything is in order. Once you acknowledge that, you can now look 
behind the event to see the reason. 

Within that reason is a seed to your highest growth, healing and 
accomplishment! Indeed, healing is merely the revealing and 
acknowledgement of the perfect truth underneath all the illusion. 
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“Let us create Man in our own image and likeness.” – Genesis 

So far, we have seen scientific and spiritual evidence that you are a being 
of light, an energy being. That is your construction, a construction that 
literally means your power is limitless, your safety is guaranteed, your 
invincibility is indestructible, your thought power unquestionable, and your 
worth infinite. We have seen how the universe is one large ocean of energy, 
from a scientific standpoint, literally explaining the spiritual teaching that 
we are all One. 

"There is no order of difficulty...Forget not that it has been your 
decision to make everything that is natural and easy for you 
impossible. If you believe ... is difficult for you, it is because you 
have become the arbiter of what is possible, and remain unwilling to 
give place to One Who knows. The whole belief in order of difficulty 
... is centered on this." - A Course in Miracles 

“Is it not said in your law [religious texts] that ye are gods?” - Jesus 

Basic Principle 

The basic principle here is very simple.  And this is what it is: each chakra 
radiates timely energy streams (e-motions) that correspond to its 
functions. These emotions are literally energy in motion. They are specific 
to the time of the experience. For example, when someone expresses their 
love for you, your fourth chakra increases its rotation and vibration, and 
this is experienced as the love emotion within the heart region.  All 
emotions are in-the-moment. Now, you have several choices. You can (1) 
let the emotion flow fully to its full completion and accept and own it, 
watching it with detachment (2) or you can try to suppress it or disown it 
(3) or you can get all entangled in it and lose your presence. 

When you go through it with choice 1 above, you live fully in the moment 
and it is complete. No blockages develop, the full lesson is learnt or the full 
joy experienced, and that chakra remains healthy and in fact grows from 
that experience. Always remember that an emotion can only be released or 
worked with in the moment it is happening and not in memory. You cannot 
block it and go to deal with it later in your own privacy. The only way to 
work with past emotional blockages is to re-enact the past moment so that 
the emotions are back in the moment of Now. That is what is called facing 
your truth, and having your truth set you free. 

When you go through the emotion with choice 2 above, you cause a 
blockage. You did not express your emotion. For example, if as a child your 
father told you ‘you will never amount to anything’, you experienced an 
emotion at that time. Most likely, you wanted to tell him ‘no way, that’s 
crap’, and you also wanted to tell him his attack was causing anger in you, 
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and you wanted to find out whether there was really something wrong with 
you, why he was saying these things to you. But most likely you did not do 
these things because you were afraid of a beating or punishment. And this 
is how a blockage is developed. 

And yet another way a blockage develops is when you get entangled in 
your emotions. You literally lose yourself and buy into the emotion, 
accepting it as truth. Now, let us assume you are afraid of something. We 
all know that fear is illusion, but that does not mean you resist it. If you are 
afraid, accept it, say so. But watch your fear from a point of detachment, 
like an external observer who watches and allows whatever passing onto 
his screen. The observer can choose what’s next through desire and 
intention, but the observer never attempts to block what is currently 
happening. So watch the fear and accept it, embrace it, but with 
detachment. If you instead choose to get involved with your fear, you lose 
awareness, you get sucked in, and you believe in your fear. And the more 
you believe it and give it attention, the bigger it grows. And this blocks the 
chakra. 

Whenever your chakras are blocked, they super-impose the blockage on all 
your new experiences. So if in the past you were criticized for your dreams 
and you developed a blockage, believing that they were unworthy of 
expression for people will criticize you for them, your chakra will super-
impose that on all your new dreams even now as an adult. And you will 
wonder, “Why don’t I ever seem to make it?” There is still old negative 
energy stored there! Bring it into the light and release it! 

When your chakras are clear, all new expressions are pure and come out 
without any resistance at all! 

We as human beings do only one thing: we create experiences. That is all 
we ever do. Whatever it is you are doing in your life, you are creating an 
experience. This experience is of the energy in motion, the e-motion. 
Therefore, it is of extreme importance that you always be aware of what 
you are FEELING now! That is the most important thing. What are you 
FEELING Now? Always be aware of that, then be honest about it, and be 
responsible for it, and you will have unrestricted response-ability to it. 

What does this have to do with your money, health and relationships? 
Absolutely everything! 

Money comes from prosperity. Prosperity is a feeling of having it all, being 
in the flow. This feeling attracts corresponding situations and opportunities. 
And this is eventually experienced physically as money and wealth. 
Prosperity is an inside job. Success is the person you become, not a point 
you chase after. 

Health is a feeling of well being, a feeling of being wholesome. This feeling 
is expressed and experienced externally as good health and vitality. Stress 
kills you because it is the opposite of that feeling. 
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Relationships are an expression of unity. Unity comes from love. You 
cannot feel ultimate love unless you feel complete and love yourself wholly. 
Only when you are complete and intact, when you feel perfectly worthy and 
self-loving, can you be a complete entity capable of merging with others 
without issues of attack and victimization coming up. 

So keep it real. What are YOU FEELING Now? Be aware of it, honest about 
it, responsible for it. 

So Why Does the World Look So Solid? 

Once again, the world is not solid. It is not solid. It is not solid. Your view of 
the world is made up of the interpretations of your five physical senses. 
These are what give you the illusion of form. Look at each one: 

1. Sight - Your eyes can see a certain spectrum of colors. They see 
seven primary colors. Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, 
Violet. That is it. All other colors are mixtures of these seven. Red is 
the lowest frequency that our eyes can interpret. Red is simply your 
eyes’ interpretation of a certain frequency. Orange is simply your 
eyes’ interpretation of another specific frequency. And so on. Violet is 
the highest frequency that your eyes can interpret. Do you now see 
that your eyes are simply interpreting certain frequencies, certain 
vibrations, and giving them certain labels? Do frequencies beyond 
what you see exist? Yes! Life exists in infinite dimensions! Proof? 
Well, ever since we invented the instruments for it, we can now see a 
frequency lower than red, which we call infra-red. And we can now 
see a frequency higher than violet, which we call ultra-violet. But 
there are even lower and higher frequencies that we are not yet 
aware of because our science and bodies are not yet developed 
enough to detect them. This does not mean they don’t exist, it just 
means we are not yet conscious of them. 

2. Sound - Your ears interpret a certain range of frequency that they 
label as various sounds. A dog catches a different range from you. A 
bat also has its own different range. And so we have a different view 
of the world than that which a dog or a bat has. 

3. Smell and Taste - Again, you interpret a certain range of 
frequencies which you label as smells. It is all about frequencies, all 
about vibrations. The organs simply serve as interpreters. 

4. Touch - And finally, your body interprets certain frequencies in a 
particular way. Things that are extremely big relative to you can feel 
as if they don’t exist, because you are in them! Things that are 
extremely small relative to you can feel as if they don’t exist, because 
you encompass them! For example, your body is made up of billions 
of cells, yet you cannot hold one in your finger and feel it, nor see it 
with your naked eye. Or imagine an x-ray hitting you. You wouldn’t 
even detect it. Yet there are certain organisms and life forms that are 
smaller than an x-ray and to them an x-ray looks like a speeding 
train coming to hit them! But again, all this size stuff is merely yet 
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another relative interpretation of energies at various frequencies and 
groupings. In the same way that cells come together to make up your 
one body, you are a ‘cell’ in a higher being, a higher part of yourself 
that vibrates at a higher frequency, your higher self. Your soul holds 
much more than your one body you are carrying now. And it in turn 
has an oversoul that holds a soul group. And that process goes on to 
infinity, in all directions. It really is amazing. You are the extension of 
the Original Source; you are literally the Original Source expressing 
itself in the physical dimension by a series of extensions. 

The point here is this: Don’t believe what you see. It is not set in stone. It 
is merely an experiential field, a highly fluid playground so to speak, where 
you can learn how to focus your creative abilities, learn how to work with 
energy, in your path to realizing Who You Really Are. The entire physical 
realm is an effect of thought. It comes about in the way we see it because 
of our thoughts. Our consciousness, our state of being, sets the vibration 
tone, which shifts the energy around us to form events and experiences 
that match that vibration tone. This is the Law of Attraction, and Cause and 
Effect. Don’t take what you see seriously. It only came there because you 
put it there from the thoughts and feelings you previously had in this or 
even previous lifetimes. Don’t let what you see dictate how you feel and 
think. Don’t react. Instead, choose, independent of what you see, what you 
would next like to experience, and so shall it be. Create! Enjoy your power! 
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Energy Metabolism Path 

This is how your system perceives and takes in life and all its experiences (remember, all life is 
energy): 
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1. Root (Coccyx) Chakra 

Being the energy center that is connected with family and social belonging, this chakra is 
involved with emotional grounding and stability, a sense of belonging. This center thrives on 
the universal law that we are all one. Any time you accept a belief contrary to this truth, or 
think, speak and act contrary to this truth, you block its proper functioning. Any time you 
embrace this truth in belief, thought, words, and actions, you boost its power to ever-higher 
levels. 
 
This is the first center to develop in your life. Your first seven years of your life have this 
center as the major cycle chakra, and the first year of your life has it as the theme chakra. 
Therefore, you will find that your view of the world is generally formed by what you chose to 
accept as true from the relationship you had with your family, society and environment in your 
first seven years of life on earth. More often than not, people were taught both through 
experience and ‘teaching’ that the world is not safe and it requires struggle to survive. This is 
obviously totally contrary to the universal truth that we are all one, safe and abundant. You 
must therefore correct this base belief and heal this chakra. Those who buy into such a view of 
the world always experience this as their truth. 
 
Remember also that this chakra is the center that empowers you to stand up for yourself. You 
cannot escape the ill effects of the first seven years of your life by just saying “it wasn’t my 
fault, my parents and society made me fall into that false limiting belief”. That was the only 
thing your parents and society knew at the time, with all their own fears that they harbored. As 
you will come to see, you selected your parents and environment very specifically, so that they 
may trigger in you the very essences you wished to come to earth to transform. You helped 
plan these possibilities before your own birth, even though you now have no memory of your 
pre-birth activities. Feeling victimized is only going to make it worse for you. This software 
will help you heal in the right way, but basically the way to do it is to accept responsibility, 
face your dark side and embrace it. Why? Because you have an inner child that you disowned a 
long time ago and this inner child must now be put in its rightful position of splendor. This 
inner child is what was ‘victimized’ in your first seven years. You came into this world full of 
innocence, faith, inner power and love, and slowly you were told “you are not good enough, 
you are doing this or that all wrong, and you are in danger, and so on” until you bought these 
false truths. You started seeing yourself, your inner child, as the cause of the harm you 
experienced, the cause of the rejection you were experiencing. Then your ego developed an 
inner critic that took the job of criticizing you so that you never again experience those first 
rejections. Hence you yourself ended up disowning and hiding your inner child. And to this 
day you criticize and disown your original inner child, the key to your peace and power. 
 
Your inner child needs to come to the forefront and know that it was perfect all along, nothing 
was wrong with it. Yes, it is still there. And it is still perfect, created in the image and likeness 
of the First Force, the Creator! But you have forgotten all that; your inner child has been 
denied. And it has been rejected by your ego. You now identify with your ego and inner critic 
and hide away your inner child. You are split and this has made you weak. There is no way of 
getting back your inner child, your original perfect self, unless you forgive yourself, and all 
those you say harmed you, and embrace all your sides, dark and light. If you do not forgive, 
you merely enhance the idea in your mind that the transgression was real and justified, and so it 
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will continue to harm you. That scary beast you hold in your mind in your past only looks big 
because you believe it is. Face it and you will see it is as thin as a veil, as light as smoke, and as 
harmless as a rubber duck. And as you may have heard from many famous and heroic people in 
the past, the dark (hidden, unexplored) side always holds a very powerful gift once you face it 
and embrace it. 
 
In an interesting way, this chakra is about belonging but it is also about standing up for 
yourself. This raises some confusion among some people. Do they remain loyal to their social 
group at the expense of their own personal will, individuation and truth? Should loyalty 
through sacrifice be expected? The answer is simple. Love does not bind, it frees. Fear binds. 
They are exact opposites. As cruel as it may sound, we are all one, but each answerable to 
themselves and only themselves. Guilt is a thing made up by the ego mind to trap you and limit 
you. Nothing harms a person more than feeling guilty or imposing guilt on another.  
 
Guilt robs of our God-given perfect worth and power. It calls for punishment. Punishment is 
never a good teacher, for how can you teach that violence is bad when you use violence to 
correct the violence? Consequence teaches, love heals, but punishment and guilt imprison the 
mind. Besides, we are one. Guilt can only happen as a reality if we had separate wills. But in a 
system of One, there is no separate will. When you fully understand the law of cause and 
effect, you will see that it is impossible for something to happen to someone unless the ‘victim’ 
has accepted the energy pattern of the ‘crime’ in his or her mind and now needs an event to 
lead to its experience and eventual healing. This mental error could have been done in this life 
or a previous one. This is where the big picture comes in. Guilt enforces the idea of 
victimization, which takes away responsibility and response-ability, and that never leads to true 
healing. It may dodge the issue temporarily, but it will not permanently wipe it out. And as 
long as you feel guilty, you will never feel deserving and hence you will never get ahead. And 
as long as you hold another person guilty, you will hold the belief in your mind that you were a 
victim and you will experience victimization in other forms. Your only way out is embracing, 
facing it, finding the lesson in both the positive and negative side of the issue, embracing both 
sides, and forgiving yourself and all parties involved. 
 
Now, ultimately you will need to separate yourself from the group thought that is held by your 
society if you wish to grow faster. As you can now see, everyone has their own belief patterns 
that determines how their life turns out. And each group has its own group consciousness. 
When you are plugged into this group thought, you experience its effects and limitations. To 
grow further, you must unplug from it and have your own. Sometimes this may scare you, 
especially when it means that you physically separate from your group in order to disconnect. 
This chakra is what grounds us to the earth and gives us a sense of belonging. This is the 
upside. The downside is that as you grow and especially when you start developing your sixth 
and seventh chakras, you may need to unplug your loyalty to your group and its particular 
grounding, losing one belonging so that you may find another. You should not reject your 
group, but you may need to lovingly release it. You definitely have to let it go whenever its 
beliefs contradict your truth and call upon you to be loyal to what you hold as false at the 
expense of what you hold as true. At this point, if you do not release it, you are bound to face 
some health issues or life situation problems related to this chakra. 
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2. Sacral (Reproductive) Chakra 

This energy center deals with relationships, personality, power, control, and money. This is the 
next step after the tribal nature of the first chakra. It is the next stage in development that calls 
for you to define your individual power within the context of the world around you. 
 
Healthy development in this center enables you to find your own in-built unlimited power 
within. It enables you to build your own security and abundance and feel safe and confident 
doing so. And it leaves you feeling comfortable and wholly accepting of your sex, sexuality, 
and capable of having healthy and balanced relationships. In all, your self-worth is found 
within you, in vast quantities. 
 
Unhealthy development here leaves you feeling powerless, first and foremost. Whenever you 
accept the belief that your self-worth is dependent on external factors such as how much 
money you have, what people think about you, or anything like that, you literally give away 
your own power to external forces. You bleed power and hence you are left powerless. The 
most damaging aspect of this powerlessness is that it makes you blind to the fact that only you 
can fix yourself, ultimately. And as long as you do not accept your own power, you will be 
unable to empower your own healing. 
 
Your life force knows this and whenever you give away your power to an external factor, your 
spirit eventually tries to get it back by placing you in a situation where you are forced to face 
your false beliefs and see the errors in your thinking. For example, many people believe their 
self-worth is defined by their money. There is nothing wrong with money. But when you put 
your worth in it your self-worth tends to fluctuate with your bank balance. This is no good for 
spirit, which knows its self-worth to be infinite always. When you give it away in this way, you 
block the path of your own growth ability because you inevitable feel powerless when your 
finances are low. So eventually spirit will find a way to heal this belief if you don’t do it 
yourself. One way it could do that is by attracting a situation where money cannot save you and 
you have to find within yourself the power you thought you never had. Once you find it, 
usually after some grief, you realize a whole new higher level of living! A great number of the 
richest people out there have gone through such a stage and you will often hear their rags to 
riches stories, their testimony of the fact that wealth is an inside job. Of course, you can learn 
all this consciously instead of having to learn through crisis. Learning through suffering is 
unnecessary and only happens to those who live unconsciously, and especially to those who are 
stubborn yet unconscious. The awakening mind listens within and requires no painful events to 
force it to focus. 
 
This is also the chakra that deals with relationships. A healthy relationship is founded on honor 
and equality. No partner leans into the other, or binds them. Love never binds, only fear does. 
Freedom lies in loves realm, while fear rules over the idea of boundaries because of its fear of 
loss. A healthy relationship recognizes that each person has a path and does not try to interfere 
with that path, especially because it knows not what the path is. As you can begin to see, love 
requires that you sacrifice nothing that you do not wish to without reservation. And a true 
relationship is wholly accepting without judgment. At that point a relationship serves its true 
purpose to enable mutual growth and enjoyment. The state of your relationships will always 
reflect your inner state. Relationships are a mirror. Once you start to see this you can rapidly 
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advance your growth simply by asking “why is this person in my life, what reflection am I 
seeing of myself?” You attract people who show you what your obvious and your hidden 
qualities are. Often, the thing you hate about another person is the hidden self you have 
disowned sometime in your past. 
 
For example, John hates people who he judges as weak. If he were to look at his own past or 
childhood, he would find one situation where he was criticized for his compassion and 
kindness by someone he wanted approval from. Let us assume that this was a father who 
wanted him to be strong. His father tried to make him strong by criticizing his compassion and 
kindness, calling it weakness. Over time, he hated himself for his ‘weakness’ and built a strong 
outer shell to avoid further criticism and get approval from his father. He buried the original 
inner child deep within. This inner disowned self is a complete personality that wishes to be 
accepted again and brought to the surface. So it keeps bringing along people who will trigger a 
re-make of that past situation so that John may embrace and accept this quality in others and 
therefore in himself. So John keeps finding himself increasingly surrounded by ‘weak’ people. 
Even his own son may have the very qualities he detests so he repeats his father’s teachings on 
his own son even when he doesn’t wish to. Eventually, if he does not listen to his inner child 
and embrace all aspects of himself, he one day finds himself in a situation where he is almost 
forced to admit he has the very qualities he hates. Once he does, he finds that these qualities are 
very welcome and useful in certain situations and he was going through life half-baked because 
of disowning his compassionate and kind selves. Also, by forgiving his father he finds a gift in 
the actions of his father in that they made him develop a strong drive to go after what he 
desired with courage and persistence. So finally his dark and light sides meet and find that 
together they are greater than the sum of the parts. 
 
This chakra is also the sex center. Sex is something that the divine left us with on earth to get 
in touch with our spirit. At a particular moment in sex, you literally become timeless, 
experience the eternal moment of Now, and touch a blissful aspect of your self that is usually 
covered by the daily grind. It is also the highest possible physical expression of love. And the 
health benefits of sex are documented to be vast, from age reversal to stress release to complex 
‘good hormones’ releases. Such a powerful thing cannot be disowned without some powerful 
consequences. Any shame, guilt, resentment, fear, conflict, and negativity towards sex will 
show up as various aspects of impotence. It is no wonder that people with negative attitudes, 
guilt, shame, judgments, criticism, and fears towards sex often have self-worth issues that 
surface either as power, control, money or sexual impotence conditions. And vice versa. Power 
struggles, money struggles, individuality problems, and control issues in any aspect of life tend 
to manifest as sexual problems such as impotence. And cultural restrains have really not helped 
either. Several studies have shown that in cultures where there are no stigmas and shame 
attached to sexuality have almost no cases of sexual crimes, sexual dysfunctions and sexual 
diseases. Free your mind. Sexual liberation is not a ‘bad thing’. 
 
Watch your labels and judgments, for they tend to affect you exactly as you call them. Bring to 
the light and erase all negativity, judgment and inner conflict you have towards sex and your 
sexuality, and do so as soon as possible before it breaks you down. This inner conflict over sex 
in our societies, where it is seen simultaneously as a good and bad thing, is correspondingly 
breaking people’s lives. What message does your mind and body get when you have a belief 
that sex is shameful and/or bad, yet you enjoy it? What result do you expect? It is the same 
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conflict with money. A person cannot possibly get wealthy if he or she believes that money is 
evil, bad or fearful to him or her, and yet wants and needs some of it. That inner conflict clearly 
shows itself outside. The law of cause and effect never fails. 
 
Control is another aspect of this chakra. The paradox about control is that letting go is the 
higher way, the way that brings your life within your circle of influence. You gain control of 
your life by letting go of the need to control it. Control issues are simply a power struggle, and 
you would not need to struggle with power if you knew it to be irrevocably within you, placed 
there for eternity in vast quantities by your creator. You actually lose power the more you try to 
control external factors. All of life is given freedom. So what happens when you place your 
sense of power on something outside of you? You get into control battles. And because 
everything changes externally, you are bound to lose that battle some day. Yet there is no need 
for the battle. It is your attack and defense thoughts that increase your vulnerability and make 
you to literally lose yourself. Funny enough, when you are fully centered on your internal 
power, the external will follow you automatically. Letting go is one of the most paradoxically 
powerful capabilities we have! Learn detachment from what is happening at the moment of 
Now. It already Is, full of divine life. So how futile is it to try to change What Is Right Now, 
when you attempt to murder the moment you are in? And the statement you give out when you 
try to change What Is is that you disapprove of your self and all things divine, for nothing can 
Be without Life feeding it, and you are part of The One Life. There is only One of Us. The less 
you try to control people and things, the more power you will actually find yourself having. 
You will stop reacting and start creating. You will learn how to desire, intend, then detach 
yourself from the current occurrence, knowing that your desires and intent are guaranteed to 
come to life by universal law, but maybe in a way you never expected. The universe always 
gives us what we seek, answers us what we ask, but it uses infinite intelligence to deliver at the 
perfect time and through the perfect means, which are both often unpredictable to you unless 
you have attained a state of full awareness. 
 
A healthy second chakra makes you a powerfully creative being indeed! The amazing 
intelligence about life is that a creative idea, a desire, has inbuilt within it an intelligence that 
will bring about its manifestation. In the realm of eternity and infinity where all things arise, 
cause and effect are simultaneous and the idea or desire and its manifestation are birthed all at 
once; it is only in the physical dimension that the illusion of time makes us think there is a gap 
between anything. You need not worry about how an idea or desire will come to fruition. 
Simply take the first available opportunity, and the next one shows up. A desire attracts all the 
events and people necessary for it to come to being. The only thing that slows it is blockages in 
the chakras, not having a clean slate, so to speak, and letting past false ideas of littleness get in 
the way. This second chakra is the creative chakra that does the actual giving birth of ideas 
(and babies!). Another way that this chakra is blocked, with regards to creativity, is when you 
stop short of manifesting your creative ideas due to some form of fear. It is every important 
that all creative impulses are given birth to, manifested and acted up. The only healthy way to 
choose not to express your creativity is through a voluntary choice made from a standpoint of 
pure love that is untainted with fear of any sort. 
 
Children naturally feel the inner pull to explore this chakra’s aspects when this chakra is most 
active in their growth as the major cycle chakra, which is from their 7th birthday (their 8th 
year) to their 15th birthday (the end of their 14th year). At that age they are often filled with 
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awe, trying to find out things, create, and so on. Also, they start asking questions about sex. 
Now, it does not help that the parent lies about sexuality and makes it look evil, and then exerts 
over-the-top control on this child and denies them the chance to explore their individuality. In 
the name of doing good, they damage the child. A child can understand a great deal more than 
an adult thinks they can (we are souls with bodies, and all souls are eternal and ancient to 
'varying degrees', so to speak), so speak the truth and answer the questions honestly as they 
come. In fact, a child is often ahead of the parent in some ways because the child has not 
collected up any fears and false beliefs that limit it. Nor does a child have an unhealthy inner 
critic, at least not a very dominant and damaging one. It is society that implants these damages 
in a child. Here is a truth you may have experienced personally: creativity cannot be blocked. If 
it does not find a natural answer and outlet that rings true inside to the individual, it will find an 
unnatural one. Choose wisely which you would rather have for yourself and your children. The 
worst thing that can happen in this chakra is probably to have creativity, inquiry, individuality 
and choice crushed. This thoroughly deforms a person and it can take a considerable amount of 
effort and awareness to go back to normal. 
 
Children come to us with new growth information from the spirit world. That is why evolution 
moves forward. Remember your history and look at where we are now. From the caves to the 
mansions, from the witch hunts to acceptance, and so on. Try your best not to enforce your 
ideas on your children as they often are tainted with fears (false evidence appearing real). Just 
because a child does not know your language or know how to use its body does not mean 
anything more than that. The child’s soul may be a very old soul, and you can see that 
sometimes in many children who appear wise beyond their age. What a child needs most is 
love and acceptance of it as it is, without conditions. They need some guidance, but often we 
overdo it, just like it was done to us. Those first few years can take us a lifetime to correct their 
errors unless we are lucky enough to be given conscious steps to take. 
 
On the subject of sexuality, there has been a massive imbalance created over the last few 
thousand years. This has to do with the male/female equality and power. Over the last few 
thousand years, the word God has come to be manipulated to the point where people believe 
that God is a male being, yet at no point did ‘He Himself’ say ‘he’ was male. Consider the fact 
that God is All That Is, and nothing can exist outside of God. This encompasses all things, 
male, female, androgynous, sexless, inert, and active, you name it. God is not a personality, let 
alone one with a sex (male or female). Whenever God is asked “Who are you?” God has 
always answered “I Am That I Am”. She, He, It and Everything else. All of life makes up the 
Sum of God, We Are All It, All One Process. The God/Goddess polarities of The Original First 
Force are just polarities that spring up here. The reason I am going into all this is that the world 
is highly imbalanced and leaning too much on the male energy and rejecting the female energy. 
The female energy is equally as powerful, but with a different yet complementary essence and 
power. You have to see that form arises from no-form, that allowance is equally as powerful 
and important as action. If you look at history, this male imbalance is very new, it did not exist 
several thousand years ago (we can actually trace its beginnings roughly around 8,000 B.C.). 
This imbalance was manipulated into place gradually. The truth is, your soul, your spirit, does 
not have a sex. It is not male or female. It is all things. It is only here on earth that you choose a 
polarity, like everything else, for the sake of experience. And that is a good thing; but the 
imbalance takes away this goodness and brings instead problems. 
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We each have the male and female polarities within us, although we do have a general side that 
we lean to more than the other. But rejection of any one of the polarities causes a great 
imbalance in your life, no matter who you are. Simply look around society and see for yourself. 
Men who idolize ‘the hard man’ at the expense and rejection of femininity eventually suffer a 
lonely collapse when they inevitably end up in a situation where ‘the hard man’ cannot get 
them out of, a situation that calls for the female energy properties. And women who have 
believed that femininity is weakness and a curse end up suffering various forms of oppression 
and problems with their reproductive parts that manifest their belief that they are powerless. No 
one side of The One Source is any less than the other. Balance yourself, accept and embrace all 
your polarities. Females, do not buy even one iota of the idea that males are superior to you, 
more powerful than you, and put here to rule over you! The female energy is so powerful that 
experiencing it would leave you breathless! But the earth has not experienced it in recent 
millennia because we have denied its power. It is a power so strong yet so calm; a source from 
which creation springs effortlessly! Males are not superior in any way to women, nor are 
females superior in any way to men. Balance and embrace both and you will see an amazing 
transformation! 
 
This energy center can be blocked by a variety of past events that were unresolved. A common 
cause of blockage is any event that convinces a person that he or she is unable to have and use 
their own independent power and choices. Therefore, events such as physical or psychological 
rape, criticism of capabilities and ambitions (such as a parent who always tells their child that 
they will never make it in life or that their career choices are wrong), and denial of creative 
avenues all block this chakra. But they only block it if the recipient of such actions accepts 
these actions within and ‘agrees’ to become a victim mentally. No matter what happens 
externally, a person always has the unalienable right to choose how to handle the situation 
mentally in their own mind. Once a person says ‘ok, I am a victim, I have been victimized’, 
they give away their power to the event and the chakra is blocked. And the only way to reclaim 
that back is through both embracing their shadow and forgiveness, as explained in the 
forgiveness section of this book. 
 
Misperception of money is another way that this chakra gets blocked. This happens when you 
attach your sense of self-worth to money. When you do so, you give away your power to 
money. Therefore, your self-worth, power and life vitality fluctuates with your bank balance 
and, even worse, your fears of your future financial prospects. You literally ‘bleed’ an 
incredible amount of energy this way because your mind is often worrying about your financial 
future if you have given away your power and self-worth to how much money you have. And 
one day, when your money takes a dip, you may find yourself in some much dis-empowered 
situation that may be coupled with illness in this chakra’s corresponding body parts. But if 
your sense of self-worth is healthily contained within your infinite inner self, you will always 
be wholesome regardless of your financial affairs, and this will go a long way towards bringing 
you wealth and, if need be, getting you out of financial dips in a calm and rapid manner. 
Money is a very good thing, but it is forever your tool, at your beck and call, always 
responding exactly to what you say it is. When you tell it that it is an almighty force that you 
must struggle for, it becomes so. When you know yourself to be the creator of wealth, it 
becomes so. Remember, only about 4-6% of the world's money exists as paper and coins. The 
rest is all records on bank statements, invoices, accounts, and other such imaginary places. 
Literally, money is a maintained imagined count. About 94-96% of the world's money is all 
pure smoke, electronic and paper numbers. Just numbers. The only reason the system works is 
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because we all accept and believe it. And if you take a $100 bill and place it on a table and 
come back in a month, it will have done nothing on its own! It will just be sitting there. On its 
own it is powerless! Without you, it would sit on that table for centuries and accomplish 
nothing. Why then would you believe your power is tied to it? Money is a channel of 
prosperity, not a source. It can never be a source because it has no power to cause. It is an 
effect, not a cause. You, your Self, is the cause, the source of your prosperity. This confusion is 
a primary reason for poverty. This is what is meant by having money as a false god - placing 
your faith in what has no power on its own. Money is simply the channel through which your 
inner prosperity flows out and expresses itself physically. 
 
Another common way in which this chakra is blocked is when people sell themselves in 
various ways. This includes things such as doing a task that one does not really want to do but 
does it for the money or the recognition, or ignoring your heart and soul desire and instead 
doing something else for the sole reason of getting paid in some way or having some form of 
security. 
 
Now let us revisit power. How do you gain personal power? It is already within you in infinite 
quantities. You only do not experience it because the human race, ages ago at a time 
symbolically referred to as “the fall of mankind” in various religions (in the Bible this is in 
Genesis), decided to forget its origins. Over the years, we have been remembering, gradually 
but at an ever increasing rate. Your power is all within you, but you have to accept it and stop 
fearing it. The fear to look within, to know thyself, is a major blockage to power. The lack of 
self-love and love for others is yet another blockage. So, the more True Love you have, the 
more power you uncover. We are talking here of True Love, which is unconditional and 
accepting of All Life without question. This is also called divine love. The reason why this 
limitation is put into place is that without true love which is unconditional and wholly 
accepting, you would destroy yourself and others in an instant were you to have full access of 
your full power. The same goes for knowledge and wisdom. Here, this means knowing your 
True Self, a part of the Creator. This is the kind of wisdom that is denied no one, for it is within 
everyone who cares to look within, and thus the question of IQ does not even arise. Again, this 
is in place for your protection. So you can effectively say that Power, Love and Knowledge 
form a triangle and increasing any one of that triangle’s sides will increase the others to a 
certain extent. 
 
In summary, as long as you honor yourself, humanity, your relations, and all life, you will be 
moving towards increasing this chakra’s energies. 
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3. Solar Plexus Chakra 

This energy center deals with development of personality and individuality, decision-making, 
self-responsibility and self-esteem. Healthy development in this center enables you to trust 
your decisions and feel safe making them. It also enables you to lead a life that feels fulfilling 
to you. The more developed this center is in you, the less blocked it is, the higher your self-
esteem will be. A person with self-esteem shortages tends to attract relationships and 
conditions that mirror their low self-worth back to them. 
 
This center is also the source of instinct, or gut-feeling. Instinct is a natural feeling that comes 
from within, from your soul, regarding what is happening in your life at the moment. It is a 
communication that is always right and timely. It is always there, but few hear it because of all 
the mental and emotional interference they carry around them. Low self-esteem and poor 
decision-making development are especially blocking to these instinctive feelings. A person 
with low self-esteem and decision-making capability is unable to trust and follow their instincts 
because they have given away their power to external entities, always wondering whether they 
will fail in the eyes of others. Instinct from the soul will always guide you toward the right path 
for you. It cannot be wrong, for it is from a source that defies space and time, the part of you 
that is closest to The Source, the Creator. Instinct always guides you to take the next greater 
step. Sometimes this step may be to the unknown, and therefore only those without fear of 
external factors can follow it consistently. 
 
This chakra calls for yet another move away from group thought, of course. It is a step further 
towards individuating. Without breaking away from group thought, your self-esteem cannot 
mature fully because self-esteem literally means moving the power base from external factors 
and authority to internal guidance and security. External factors always change so the only true 
security that can last you a lifetime is to be found deep within you. Without internal power, you 
would be unable to effect your life situations to your satisfaction and comfort on the long term. 
So moving away from group thought is not a selfish and arrogant thing to do, as long as you 
don’t do it by attacking that group thought. Just as much as you have a right to have your own 
system, so does everyone else. People do not have to agree with you, and in fact fighting to 
prove yourself right is a power-eroding battle to yourself and others. It is absolutely pointless 
and damaging to all involved. All you are asked to do is put your foot down to the universe and 
claim your own say, no more, no less. Remember, the world will always reflect your internal 
composition back to you. It is the law of cause and effect. 
 
If as a child and throughout life you avoided or were not given the chance to make decisions 
and experience your own power, you would not have had the chance to see that you really do 
have power and to experience that your choices have outcomes. You would not have had the 
chance to experience the laws of cause and effect. Hence you would now find it hard to believe 
that you have power and your choices always give corresponding outcomes. The world may 
look like a random place to you, a place where luck and misfortune plays a role. The truth is 
that there is no such thing as chaos, luck, accidents. These are human concepts that we came up 
with to explain what we did not understand, where we did not see the perfect order behind the 
apparent chaos or luck. 
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Unfortunately, most of our society today strips its children of the necessary experience of 
decision-making when this chakra is most active in their growth as a theme year chakra (in 
their 3rd and 10th years) and much more importantly as the major cycle chakra, which is from 
their 14th birthday (their 15th year) to their 22nd birthday (the end of their 21st year). This 
leaves them quite dependent and incapable of making decisions they can believe in and 
experience effects of. These are the teen years during which children naturally feel the urgency 
to learn this skill. Now, it does not help that the parent criticizes their decisions and tells them 
they are incapable of making decisions because they are ‘too young to know’. Parents and 
society in general has tended to criticize the teenage years and put as much control as possible, 
which is very counter-productive in many ways. Sure, teens need guidance, but exerting no-
choice control and telling a teen that they are incapable of making good decisions so they must 
be made for them is, as our societies now prove by result, not the way forward. A person must 
have a chance at making their own decisions (with guidance but not interference), even if they 
may be mistaken, or else they will not learn the cause and effect nature of choices, the power of 
choices, or even the existence of choice-making ability. The law of cause and effect, of reaping 
and sawing, is what runs this entire universe. Even quantum physics and other branches of 
science attest to this. And the years to naturally learn of this law by first hand experience, 
without interference, is from the 15th to the 21st year, and to a minor extent in the 3rd and 10th 
year. Failure to do so vastly disempowers a person for they do not believe that their decisions 
have any effect, they do not believe they are capable of creating their own lives, and this ends 
up victimizing them for years to come until they learn the hard way that cause and effect is the 
way of the world. As a man thinketh, so is he. How else can you learn this naturally without 
experiencing it consciously without external interference and pressure? 
 
And yet another common blockage that develops in this chakra occurs when a person 
frequently makes decisions based on their fears. When a person’s fears dictate their choices, 
they completely strip this person of a vast amount of personal power and self-determination 
ability. 
 
Self-responsibility is simply the realization that we are at cause of our world. With self-esteem 
and decision-making abilities intact, a person starts to see the ever-present link between their 
choices and their world. They see that they really do have the power to shape their lives 
exactly. The more they see this, the more they are happily able to see their responsibility over 
their own selves. And the more they are able to fashion their financial, health and relationship 
affairs as they wish them to be. When this happens, they stop attracting situations that mirror 
their low self esteem and power and start attracting those that mirror their internal wholeness 
and security. With responsibility comes response-ability. 
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4. Heart Chakra 

This fourth energy center is an extremely important one. Not only is it the center for love, the 
driving emotion of the human being, it is also the one that connects a person’s earthly aspects 
with his or her divine aspects. The first three chakras deal with earthly issues such as family, 
power and decision-making. The last three chakras deal with divine factors such as will, truth, 
intellect and universal consciousness. This fourth center, the heart chakra, connects the top 
three with the bottom three, marrying heaven and earth, spirit and body. 
 
In any case, this is the actual powerhouse of the human being. Love is the natural state of spirit 
and that is why nothing can survive without love for long. Without love, a person develops a 
lot of fear. Fear is False Evidence Appearing Real, as it has been said many times before. We 
are always safe, because love is the only Reality of the universe. However, when we place a 
belief in a fear, we experience the illusion of danger and it can seem very, very real. Faith can 
move mountains, and it does not matter what you put faith in, it always works. So when you 
put your faith in a fear that you have, your belief will recreate its experience. But it is just an 
error in thought, and as such it can be corrected simply by seeing past the fear, dropping that 
fear and facing it straight on. When you face your fear, you realize that the big monster is 
actually a rubber duck, a thin veil, a cloud of mist beyond which is guaranteed safety. You are 
always safe, for the only thing that exists in this universe is The Source of All That Is, and 
nothing else. You are part of This One Creator and so is everything else. Do you see how you 
are naturally safe, and that it is only your faith in your fears that attack you and create an 
experience that is fearful? 
 
Another powerful energy that comes from this chakra is that of forgiveness. Forgiveness is 
merely recognizing an error as unreal. You see, there are only two existences. These are truth 
and error. Truth is Reality, and it never changes. Illusion shifts with perception. The only 
reason an error can be corrected is because it is not real. Were it real, it would be eternal, just 
like truth is. Forgiveness is merely looking past the error and seeing the truth about you and all 
life. And the truth is that you and all life are created perfectly in the image and likeness of the 
creator. It is in forgetting Who We Really Are that we get into the painful event in the first 
place, and in continuing to forget this that we remain in the pain and damage. Yet all you have 
to do is recognize the error and you are free. When you once believed you were a victim 
damaged beyond repair, see that you were never damaged but instead you bought into the 
thought that you were. This sounds harsh and ridiculous. But spend time learning more about 
the True Nature of your being and the laws of the universe and you will see how beyond attack 
you naturally are, except for when you say you aren’t. Forgiveness of yourself and all others is 
what opens your eyes and experience to a greater self. When you forgive, you release yourself 
from the wound that you were holding on to. Plus, you see deeper spiritual truths and lessons 
that were hidden within the painful event, empowering truths that were previously not visible 
to you as long as you held on to the wound and refused to look at the inner good, the larger 
picture of it. No matter how serious the transgression is, it always has a spiritual insight and a 
cause and effect reason behind it. 
 
Let us define love once again. The love that this chakra represents is divine love, the love that 
is unconditional and wholly accepting. Human love is often conditional, and as such is not 
Real. It is a love based on avoidance of fear. You can have divine love, of course, because you 
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are divine love by nature. But you can also easily confuse human love with divine love, in 
which case you would not really be standing in love, but in hidden fear. The test for divine love 
is that it is unconditional and wholly accepting. It understands that all occurrences arise in 
perfect order and does not seek to change what already Is. Therefore, it only seeks to find the 
gifts, growth and insights contained within the event, no matter what it is. And the first place to 
start with real love is yourself. Love and fully accept yourself as you are right now! Doing this 
will eliminate all guilt, victimhood, shame, insecurity and so many other things. Once you 
embrace all your light and dark sides and accept them all wholly, you love yourself wholly and 
become empowered. Only from this point can you make lasting changes where you wish to 
make them. You cannot change parts of yourself that you resist, for what you resist persists. 
You have to embrace even what you hate most about yourself, and once you do so you will 
find that it shall release you. Do not fear to know yourself. It is the only way to finding your 
infinite power within. 
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5. Throat (Thyroid) Chakra 

Will power, self-expression, following your dream and trusting life are all part of this energy 
center. An important point to consider here is that of will and trusting in life, as it brings about 
a lot of confusion. You have free will, a right that cannot be taken away from you. But this free 
will needs clarification. And this is where some people revolt against what you are about to 
read next. 
 
You have heard of divine will, no doubt. Divine will is not some command handed down to 
you by some God. Not at all. In giving you free will, God meant that you do have free will that 
cannot be punished for nor revoked. You are not some robot that has to follow some orders. 
But you are much bigger than you think you are. You are not a body. You are spirit. Spirit, 
you, chose this journey on earth for a specific reason, a purpose, to experience and fulfill 
certain missions and enjoy life in certain ways. This purpose was arranged for and agreed upon 
before birth - you co-authored it and helped plan for the potentials in your life.  All the 
appropriate situations and locations were arranged to assist in fulfilling this mission. You had a 
choice in the whole matter, and in fact it was your decision and agreement with Life. You can 
call this a sacred contract, a path chosen. This is your Divine Will. It is your own spirit's will. 
Separation does not exist, and God's will and Your Will are one and the same thing. Now, in 
coming here, you forgot much of that, just like you forget much of your dreams when you 
sleep at night. But your spirit has not forgotten, and it is still in contact with you through your 
higher mind which prompts you with intuition, instinct, coincidences, synchronicities and a lot 
of help if you just care to listen. It expresses it's/your divine will, and on the human plane you 
still have free will to follow your ego's will or your divine will. Divine will is actually an 
energy current of Your own making and it flows whether you want it or not. You can choose to 
flow with it (makes life easy) or not (makes life harder because there is not much support that 
way). Does all this sound too crazy? Think about it. Why would you buy a car? To drive it, of 
course! Why would you cook some dinner? To eat it! Why would spirit embody itself and 
come to earth? To fulfill its reasons! And you are spirit. Just because you forgot your choices 
does not mean you did not make them. There is a good reason to forgetting. The experience 
depends on it, the motivation depends on it, and the limited consciousness of the current human 
level calls for it for it cannot handle such a high amount of content at one go so it has to be 
‘drip fed’ on a moment by moment basis as required. 
 
So your free will is really that you have the choice to follow your Self Chosen path or not. That 
is what it boils down to. Did you know that prosperity is a word that is derived from the phrase 
‘to be in the flow’? Although you have free will, you can choose to follow personal will (which 
often ends up being your ego’s will and leads you into all sorts of trouble for ego does not 
know) or you can follow divine will, which is really your own spirit’s will and choice in 
coming here and not some will imposed on you by God. Divine will is in harmony with the 
whole universe, and when you flow with it you gain the support of the entire universe and 
beyond. You are walking as One with All That Is. How can you possibly fail then? It is 
impossible. 
 
This chakra seeks to develop will power. The first step is having your own will power, your 
own authority and expression instead of depending on other people’s will and expression. It is 
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very OK to ask for help and to help others; we all need occasional help. But becoming fully 
dependent where you can instead use your own will is harmful to you. 
 
At its ultimate development, this chakra enables you to choose to embrace Your True Will, the 
one people refer to as divine will. You are Spirit. It is the Thought of Spirit that is higher, more 
powerful and all knowing, and not that of ego (lower mind). In your past, you have feared 
loosing control, being denied your will by society, your parents, the government, religion, your 
boyfriend or girlfriend, and so on. And in that same fear, you probably have feared losing your 
will to God, feared that this is similar to abduction where you are commanded to go become a 
Mother Theresa against your will. Divine will is not another entity’s will; it is Your Own 
Spirit’s Will. And it is very much in line with what makes you happy. It is, to put it in another 
way, the prompting to follow your heart’s true desires. If you love nature, you will find that it 
is in line with that. If you love abundance, you will find that it is in line with that. If you love 
construction, you will find that it is in line with that as well. It is not all about going to some 
poor country to help refugees and preach! Divine will is not about you losing material comforts 
and wealth; that is the domain of ego. Divine will is wholly empowering and in fact material 
comforts are a part of its provision so that you may focus on other aspects of life instead of 
worrying about bills all the time. Ask and you shall receive, seek and you shall find – these are 
actual guarantees. Only your false beliefs block you from realizing them all the time. 
 
The trick with shifting to divine will is to surrender to it and trust that life will provide the next 
step needed at the right moment. Ego fears and wants all steps planned and laid out in advance. 
And it cannot do that. The best ego can do is scare you from making a change, for change gets 
you into the unknown. But you cannot discover new lands unless you lose sight of the shore. 
Life is always safe, but ego makes it out not to be. And to the extent you trust your fears, they 
become a reality to you. Divine will is from your spirit, and your spirit will never seek to hurt 
you. You hurt yourself with your own errors in thought. Sure, some lessons that spirit may 
need you to learn may appear painful, but they are only there to unblock blocks that you may 
have built up over time within you. Without the blocks and reluctance to learn consciously and 
trust, there would be no need to release you from your fears and illusions. 
 
Surrender means surrender. It does not mean to stop caring, or to pretend to surrender for a 
short while so that you may be rewarded in a way that your ego says you should. It is purely 
surrender and acceptance without judgment or an ‘it should be this way instead’ mentality. You 
do not remember your chosen path, so how can you possibly know how it should be? Another 
key to following your spirit’s guidance along your chosen path is to be aware, and to always 
ask within about everything you wish to know. Always ask, ask, and ask! You have more help 
than you realize. But you must ask first, for spirit and your helpers will not usually interfere 
with your free will except in very critical junctions. You must ask! There is no formula to 
asking. Just simply direct your question within, ask for answers and then watch and let go. You 
must let go of the problem completely, for your involvement and attention to it actually 
interferes with it being solved for you. The answer and solution will be brought at the right 
time, perhaps in a book you see, a person you talk to, or any other way. It may very well be 
something very different from what you expected it to be. But it will be the right answer at the 
right time. Don’t insist on a particular answer and particular timing. You do not have vision 
over the whole picture and the possible outcomes of all possible solutions. In fact, you don’t 
even know of all the possible solutions, and that is why you are focused on only one. And of 
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course, you must follow the guidance you receive immediately. At the end of the journey, you 
will see how it really was a fantastic solution! Remember, the same spirit that created the 
universe and all its galaxies is the exact same spirit that You are part of. There is only One, 
expressing Itself in seemingly many separate forms. 
 
Poor development in this chakra allows fear to enter our will and self-expression. This totally 
kills faith and erodes our power to follow our desires. With this comes guilt, denial, deceit, 
blocked emotions and suppressed expression. Its poor development also causes an over-
reliance in your ego’s choices and these are bound to have weaknesses because ego is, literally 
speaking, a collection of thought forms based on fearful reactions in the past. Your True Self, 
on the other hand, is spirit and Its will is extremely powerful, with literally nothing that can 
oppose it for it is One with All That Is. Equally as dis-empowering is poor development in this 
chakra that leads to one becoming judgmental and critical of themselves and others. You 
become what you judge. For example, you cannot judge something as disgusting and unworthy 
unless you hold that concept to be true in your mind. And what you hold as true ends up 
appearing in your life. This is how judgment comes back and bites us in the behind when we 
are not watching. Do unto others what you would like to be done unto you is a very practical 
piece of advice. It is not only what you do, but what you think, feel and say as well. 
 
This is also the chakra of faith, which is needed in trusting that spirit will provide the next step 
on a step-by-step basis as you follow your chosen path. This chakra is also the one that 
empowers us to follow our dream. You see how these are all related? Do not settle for 
littleness, for less than what you desire. Desire and intend! Without desire and intent, nothing 
happens! Do not be embarrassed about any of your desires, for they are yours! Embrace and 
accept them all and see where they lead you. Each has a purpose and it will lead you to uncover 
a new experience, an enjoyment or a lesson. These are the stepping stones in your journey. 
Whatever area they may lie in, accept and honor all your desires. Remember, this universe is 
all just One system. There is no conflict of will from a spiritual perspective. Your desire to 
have something is reciprocated by a desire in someone else somewhere to produce that very 
thing. From a spiritual perspective, from the big picture, free will is never violated, and thought 
always leads to corresponding effect. This may not be so apparent from the physical viewpoint, 
especially because some things may have been chosen in previous lifetimes or by our higher 
self, but it is a law that never breaks down. As such, guilt is a construction of our own. And it 
limits people more than anything else other than fear. Totally pointless, and that is why you are 
asked to forgive yourself and others all the time. There is nothing wrong with desire; what gets 
people into problems however is the obsession and neediness that they let themselves fall into 
regarding a desire. Neediness creates needs; the Truth is that you have no needs. Have desires, 
but don't fall into neediness. 
 
Reach for the stars; settle not for littleness; desire! Express yourself! Desire, intend, but be 
detached from expectations of what ‘should be’ in the current moment. Attachment is 
neediness. Trust always that the current moment is a perfect outcome of your choices, those 
that you are conscious of and those that you are not, the ones that are being made by your 
higher self. 
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6. Inner Eye (Pituitary) Chakra 

Truth, intellect, self-evaluation, intuition, spiritual insight and seeing the bigger picture are all 
properties of this energy center. There are two things to keep in mind when reading about this 
chakra. One is that the mind is not contained only in the brain. It is all over your body and 
beyond it. It is infinite, just like spirit. Your mind and your brain are two 'separate' things. The 
second thing to remember that there is only truth as Reality, and truth and love are very much 
tied together, the same thing. Fear is tied to and is the same thing as illusion. These are the root 
polarities of everything that exists. So this chakra involves itself with the discovery of truth 
about your self and your world. It seeks to go within to your inner self and see what it can find 
there. It seeks to listen to the unseen power of your being. It recognizes that you may be in this 
world but not of this world. And it seeks to place your experiences in the context of the bigger 
picture of life and not just look at them from the fear-based point of view of ego. 
 
Poor development in this chakra results in false beliefs about your self, fear of Who You 
Really Are, and untrue perception. 
 
Once you start dealing with this chakra, you enter a space that is increasingly harder to define 
using the symbols of language such as words. Inner wisdom is not linear and analytical like the 
ego thinking is. You cannot cut it up and analyze it. It is in whole. You cannot be taught inner 
wisdom. You can only be pointed in the right direction. Only you alone can take the journey 
within. You can receive help but the steps and discovery are yours to make. In fact you have 
tremendous amounts of help available to you. Just ask within for what you next wish to learn 
and, guaranteed, you will bump into just the right person or resource that gives you what you 
needed to know. 
 
The journey to your inner self is an infinite journey, for you are an infinite being. You can 
never reach the end for there is no end. You can only grow stronger, wiser, and more powerful. 
At each point you find a new intriguing mystery to explore. So don’t bother trying to find out 
everything. You have the whole of eternity to do that. Remember that you are also in this world 
so don’t forget that you have to remain grounded and balanced as well. The ultimate state to be 
in is that of being in this world but not of it. Feet on the ground head in the skies, so to speak. 
So keep it light, take it easy, and enjoy yourself! It is called enlightenment, not enheavyment. 
 
The way to access inner wisdom is to stay present in the moment of Now. The more you shut 
down your mental noise (which is always going on about yesterday and tomorrow), the more 
you can access inner wisdom. Inner wisdom is always speaking to you at all times. You simply 
do not hear it when you let your mind analyze everything to the nth degree, and worry all day 
about what has past and what is next. Be present, be aware! Wake up! And definitely open 
your mind to receiving insights from places you normally are not used to, such as dreams, 
intuition, and other symbols. 
 
Inner wisdom does not go with proof. If you are like one of those scientists who always want 
evidence first before they move, you will not get too far with this chakra. Inner wisdom brings 
to you the new, the next, and not the past. And it brings to you wisdom of a dimension beyond 
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this one, one which is not measurable with our normal scientific tools, not perceivable by our 
five physical senses. 
 
Now, as you change your sense of truth, your life will change. Things created by your old 
truths will either transform or drop off and new ones will arise. This may be a confusing period 
but don’t worry. Just let go and keep your course. It is a very natural and normal thing to 
happen. It may also feel as if you have left an old way of living which you no longer wish to 
live by, but you haven’t found your new way. You may feel as if you are in limbo for a while. 
This is perfectly normal and will come to pass. Most people progress from thinking they know 
(the old path), to realizing that they do not know (limbo), to knowing they know (the new 
path). 
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7. Crown (Pineal) Chakra 

This energy center is all about getting in touch with your spirit, connecting consciously with 
your True Self. This is the chakra of transcendence and enlightenment. It is also about finding 
your Life Purpose, the reason why your spirit came to earth embodied as you (it obviously had 
a plan and purpose in that choice). It is, at the same time, the point at which your life force 
streams into your energy system, coming from your spirit. 
 
Our spirits are eternal. Living in the moment of Now puts you in touch with spirit. Now is an 
eternal moment. Everything in your life happens now. You do things now, you speak now, you 
think now. You plan for tomorrow now, and when tomorrow gets here, it will get here now. 
You cannot do anything tomorrow. You have to wait until tomorrow comes to the moment of 
now, so to speak. Also, yesterday is also gone. Yesterday and tomorrow are not real; they are 
phantom worlds that exist only in the mind, worlds that are personal only to you, world that 
you make up. 
 
Albert Einstein once said that no matter how persistent, time is only an illusion. All life 
happens Now, Here. Now is God’s kitchen, where everything is alive and vibrant! When you 
are preoccupied mentally with thoughts about the past and future, you miss the now, you fall 
out of touch with spirit and life, and you lose tremendous amounts of power and inspiration. 
 
Spirit is eternal and does not live in the world of time. Time is a mental construct we have 
created because our minds are always thinking of yesterday and tomorrow in our escape 
attempts, our defending of worries, our regrets, and so on. Remember, we become what we 
think about. Spirit can only be accessed Now. For you to do that, you have to quiet the mind. 
Why? Because the mind that most of us use is the lower mind (ego), and it is totally incapable 
of thinking in Now. It is always thinking of the next thing or the previous thing, because it is 
afraid. To connect with your higher mind and its vast capabilities, you must quiet down your 
mind. 
 
Stop your constant rehashing of memories of the past and worries and plans of the future. 90 
per cent of your thoughts are repetitive and need not be so. You can do much better with far 
less ‘thinking’ than you do now. Most of your thinking is not thinking at all - it is image-
making. Humans are only now learning how to use their minds, and the brain is about 10% in 
use only. We think we know how to think, but we will soon realize that the thoughts we have 
are mostly not thoughts at all, but memories that we confuse for thoughts. All of the greatest 
inventors, philosophers, scientists and artists all had their greatest inspiration when they went 
into quiet moments and allowed contact with spirit and higher mind. Einstein used to do it, 
Thomas Edison used to do it, Mozart, Michelangelo, and many more. One way to quiet your 
mind is through meditation, but you can practice everyday awareness even as you go about 
your tasks. Simply by deciding to be aware of yourself, your thoughts and the world around 
you, by deciding to be an observer, you go a long way towards stepping out of the chaos of 
your mind and becoming a peaceful observer. You finally see that you are not your mind. You 
are beyond it, and it is your tool and not your master. Then you start experiencing a higher 
aspect of yourself that was always there but hidden behind the mental noise of past and future. 
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Mental preoccupation with past and future not only blocks your access to your higher self, it 
also creates time for you. Yes, time is not a constant. In fact, it is an illusion. Our minds are 
extremely powerful. We collectively create time, but even individually we personally 
experience different time from others (which is easily explained by Einstein’s Theory of 
Relativity). The time it takes you to grow and go through life is wholly dependent on your 
mind, for it is the one creating time. You can literally collapse millions of years worth of 
growth by simply accessing an instant of your inner self. This is just how powerful our minds 
are: if every sentient being on this planet simultaneously stopped breathing for just a few 
seconds, the entire planet would vanish. All of it! We are constantly, rapidly but imperceptibly 
flashing between the spirit and physical world, and that is how we constantly re-create it as 
explained fully by quantum physics. This pulse, this breath in and out, is what maintains the 
Maya, illusion, of form from the reality of spirit. Breath and mind are very much linked, as you 
can tell by the way your breath rate changes when you are relaxed and when you are stressed. 
Inspiration and breathing are one and the same. 
 
As this chakra matures, you get closer and closer to your spirit. The closer you get, the more 
you have to let go of your ego and its fears, for spirit must have a clean vessel free of fears if it 
were to fully come down and be embodied in it.  This is what enlightenment is. It is sometimes 
called the mystical marriage. It happens when your spirit finally takes full control (when you 
allow it), after letting go of your ego. Sometimes, when an ego is very entrenched and there are 
many hidden fears that you are not aware of, you may have to find yourself in a crisis that 
forces you to see these fears and correct them. Once you are ready, spirit arranges for such an 
event, but only if it is necessary. Approximately 30-40% of people have to go through these 
types of crisis, often called dark nights of the soul. For example, let us assume that your self-
esteem is highly wrapped around your physical possessions. Spirit cannot inhabit you fully as 
long as you have such a low sense of personal power and self-esteem, run by ego and its fears. 
So it first has to put you in a situation where you are forced to fetch back your self-esteem from 
the material things and find it within yourself. This might involve a financial crisis that lasts 
until you have tried every option to correct it but failed, and finally realized that there is 
nothing more your ego can do to get out of that mess. At this point, you look within and see 
that you are still intact. Then you develop your own inner self-esteem and stop relying on 
material possessions for your sense of self-esteem. At this point, spirit then returns your 
material possessions since you now know that you are perfect with or without them. There is 
nothing wrong with material wealth, but when it forms a ‘false god’ that you believe defines 
your existence, then that error in thought must be corrected before your Higher Self can move 
in permanently. 
 
At its ultimate development, this chakra is the center of a very powerful being. Such an 
enlightened person is fully present and, literally, spirit on earth. They no longer think of the 
idea that we are all One, part of the Source of All That Is, as an intellectual statement. They 
know it with every cell of their being and they are in full harmony with the entire cosmos. 
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The Energy Bodies 

You have a field of energy that surrounds your physical body. This field of energy, which 
looks like a cocoon or egg, is called an aura. The aura has the following levels/bodies that 
compose it (see pen illustration below): 

 

1. Etheric Body 

This body has the same structure as the physical body complete with all the organs and parts. It 
is composed of energetic frameworks of light that support, shape and hold the physical body, 
body parts and organs. The physical body follows the etheric body. Everything happens first in 
the etheric body and then manifests in the physical body. In other words, the etheric body is the 
template that the physical body follows. The etheric body pulsates and has a blue/gray color. 
Its shape resembles a human shape made of blue/gray light grids. 
The more you use and enjoy your body, the stronger this energy field becomes. The stronger 
this energy field becomes, the healthier and stronger your body gets. The stronger the field is, 
the more you are able to feel the sensations of your body, to enjoy it, to be motivated to use it. 
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2. Emotional Body 

This body holds the emotions and it closely follows the outline of the person. Its shape outline 
looks roughly like that of a human being made up of clouds of different colors of light, like a 
mosaic. However, it is very fluid and always in motion within itself. Its colors also change 
depending on the energy that is producing them (e.g. feelings of joy or anger will be clear 
bright colors while confused feelings of depression will look darker and murky). These areas of 
color, which look like blobs, move around and interpenetrate the etheric and physical body, 
and this is why you feel your emotions as if they arise at specific parts of your body. This body 
also throws out these blobs into the space around it when emotions are released or expressed in 
a certain way. Emotions that aren’t allowed to move freely become ‘blocked’ or stagnated 
within this field. The emotional body extends a little further from the physical body than the 
etheric body does. 
This field can only remain balanced and healthy if you allow all your emotions, positive or 
negative, to flow unhindered. Allow yourself to feel whatever you are feeling in each moment, 
but don’t be entangled in it. For example, if you are feeling lonely, don’t block that feeling by 
instead trying to distract yourself or put on a tough shell. Allow the loneliness feelings to flows 
as they are, but don’t be entangled in them; don’t start taking them as the truth about you. They 
are not the truth about you. They are simply emotions. If you observe them with detachment, as 
an observer, allowing all of them to be as they are, they will always, always, flow back to love 
and give you insights as to what their source and reason is. By allowing free flow of emotions, 
with detachment, you grow very fast and aren’t stuck in pain. 
If you block your emotions, they stagnate and make this field unhealthy, of a lower vibration 
frequency than that which is able to support life. This, over time, moves to equivalent areas on 
other layers of your aura and causes various problems such as corresponding physical illness or 
problems at work and so on. 
When this field is healthy, you enjoy a vibrant emotional life whereby you feel a wide and 
healthy range of emotions, none of which you avoid experiencing. You are comfortable with 
your emotions and use them automatically in ways that enliven your life! You are also able to 
love yourself easily when this field is healthy. If this field is unhealthy (due to suppressed and 
denied emotions), you will tend to feel less, or not even be able to feel many emotions. You 
may also not like yourself much or be depressed. 
 

3. Mental Body 

This body is usually of a yellowish color and extends a little further from the physical body 
than the emotional body does. It is composed of even finer light; all thoughts, thought forms 
and mental processes are made of this finer light. These thoughts and thought forms appear as 
blobs of structured light, located in various places along this body. Depending on the clarity 
and strength of thought, these forms take on various forms and brightness levels. They also link 
with the emotional body (because every emotion is a reaction to a thought) and they take on the 
colors of the emotion linked to them (these colors come from the emotional body). As you 
change how you feel about a thought, the color, frequency, form, and brightness changes as 
well. The more you focus on a thought the more you enhance it. Therefore, beliefs (thoughts 
that you habitually keep having) look very well structured, clearer, and more powerful than 
other thoughts that you have less often. 
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This body is your rational/logical mind. When it is healthy, the mind is clear, balanced, rational 
and works in harmony with intuition/heart. It is also interested and enjoys intellectual 
advancement. When it is not, it fears and analyzes the intuition (heart), second-guesses it, is 
unclear irrational to various degrees, and is not as interested in intellectual advancement. 
Negative thoughts (thoughts contrary to your being, to Truth) lower its frequency and make it 
dull. Positive thoughts brighten it. 
The trick with this body (logical mind) is that it assumes it is logical even when it is not. Have 
you ever observed how someone may believe so much in something that is clearly illogical to 
you? You say, “It makes no sense. How can they believe it?” A closed mind finds it very hard 
to recognize and heal its errors, but an open and accepting mind that is willing to look outside 
is able to naturally self-correct. 
A primary source of negative thoughts is stagnated emotions in the second level and repressed 
relating in the fourth level. When you don’t express yourself fully and in your truth, or you 
avoid feeling emotions, they stagnate, build up, and trigger self-judgment thoughts and 
negativity in the mental field. 
 

4. Astral Level 

This layer has no specific shape and looks like clouds of very beautiful colors. This layer 
extends even further out from the physical body than the mental body does. A lot of human 
interaction actually happens on this layer. Between any two people, blobs of color continuously 
stream from each person’s astral layer. A lot of communication occurs between people on this 
layer, consciously or unconsciously. This natural telepathy is what makes you able to feel when 
‘something is wrong’ with someone or a room feels happy or sad or tense or free, or you feel a 
certain knowing about a person you just met. Relational interaction between Life is very much 
a major part of this layer. 
This layer is the relation layer, where all your interaction with all of life happens. A healthy 
and strong field results from and causes vibrant, healthy relationships with all life forms. A 
weak one results in and arises from unhealthy relationships where the mutual honor of life is 
not observed in one form or another. 
 
Each layer above the third layer (the mental body) is a complete reality that goes beyond what 
is currently though of as human experience. These higher layers (all layers above the third) are 
part of the larger multidimensional universe and are realities that have forms, beings and 
functions that extend beyond current human experience. In normal dreaming, meditation , 
intuition or clairvoyantly, all humans experience aspects of these layers to varying degrees 
depending on how open they are and how widened their consciousness is. 
 

5. Etheric Template Body 

This layer holds within it the templates to all the forms that exist on the physical plane. It is the 
template for the etheric body of your own physical body and of all other physical objects in 
your life (the etheric body is the framework on which the physical forms arise). It extends 
further out from your body than the other layers below it. This is also the level where sound 
creates matter. (By the way, every thought is a living electromagnetic energy entity composed 
of fine light interwoven with fine sound). It has a cobalt-blue appearance and is oval. 
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This layer is also known as the divine will layer. Divine will can also be called your soul’s will, 
or your higher self’s will, because there is no difference between the two. Each individual in 
life is a soul, and you might call a person a soul in chemical clothing. Each soul has its own 
will, and because separation does not exist, the collective wills of all souls forms One Will, one 
unified plan for the whole universe. Each soul, therefore, carries out its portion of that plan, a 
plan it itself freely created. This level is the divine will manifested as templates or patterns. 
Divine will is a living thing, not just an inanimate plan. It is precise and perfect. On the human 
level, our free will is further extended such that we can choose to align fully with our soul 
(divine will), a unity that is referred to as the merging of “heaven and earth”, or we can be out 
of alignment with it. Naturally, when you are aligned, everything becomes effortless because 
all you do is part of the universal will, and so you are walking in harmony with life and so you 
can't possibly lack anything or be in the wrong place. You become synchronized with Life on 
all levels, in harmony with it, and things appear just on time. You feel connected with the 
universe, have a clear sense of purpose, and this level of the aura is very strong. You will also 
have order and clarity in your life. On the other hand, if you are not aligned with divine will, 
this level is weak, you tend to struggle with life instead of flow with it, won’t have a clear 
sense of purpose and the idea of divine will or life purpose may even sound ridiculous or 
threatening to you. It may seem threatening because you may assume that divine will is 
something imposed on you and that you must serve and sacrifice yourself for – you may find it 
difficult to see how you could possibly have had a hand at creating it. You may also find it hard 
to keep order and clarity in your life. 
 
Each layer above the third layer (the mental body) is a complete reality that goes beyond what 
is currently though of as human experience. These higher layers (all layers above the third) are 
part of the larger multidimensional universe and are realities that have forms, beings and 
functions that extend beyond current human experience. In normal dreaming, meditation , 
intuition or clairvoyantly, all humans experience aspects of these layers to varying degrees 
depending on how open they are and how widened their consciousness is. 
 

6. Celestial Body 

This layer is the feeling level of the spiritual plane. It is also the level of unconditional love and 
spiritual ecstasy. This layer has a gold-silver shimmering appearance. Direct experience of this 
layer gives one an experiential feeling of being at one with all the universe and All That Is. 
When this level is strong, one has many spiritual experiences and insights and a feeling of 
oneness with all life. When it is weak, the person will find it hard to understand or experience 
their spiritual (nonphysical) aspects. This layer is strengthened by continual spiritual 
nourishment and growth. 
 
Each layer above the third layer (the mental body) is a complete reality that goes beyond what 
is currently though of as human experience. These higher layers (all layers above the third) are 
part of the larger multidimensional universe and are realities that have forms, beings and 
functions that extend beyond current human experience. In normal dreaming, meditation , 
intuition or clairvoyantly, all humans experience aspects of these layers to varying degrees 
depending on how open they are and how widened their consciousness is. 
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7. Ketheric Template Causal Body 

This layer is the mental level of the spiritual plane. This layer has an egg shape with a strong 
protective shell and it is highly structured. It appears to be composed of a shimmering light 
grid structure of a golden-silver color. It holds and is the template for all the auric bodies of an 
individual’s present incarnation. It is the source of energy for the whole being. It is the divine 
mind of the individual. This level also holds the individual’s past life ‘bands’ on various parts 
of the shell. It also contains the individual’s life plan or purpose. Beyond this layer, you will 
find the cosmic layer, which is a layer that cannot be experienced from the perspective of just 
one incarnation. 
This layer, being the divine mind layer, is literally the divine mind within each of us. When this 
level is healthy and strong, the person is able to understand the Nature of Life, experience 
himself or herself as part of a very safe and perfect universal wholeness, create and manifest 
new concepts, and understand how to fit everything in its right place and time, naturally. The 
person has a strong and clear understanding of Who They Are and of All That Is. When this 
layer is weak, the person perceives life to be a chaotic or unconnected place full of 
randomness, they are unable to create new forms and insights often, and they don’t understand 
or even see the perfection and wholeness of Life. They are unable to be in the flow and work in 
unison with the universe. They are also unable to consciously access the divine mind or even to 
see how they are co-creators of Life by their mind. 
The way to strengthen this filed is by living by Truth, living by your truth, seeking it within, 
exploring and uncovering Who You Are, and accepting yourself fully. This field is 
strengthened when one lives by and expresses their truth without limiting themselves. Without 
living by one’s truth, it is difficult to move forward. 
 
Each layer above the third layer (the mental body) is a complete reality that goes beyond what 
is currently though of as human experience. These higher layers (all layers above the third) are 
part of the larger multidimensional universe and are realities that have forms, beings and 
functions that extend beyond current human experience. In normal dreaming, meditation , 
intuition or clairvoyantly, all humans experience aspects of these layers to varying degrees 
depending on how open they are and how widened their consciousness is. 
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Charting and Graphing Levels of Consciousness 

The following is extracted from the eBook What If You Knew The Answer To and the Reason 
For Everything In Your Life? by David Cameron, available from www.imagesofone.com: 
 
Note: The concepts discussed here become clearer once you read through this whole topic 
once in its entirety. 
 
We are now going to get into some interesting numbers and charts, followed by some lively 
discussions of what we see. The following charts are constructed primarily based on numerical 
research data in Dr. Hawkins’ Power Vs Force book. Please consult that book if you wish to 
investigate these numbers differently. Also, it is important to note that you can construct your 
own scale, but if you do then you must be consistent in how to score things. Here, we shall use 
the same scale adopted by Dr. Hawkins. Again, to get a score, you test “If 1 is just being alive, 
... is above ...?” just like we explained briefly earlier and will be explaining in detail at the end 
of this book. 
This is a calibration of a collection of concepts, people and themes that most people are 
familiar with, so that you may be able to make clear observations: 

Consciousness of... Power 
(logarithmic) 

Enlightenment (highest level so far 
attained) 

1000 

Jesus Christ 1000 

The Buddha 1000 

Krishna 1000 

Enlightenment (beginning) 700 

Mahatma Gandhi's principles 700 

Mother Theresa 700 

Peace 600 

Truth 600 

Drug-induced high of some drugs 
like marijuana & LSD (upper levels) 

600 

Carl Jung 560 

Joy 540 

Love 500 

Albert Einstein 499 

Sigmund Freud 499 

Isaac Newton 499 

Descartes 499 

Humanism 499 

Reason 400 

Acceptance 350 
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Drug-induced high of some drugs 
like marijuana & LSD (lower levels) 

350 

Level required for a solution to 
truly solve serious drug addictions 
problems 

350 

Willingness 310 

Neutrality 250 

Mankind's collective consciousness 
from late 1980s to mid 1990s 

204 

Courage 200 

Mankind's collective consciousness 
before late 1980s for the last few 
centuries 

190 

Pride 175 

Colonial British Empire at Gandhi's 
time 

175 

Anger 150 

Level of current 'solutions' to 
serious drug addiction problems 

150 

White supremacy groups 150 

Attack 150 

Revenge & Punishment 150 

Condemnation 150 

Desire 125 

Fear 100 

Grief 75 

Poverty consciousness 60 

Apathy 50 

Guilt 30 

Shame 20 

 

A few things to keep in mind 

A. The above numbers represent the power of the consciousness that gives rise to 
the thing being tested. For example, love is only present when a level of 
consciousness of a magnitude of 500 is reached. Please understand this 
carefully! This is not necessarily the measure of the person holding the idea of 
love! Love, on its own, is an entity with a consciousness of the power measured 
as 500 on our scale. You could be a person of, say, an overall consciousness of 
200 but when you are acting out of love, then you are in the presence of 500 and 
momentarily raise your consciousness, for that feeling or act of love, to 500. 
When you feel guilty, although your general measure in this example is 200, at 
that time of guilt you would be operating for a very low power of 30. As you can 
see, you are an entity with your own general level of consciousness you operate 
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on, but within that level you swing in and out of many other levels for short 
moments depending on what is in mind, and then always dropping back to your 
normal level. When you go through a huge change in your life where you feel 
something profound has shifted you, this is when your general level of 
consciousness, as a whole, changes. Another thing you noticed, hopefully, is that 
concepts and ideas are entities, complete wholenesses that have their own levels 
of consciousness. Your own consciousness is like a building, and in that building 
you spend most of your time on floor 2, for example, occasionally running 
upstairs or downstairs. When you change your life significantly for the better, 
you move up to level 3 for most of your time, but your still tend to run down 
occasionally and up as well. But from 3, you tend to run less to floor 1 than you 
used to, and more to floor 5 than you used to. At a certain floor, 1000, you 
transcend all floors! We will look at how this works even more later in this book. 

B. Although the above scale runs from 1 to 1000, the scale of consciousness itself is 
infinite. But on the human plane on earth now, this is the range that has been 
scored by all things tested so far on earth. The highest score ever registered on 
earth was 1000 for certain Great Teachers and their message at the time they 
taught it (translations of those messages score much less). There are powers of 
consciousness above 1000, all the way to extremely gigantic numbers, but not on 
earth right now. 

C. These numbers are logarithms to the base ten of the power of the mentioned 
level of consciousness, not just “flat” numbers. So 1 is actually 101 (10 to the 
power of 1 which is just 10). And 10 is actually 1010 (10 to the power of 10 
which is 10,000,000,000 (10 billion)). And 1000 is actually 101000 (10 to the 
power of 1000 which is such a large number we are not even going to attempt to 
write it here!). What this means is that moving from 200 to 201, although that 
sounds like a small shift in consciousness, is actually moving from 10200 to 10201 

and that is a huge change! Just to illustrate, 10201 minus 10200 is equal to 
90000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000. How big is that number! A slight shift in consciousness results in a 
very, very large shift in power. What is this power? You will see soon when we 
look at the powers of thoughts coming from various levels of consciousness. 

D. Self-views that score below 200 are generally inherently harmful to you, any 
that score above 200 are beneficial to you, and anything above 600 is Truth. 
This has been proven with millions of tests, and is clearly even outlined by Great 
Teachers and even religions since our history begun. The key goal, therefore, if 
you wished to grow, would be to choose thoughts, words and actions that score 
above 200, as high as you can, and deliberately intend not to blindly get stuck in 
lower forces any more. It is that simple. This sounds like your spirituality or 
Morality explained mathematically, doesn’t it? Anyway, as you can test for 
yourself, all things that make muscles test weak will always score below 200, 
and any that make the muscles test strong will score above 200. However, this is 
not to say they are bad. Nothing is bad. For example, desire scores less than 200, 
but it is a most necessary component of the universe. Desire is what births 
motive to have life and move forward. However, getting stuck in desire is not 
healthy. If you do not use the desire lovingly to move forward, and instead 
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decide to brood in desire, you get stuck in craving, and that leads to enslavement, 
which leads to disappointment. The same thing, desire, used positively results 
either in joyful growth and when used negatively results in trouble. But generally 
speaking, things that score below 200 have a polarity of negative and positive, 
while those above 200 are un-polarized and so always safe. This is such a great 
failsafe system not only for getting straight true or false answers but even 
calibrating the answers. Keep reading to see even more applications and 
revelations. 

E. Although we saw that self-consciousness levels below 200 are harmful in a 
sense, it does not mean they are useless and should be despised. It is of utmost 
importance to realize that every level of consciousness is perfect for specific 
reasons, all the same. For example, guilt scores at 30. Now, let us say that your 
general level of consciousness is 200, for example. Now, let us say you did 
something you or society considers ‘bad’. Your ego and some parts of society 
even will try to convince you that you are guilty. So you decide to feel guilty. At 
that point, your consciousness drops to 30. There is no benefit to you or anyone 
for that drop, and the only result of guilt is destruction. Contrary to what you 
may have been told all along, the way out of a situation such as the one we have 
described here is not to drop into guilt or even accept guilt. The way out is up (to 
love, reason, acceptance and so on), not down. Rising up the scale of 
consciousness to heal both you and the person you have ‘offended’ is the only 
effective way to closure. Let us take another example. Assuming you are still at 
a normal consciousness level of 200 and someone does something you feel upset 
about. The way to resolve everything in the most efficient and profitable manner 
is once again up the scale, not down. So if you drop to anger and fear, you start 
to lose. Rise up, and everyone wins. But does that mean anger and fear are 
inherently bad? No. We have seen that the way out is always in moving up. 
When you drop to anger and fear, you are losing ground. When you rise from 
below anger and fear and move into levels higher than them, passing through 
anger and fear is a celebration! Let us say that your normal level of 
consciousness is 20 (shame) or maybe even 100 (fear). If one day you decide to 
get angry (150) at your situation and because of that anger you develop pride in 
yourself (175) and finally get the courage (200) to change your situation of fear 
and shame to something higher, then anger was just the thing you needed! 
Without anger, you may not have been able to jump higher for your own and 
everyone else’s good. Never, ever judge another being for an emotion, for you 
have no way of knowing the totality of all that is involved in that life and where 
it is going using that emotion. Anger may seem low to you if you are higher than 
it, but it is a lifesaver for many that will one day reach your level. In fact, it is 
wise to never judge. For you to be an accurate judge, you would have to know 
the totality of the situation of the person you judge and the infinite chain of 
events that will arise for all concerned from that act of which you were tempted 
to judge against. Only if you had such vast and complete knowledge would your 
judgment be even close to being accurate and correct. Any time before that and 
you are just guessing. 

F. Look at two things that share the same power amount. For example, fear scores 
100 and so do vegetables. That does not mean that vegetables are fearful. It 
simply means that the amount of power for fear is 100 and for vegetables is 100. 
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Don’t mix two things just because they have the same power value. They are two 
separate entities. The numbers simply indicate how much power an entity has. 

G. Consciousness does not miss anything. It is able to detect even the smallest 
change in energy (which would be 10-∞), and so nothing is missed by 
consciousness. 

Now we will look at everyday general human consciousness levels. How do you view things, 
how does the rest of humanity view things, and so on. 
Consciousness 

of... 
Power 
(log) 

Vision / 
Perception 

Sanity of 
Thoughts 

Mind 
Process 

Enlightenment 
(highest so far) 1000 

Enlightenment 
(beginning) 700 

Vision Sane 

    

Peace 600 

Complete 
Knowingness 

Joy 540 

Love 500 

Reason 400 

Reason 

Acceptance 350 

Willingness 310 

Neutrality 250 

Courage 200 

Partially 
insane 

   

Pride 175 

Anger 150 

Desire 125 

Fear 100 

Grief 75 

Apathy 50 

Guilt 30 

Shame 20 

Perception 

Insane 

Infrequent 
or No 

Reason 

 

Consciousness 
of... 

Power 
(log) 

Views God 
as... 

Views Life 
as... 

Emotion 
State 

Life Process 

Enlightenment 
(highest so far) 1000 

Enlightenment 
(beginning) 700 

Self Is Ineffable 
Pure 
Consciousness 

      

Peace 600 All-Being Perfect Bliss Illumination 

Joy 540 One Complete Serenity Transfiguration 

Love 500 Loving Benign Reverence Revelation 
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Reason 400 Wise Meaningful Understanding Abstraction 

Acceptance 350 Merciful Harmonious Forgiveness Transcendence 

Willingness 310 Inspiring Hopeful Optimism Intention 

Neutrality 250 Enabling Satisfactory Trust Release 

Courage 200 Permitting Feasible Affirmation Empowerment 

      

Pride 175 Indifferent Demanding Scorn Inflation 

Anger 150 Vengeful Antagonistic Hate Aggression 

Desire 125 Denying Disappointing Craving Enslavement 

Fear 100 Punitive Frightening Anxiety Withdrawal 

Grief 75 Disdainful Tragic Regret Despondency 

Apathy 50 Condemning Hopeless Despair Abdication 

Guilt 30 Vindictive Evil Blame Destruction 

Shame 20 Despising Miserable Humiliation Elimination 
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Level of consciousness

Power Levels of Consciousness

 
Before proceeding, let us take a pause and look at the tables above. With these tables, you can 
now begin to see how your life works in terms of consciousness levels and the power you have 
to take your life where you wish it to go. 
For example, if you drop to guilt in emotion, you have entered a consciousness level of very 
low power from which all you see around you is attack and victimization. The amount of 
reasoning ability you have at that level is not only much lower than at higher levels, but its 
power is extremely small in terms of ability to make meaningful positive change or creation. 
Guilt is a choice totally unrelated to the event for which you feel guilty about. You can do 
something ‘bad’ and decide to learn from it without guilt, or you can choose guilt. There is 
nothing you can do that automatically assigns you guilt. You are not guilty because you did X 
thing, but because you chose to feel guilty (whether or not you did X). You learn through love 
and reason, but destroy yourself through guilt. And no matter what the situation, guilt is never 
yours - unless you choose it. Guilt is such a widespread idea in our society that it seems correct 
just because many people hold it. Truth is not based on majorities. Keep reading and you may 
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start to see how guilt is really a mass misunderstanding. Dropping down in consciousness, 
however you look at it or excuse it, has no benefits at all, except in loving expressions of 
those states where loving versions of those states exist. Some of those states can be expresses 
lovingly, while others cannot. Guilt, for example, cannot ever find a loving expression of it. 
Desire, however, can. In fact, creation starts with desire and without the expression of desire, 
there is no growth. The problem with desire comes in when one gets stuck at its level and starts 
facing frustration and so on. However, by noting the desire and following your heart on it, then 
abundance and growth comes in! Remember, however, that none of the lower states are ‘bad’, 
they are just inefficient, so to speak, by themselves. But even they, depending on where a 
person stands and how they are used, can result in good benefit, as we say in the case of desire 
or a person in fear can use anger to gain courage and move on up to love. 
You can also see from the above that the world you see, create and experience around you is 
very different depending on which level you are standing in. that is why sometimes you just 
can't understand the opinions and views of another person, simply because you are both 
experiencing very different worlds. The world literally forms around you to reflect who you 
have declared you are. Remember ‘I AM’? The world is a mirror to you of whatever you 
declare you are by your thoughts, feelings and choices. You can be in the same room with 
someone else yet experience two very different worlds. Even on a global scale, there are those 
who have amazingly peaceful and abundant lives even in the midst of what the rest of the 
world would be experiencing as turmoil and scarcity. And nothing is held back from you; you 
can slide anywhere along that scale of consciousness as you wish, and experience whatever 
comes with that level. Nothing is denied from you. Any limits you experience are those you 
have set up yourself in your mind. 

Vision vs. Perception, Sanity vs. Insanity, Knowing vs. 
Reason 

The charts above also show you various operating and experiencing processes at each level. 
Most are self-explanatory, but some are not. Let us now look at those that are not that clear at 
first glance. 
Vision vs. Perception - Everyday you walk around looking at things, thinking you are seeing 
them clearly and truthfully. Are you? There are two types of seeing - vision and perception. 
Perception is “seeing” from an incomplete level. Remember what we said in our discussion of 
quantum physics that all things are made of energy and that the whole universe is one ‘pool’ of 
energy, one being, manifesting in seemingly various and separate forms? And remember how 
in your spirituality training throughout your life you kept hearing them say “We are all One”? 
Perception does not see this, and instead sees the illusion of separation. Vision sees things 
clearly in Reality, as a unified whole with individuations (not separations). With vision there is 
much power of thought as well, because vision shows you as you internally know that you and 
all things are one, hence all is guaranteed and effortless, and limitations do not exist. 
Perception, on the other hand, sees separation. This is an error. Perception does not show you 
the world in Reality but instead picks out the world you wish to see. Two witnesses can 
observe the same accident and see completely different things - every police officer knows that 
very well. To put it in another way, vision is by fact and totality, perception is by choice and 
selectivity. You choose what you wish to perceive by what you believe, and thus what you see 
is what you believe, and what you believe is what you see. But that cycle starts with the belief. 
Illusions depend on beliefs for them to exist, while Reality exists changeless regardless of what 
you believe. Vision sees Reality only, while perception sees illusions, with rare and occasional 
glimpses of Reality. Perception, because it is based on beliefs, is a function of ego, the part of 
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the mind that holds onto the erroneous idea that you are separate from everything else. So 
whenever you listen to your ego, which for most people is almost all the time, you are seeing 
from perception. The process to enlightenment is the process of dissolving the ego. 
Knowing vs. Reason, Sanity vs. Insanity - Now we get into the basis of thought at various 
levels. One of the clearest explanations of the difference between reason and knowing, sanity 
and insanity, is found in A Course in Miracles. What it says is that those who are fully insane 
neither see nor use reason, for they do not even recognize it. Those who are partially insane use 
reason, for they recognize it and see the benefit of using it to gain clarity. Those who are fully 
sane do not require reason, for they have knowing. Reason is only needed when there is 
incomplete knowing, and there is a recognition and desire to complete that knowingness. 
Knowing is total and encompasses the whole. Once understanding and knowing is total and 
complete, reason is no longer needed. You could therefore say that reason is a crutch towards 
full recovery; in the same way that faith is a crutch you use until you understand the whole 
picture. Sanity is where insanity is incapable of entering. You cannot claim to be sane if you 
have bouts of insanity. We are not talking about the clinical insanity you find talked about by 
doctors. We are talking here of the big picture, Sane vs. Insane. There is nothing wrong or 
guilty about being insane. It is simply a statement that says “I am yet to see the whole picture, 
but I know I am guaranteed that one day I will”. And you are guaranteed, by the way. It is 
inevitable, simply because error is correctible simply because it exists only as an illusion. 
Remember also that we live in an eternal realm where time is only an illusion. This further 
guarantees things for you because in eternity all possibilities and probabilities are all running in 
actuality all at once, and hence the minute the error was made, so was the correction for it, in 
that same instant. The course is set, the outcome guaranteed, yet the paths are many. 
Here is a simple example of the insanity we are talking about here. Millions of people walk 
around thinking “I hope people don’t think of me as ugly.” That is a major fear for many 
people. And sometimes, no matter how beautiful they are, they still walk around fearing that 
they are ugly. Now watch how the insane mind works, without you even knowing the insanity 
is there. The same people who have this fear of being judged ugly will walk around looking at 
other people and thinking this or that person is ugly and so on. OK, now we all know that they 
do not wish to be considered ugly. In fact, even when no one thinks they are ugly, they will go 
to great lengths to hide, stress out, worry, and modify everything, just because they are 
paranoid about being ugly (even when they are not).  Now, watch this carefully. If you hold 
any concept in mind as true, it is impossible for that same concept not to affect you sooner or 
later. Did you catch that? Ok, we will slow down. Supposing you are born as the most beautiful 
person on earth. There are two ways you can choose to live your life. You can cherish and 
enjoy your beauty from a loving state, and have no dramas about it or beauty judgments to 
yourself or others. Insanity, in this issue, would not creep in. But now let us suppose you chose 
a different path. Suppose you drop to pride (175) about this, instead of love. What happens 
then is that pride requires specialness. Without the idea of specialness, there can be no idea of 
pride. So you hold yourself special, better than all in terms of beauty, and therefore you must 
automatically hold others as less than you, at least in terms of beauty. But immediately you 
decide to adopt this new belief, you also automatically and unavoidably have to adopt the idea 
that you can fall from your place of specialness, by age or accident or otherwise. So now you 
drop to fear (100) of that day when you will lose your specialness. And this goes on and on, 
and you find yourself freaking out about your looks all the time. All this happens simply 
because you decided to hold the belief that another being can be ugly. This single belief led to 
the belief that you can be ugly as well, automatically. And you know the rest of the story. The 
same goes for attack. You cannot think that you will attack another and stay forever in your 
own peace, for you must soon come to see yourself as capable of being attacked. Insanity tells 
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you attack is ever-present and possible. Reason tells you attack is only possible when allowed 
and accepted by the mind. The same goes for any thought you hold. Remember, there is only 
One, hence just One Mind, only One of Us. Now you see how insanity creeps in without you 
knowing, simply because you chose to believe in a thought contrary to truth. Any time you 
drop below levels of 200 on the consciousness scale, you get into very deep insanity and 
destruction. Above 200 and things are constructive and Reality starts to be seen in glimpses, 
until at 700 you see it clearly and no longer see the incomplete and illusionary perceptions. 
The body appears separate, and you have decided that you are your body, and have elected the 
ego as your mind, and this is why you see the illusion of separation. You are not your body, for 
when you ‘die’, do you not leave it here and still live on? Nor are you your mind, for even that 
is a tool of consciousness. And most of all, you are not your ego. The ego is the part of your 
mind that insists it is separate. Love your ego, dissolve it through transformation, but never 
ever believe it if you wish to move up. 

The Limitations of Reason 

Reason, as we have seen, is necessary to get one out of insanity and into sanity. It is a crutch. 
And unless you one day drop the crutch, or are at least willing to see if you can walk without 
the crutch, you will not get off the crutch. The crutch is an assistance; don’t depend on it. 
Reason is still fragmented understanding. It is understanding, and it is knowing, but it is 
fragmented and incomplete understanding and knowing. It is still standing in the region of 
separations, yet pointing to unity. But you cannot use reason within the whole! Reason depends 
on analysis, logic, and so on. All these depend on abstraction and splitting the whole into 
smaller segments for your reasoning and analysis. The whole is complete! To cross over into 
the regions of 500 (love) and above in consciousness, you have to drop reason and follow the 
heart. And it is impossible to make a complete jump into a consistent level of being in the 500s 
unless you stop insisting on having everything explained in logic. Logic has its limitations; it 
cannot carry you into infinity. It cannot even comprehend infinity. It cannot even comprehend 
miracles, which are even smaller than infinity yet are a natural part of Life. To experience the 
totality of your infinite being as you wish (which is what enlightened masters do), you have to 
move to knowingness. How you do that, actually, is beyond your own doing. So don’t worry 
about how to do it. Just move towards It and It will move towards you. The last step, the last 
jump across into full enlightenment, is not taken by you. You are pulled across, but only when 
you have walked right up there (which means drop logic, follow the heart). The other problem 
with logic is that it relies largely on the little you already know within your conscious 
awareness. Out of all the possibilities in an infinite universe, you are aware of a very limited 
amount. Your logic, if you ever noticed, relies on your past experiences. How can you possibly 
allow in infinity while attempting forcing it through the tiny window of comprehension that is 
called logic? It is impossible. You have to trust, feel, and at first you will have to go by faith 
but in the end even faith will be unnecessary, for you will have reached complete knowing! But 
you cannot get there if you still insist on logical ‘proof’. 
While we are on this topic of logic, let us look at ‘scientific proof’. Science has done very well 
for us, showing us much we did not know about before. However, nowadays, science is being 
regarded as the end all and be all. This is a greave mistake, because now more than ever we are 
refusing to allow anything that does not have ‘scientific proof’. It would serve us well to 
remember a few things about science, before we walk around insisting for scientific proof for 
everything. 

1. Scientific discoveries are splendid, but they are still discoveries. Even inventions are 
discoveries. In science, all you are doing is gaining an increased understanding of 
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totality. Totality already exists, you are just discovering it. Even when you invent 
something new, you are simply discovering a process or thing that was always there 
but you never knew it was. When you invent an airplane, you don’t invent the 
principles of flight. You simply find out that there are principles of flight and then 
learn how to live by them, comply, so that you may also fly. How can you then ask 
for proof from the undiscovered, using the old discoveries as your yardstick! That is 
very limiting. 

2. Scientific instruments, like the human body, still have a range of operation. The 
human eyes can see colors from red (the lowest frequency of energy we can detect 
with our eyes) to violet (the highest frequency of energy we can detect with our 
eyes). Does that mean there are no colors above violet or below red? Of course not. 
Do we see them? Of course not. We now know, through scientific instruments, that 
there is infrared and ultraviolet. Before, we did not know that. You can rest assured 
that the frequency of energy spans infinity, both above what we can detect and 
below what we can detect. There lies an infinite abundance of life that lies beyond 
our capability to detect with our eyes and instruments. However, you naturally can 
detect infinity, depending on your level of consciousness and awareness. As you 
raise in awareness, you begin to see and experience things that most people cannot, 
nor can scientific instruments due to their limitations. At a level of 800 in 
consciousness, you will see, create and experience things and beings that a person at 
300 cannot even sense, leave alone see. Scientific proof goes out the window. The 
power and frequencies of higher realms of existence are above the upper limits of 
normal human and instrument detection. 

3. What about scientists looking for evidence of life in other planets? What do they 
look for? They look for water, oxygen, and so on. In other words, although noble in 
their quest, they are assuming life only exists in the form that we know it here on 
earth. Did you know that human beings have a frequency and wavelength? Yes, just 
like a radio wave, we also have a frequency and wavelength. Here is the key: A 
being of a higher frequency than us, if high enough, will be completely transparent 
to our eyes and instruments. Yet this being will have its own life, its own structures, 
and so on. There is more life right in front of your eyes than you can see normally. 
You need not leave this planet to find life unlike ours. In fact, you need not even 
leave our solar system. Some places that look so hot or inhabitable under the naked 
eye are a hive of activity at a different frequency. What I am getting at here is that 
logic (and science) approaches everything from the little it knows, and tries to force 
everything into that space, expanding that space very gradually and in very small 
amounts. If you wish to move faster and further, gratefully accept science and logic 
for what it is, and not more than what it is. 
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Planetary Distribution of Consciousness, The Power of 
Thought 

Well, what about the distribution of consciousness around the world? Where are we as human 
beings in general? 
For many centuries, mankind’s collective consciousness was at 190. That is below the critical 
level of 200, the level above which, for humans, life is supportive and below which life can get 
destructive. 
Then, in the late 1980s, it jumped to 204! We have literally turned the tables! This is no little 
feat - it is a moment for celebration! Now, more than ever, more and more higher material is 
becoming available, and new ways of life, was that support all life, are starting to come to the 
fore-front whereas once they were hidden due to our fears. We are now more allowing, more 
accepting, braver, and therefore we are accelerating in growth and consciousness. 
Looking at the charts above, we can clearly see that satisfaction (for humans) does not start 
until the 250 level. Below that, one is wrestling too much with dualities, polarities, good vs. 
bad, hot vs. cold, and so on. It is like having a coin, wanting to keep the coin, but wanting to 
get rid of the heads or tails side of the coin, and not realizing that you need both sides of the 
coin to have the coin, for various obvious reasons (you don’t even see the obvious reason 
however if you are below 250). This is the kind of inner struggle you find at levels below 250. 
And one struggles externally because one struggles internally. There lies the key out of 
struggle. 
Ok, how does the world score on consciousness levels (1995/1998 data)? 

Calibration Percentage of total world 
population 

 People at 500 or over  0.4% 

 People at 600 or over  0.001% 

 People below 200  85% 

 People who "account" for 
72% of society's problems  

2.6% 

 People over 200  15% 

 People at 700  0.00002% (12 people 
worldwide) 

 

Calibration Human Work & Culture 

 Below 200   Generally insecure and poor 
conditions  

 Low 200s   Rudimentary existence, 
unskilled labor, little or no 
education  

 Mid 200s   Little education, semi-skilled 
labor, settled existence  
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 High 200s   Industry and skilled 
specialized labor begins, higher 
education  

 Low 300s   Advanced skills, technical 
labor, management, education 
for all, higher engagement in 
sports and entertainment  

 Mid & Upper 
300s  

 Survival guaranteed, society 
pays attention to social affairs, 
higher levels of management, 
greater world view  

 400s   Higher education, intellect, 
and science are important and 
common  

 700-1000   Enlightened people, great 
sages, and teachers  

 

Measuring Power Of Thoughts At Different Consciousness 
Levels 

We have all hear people say “watch your thoughts, they are powerful”. Indeed they are. But 
exactly how much power do they have and does it vary with consciousness levels? 
First, thoughts have the power to create universes. What they can do is unlimited. But of 
course, they carry varying degrees of power, so that some people can accomplish much with 
little thought while others put heaps of effort into much thinking only to accomplish much less. 
Why this is so is what we will be looking at now very briefly. 
We all know or have heard of people with great ability to almost effortlessly create outcomes. 
And then there are the great sages such as Jesus, Buddha, Krishna and the like. They did what 
people called ‘miracles’, acts that defy physics and logic. Yet, at the same time, they clearly 
stated that ‘these things and more shall you do as well’, declaring that the powers they had 
were inherent in all beings. All you had to do was rise up to it. 
You can measure human thought in terms of electrical power, in microwatts, and that is an 
excellent indicator of its overall power to create experiences. 

Level of 
Consciousness 

Power of a thought at this 
level, in microwatts 

100 log 10-800 million to log 10-700 

million 

500 log 10-35 million 

 

Ok, we need to first make sure we are all reading the same thing here. 
If you were afraid (fear, level 100), your fearful thoughts would register a reading of log 10-800 

million to log 10-700 million microwatts. But if you were coming from a point of true love, your 
thoughts would register a reading of log 10-35 million microwatts. 
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Did you notice the negative sign (-) on the numbers above? That tells you that -800 million is 
many times smaller and weaker than -35 million, of course. 
Remember how we saw that moving from 10200 to 10201 is a huge change? We saw that 10201 
minus 10200 is equal to 
9000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000. What a big difference. Now, 
how much bigger do you suppose the difference is between 10-800 million and 10-35 million? The 
difference is so huge we could not even dare write than number down here! 10-35 million is so 
much more powerful than 10-800 million! 
We conclude, from this data, that: 

1. Positive thoughts are much more powerful than negative thoughts. 
2. One positive thought can counterbalance many negative thoughts effortlessly. 
3. Now we understand why one is comparatively weaker and helpless when one is in the 

consciousnesses of poverty, grief, fear, guilt, and so on, but miraculously powerful at 
higher consciousness levels. 

4. It is senseless to go down to lower levels of consciousness from a higher level, no 
matter the reason, but it is a good idea to move from lower to higher levels of 
consciousness, no matter the source. 

5. You can cancel out a negative thought you just had by placing, right alongside it, a 
positive thought. 

Ok, now let us look at some more interesting data from Dr. Hawkins material in his Power vs. 
Force book: 
 

The thought 
power of... 

Is roughly equal to the 
thought power of... 

1 person at 300 90,000 people below 200 

1 person at 400 400,000 people below 
200 

1 person at 500 750,000 people below 
200 

1 person at 600 10 million people below 
200 

1 person at 700 70 million people below 
200 

12 people at 700 1 person at 1000 

 

Interesting, isn’t it? 
It is now easy to see how single people have been able to turn around entire civilizations with 
their single mind, effortlessly, miraculously. Want some names? Well, here is a short list of 
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people who have brought down oppressive empires, helped millions of people, been followed, 
and much more, all without any use of force and purely by thoughts and word: 
Mother Theresa, Dalai Lama, Jesus Christ, Krishna, Buddha, Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson 
Mandela, and many more. 
And what did they all say? You can do it as well; all you need to do is raise your 
consciousness. 

What Level Are You Born With? What is the Average Rate of 
Increase in Consciousness? 

Those are interesting questions. Let us begin with what you are born with. You are born with 
whatever you left with. Children are all born with a wide variance of consciousness levels. It is 
not genetic as such, although the genes do carry the information. Genes, DNA, is not a first-
cause determinant. It is simply a record, like a hard drive in a computer. You write to it, and 
retrieve from it. That is how evolution works, by passing some information through DNA, and 
most of the rest through the nonphysical collective consciousness (Universal Mind). Anyway, 
you are born with a certain level of consciousness. The kid next to you may have been born 
with one higher or lower than yours. Your brother or sister may be born with one higher or 
lower. It doesn’t matter. And the system is not unfair. You are born with what you ended with 
last time, in your last lifetime here. Very simple. 
If you do not believe in reincarnation, follow this quick introspection for a few minutes. The 
idea that souls reincarnate is well-established across the planet.  Today, Christianity and Islam 
are the only religions that do not openly support this idea.  But if you look at the history of 
where this support fell off, you find that it was officially in 533 AD for the Roman Catholic 
Church (when the council declared it unholy and changed most of the bible to remove 
references to it), and somewhere in the 1850s for the Jewish teachings.  Before the 1850s, they, 
especially the Jewish teachings, actively upheld this teaching that people can come back as 
people. The original texts still have references of "people coming back as different people" 
(e.g. John the Baptist who, according to Jesus' words in the Bible in Mathew 13-14, was Elias 
reincarnated). For thousands of years, Eastern, Greek, Kabbalistic, and many other spiritual 
paths have seen the truth in reincarnation (as will be explained below in an easy way to 
understand). 
Think of it this way: you have one body made up of billions of little cells. Each cell is a 
complete organism that can live outside of you in a laboratory - it does not need you to exist if 
it could find an alternative source of nutrition and environment. As little kids say in their 
biology class "you are made up of many little animals". Each of those cells has its own 
intelligence and life force. And if you examine just one cell, again you find that it is made up 
of many little organisms with their own independence as well (such as molecules). If you look 
at these molecules you see that they are also made up of more independent separate lives 
(atoms). And atoms made up of energy. And it goes on into infinity. 
Now reverse the direction. You are an individual within a bigger soul, an oversoul. That 
oversoul carries, say, 12 souls just like yours, all incarnated on earth. And it in turn is a part of 
a larger soul that carries many oversouls to make the one. And it goes on to infinity upwards as 
well. So just as your one soul and body in one lifetime requires many billions of cells to be 
born and die within it every single day, so does your oversoul. Your oversoul also needs many 
within it to go through birth and death cycles. And its oversoul also has its own cycle. And 
there is yet another larger cycle beyond even that larger oversoul, and so on to infinity. Your 
soul incarnates, goes through its lessons, sheds that body, does it again, out of its own choice 
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by the way, until it is done. With each incarnation, it moves closer to its goal of being in 
perfect awareness of itself while still in physical form (the earth plane is one where we can 
experience things like in no other plane, because earth has a very detailed system of relativity 
and free will). That is what evolution over the last thousands of years has been all about - 
growing awareness. 
So every time the soul is ready to incarnate, it chooses what it needs to do here this time 
around, and selects the most appropriate place, time, name, people, events and so on to achieve 
that. These selections resonate with that purpose. And that, ladies and gentlemen, is the quick 
and dirty version of how you got born at whatever level you were born at. 
Ok, now how fast and to what extent can you grow your consciousness within one lifetime? 
The quick and dirty answer is that there is an average rate of growth, but there are no limits. 
On average, people tend to increase their consciousness by 5 points in a lifetime. So if you 
were born at 300, you tend to get to 305 by the time you die. But that is an average that 
includes billions of people and one that was measure a few years ago. Today, that number is 
different. 
Not only that, but there are no limits to where you can get to and how long it takes. You can go 
from 200 to 1000 in an instant less than 1 second if you have completely allowed it in. People 
have done that. Before we move on, it is important to realize what enlightenment is and what 
the process is, otherwise it is useless to carry on. The general population has an upside down 
view of enlightenment. It is not incorrect at all, just upside down. You will hear people say ‘it 
is difficult to get enlightened, or move up’. That is correct, but the difficulty is not coming in 
because the journey to get there is hard. It comes in because you are resisting getting there. 
That resistance is that difficulty. When you find it difficult, you are experiencing your own 
internal resistance, and not that of the road there. You see, you are already a perfect being, an 
extension of the Creator, extended in the image and likeness. You are already enlightened. You 
refuse both; you believe you are castaway and lesser than those two sentences you just read. 
You, who are spirit, are like a ray of sunlight stretching from the sun. The sun is the Creator, 
and you are its extension. It is impossible for you to disconnect and still exists and since you 
are eternal you cannot ever disconnect. And while you are connected, you share the same 
properties and abilities as the sun (Creator). Or, if you desire a different metaphor, you are a 
wave arising from the ocean, and even though you look separate, you still are part of that ocean 
and posses the same properties of water as the ocean. But your beliefs can create an experience 
unlike the Reality, and that is the extent of your power. Whatever you believe truly in your 
heart, however crazy, you can experience. Were you to completely, in an instant, drop your ego 
(idea of separation), you would in an instant find yourself enlightened. It is that simple, and it 
is so because it takes no time to be who you are. This is how the worldview on enlightenment 
is upside down. The ego twists the perception and makes you think the difficulty is to be found 
in getting there, while the difficulty is actually being experienced because of denying who you 
are, being there. Once again, the ego twists perception to keep you in. And then the ego tells 
you that even though it is the problem and source of the difficulty, now that you know this, you 
still need great willpower to fight ego and get to higher levels. Fighting and using willpower is 
exactly what will slow you down. Every Great Teacher has always said that the step to higher 
consciousness can only be taken by letting go, allowing. You need intent; intent on waking up 
and getting higher, but the rest of the work is not yours to do as such. Your bit is to increase 
allowance while letting go (because you are holding on and closing up from ego’s own 
counter-choices). The rest pours in because it is allowed in, and is found where it was once 
hidden because the blinds are dropped. 
It takes no time to be Who You Are. 
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You are not a little limited being trying to be enlightened. 
You are indeed an unlimited enlightened being pretending and insisting that it is little and 
limited. 
This twist in perception occurred millennia ago when part of your Self first incarnated 
physically for various reasons. This twist in perception, called ego, was necessary for a reason 
and a time. But like all things that have a beginning, purpose and end, the end of ego will come 
as the purpose is completed. It is this end that the ego, the belief system revolving around 
apparent separation, resists coming to and thus it holds on with dear life. That resistance is the 
so called ‘difficulty’ of getting enlightened. And that resistance is maintained by not letting go 
and by not allowing. To reduce it, let go more and allow more. To eliminate it, let go 
completely and allow completely. The ego is a simply living collection of beliefs. Living 
because all life is living, regardless of external appearance. 
Of course, you will not experience yourself as enlightened and with your full unlimited 
capacity if you are not allowing that in, for you always experience what you allow and what 
you give attention to. 

How Do World Religions Score? 

It is interesting to look at how world religions score on our power scale. And the numbers do a 
great job at telling how things were, how they progressed, and where they stand now. 
There has been much debate as to whether or not the religions have maintained the original 
teaches brought on by the enlightened ones on which they are based on. Some people say they 
have and some say they lost much of it in translations and politics. An interesting thing to 
consider is that the great masters taught ideas that score at the high 700 - 1000 levels, but they 
of course were teaching people who largely scored below 200. It would be understandable that 
the knowledge would not carry over completely to the recipient, who is bound to 
misunderstand some ideas, or not even comprehend them. Remember, the gap between 200 and 
1000 is not only significant but it requires great inner and mental transformations to 
comprehend fully. Another thing to consider is the influence of politics on religious texts over 
the years, as religion has often been used for political gain ever since the Roman Empire days, 
rolling on to the murderous Dark Ages, Inquisitions, and Crusades. 
Let us have a look (once again, the numbers come from Dr. Hawkins’ research in Power vs. 
Force): 

Religion and time Power 

  

Christianity   

 Original teachings of Jesus as 
he taught them  

1000 

 The teachings as they were 
passed on and practiced by the 
2nd century  

930 

 The teachings as they were 
passed on and practiced by the 
6th century  

540 
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 The teachings as they were 
passed on and practiced by the 
11th century Crusades up to 
where they are currently  

498 

 Old Testament  475 

 Lamsa translation  750 

 King James translation  500 

 Extreme Christian 
fundamentalism  

125 

  

Buddhism   

 Original teachings of Buddha 
as he taught them  

1000 

 The teachings as they were 
passed on and practiced by the 
6th century  

900 

 Hinyana Buddhism  850 

 Mahayana Buddhism  950 

 Zen Buddhism  600 

  

Hinduism   

 Original teachings of Krishna 
as he taught them  

1000 

 Current practice and teachings  850 

  

Judaism   

 Original teachings of Abraham 
as he taught them  

985 

 The teachings as they were 
passed on and practiced at 
Moses' time  

770 

 The Talmud  770 

 Current practice and teachings  499 

 Old Testament  475 

  

Islam   

 Mohammed's calibrated level 
of consciousness  

540 

 Koran & current practice 570 

 Militant Islamic 
fundamentalism  

130 

  

All Religions Currently   
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 Mahayana Buddhism  950 

 Hinyana Buddhism  850 

 Hinduism  850 

 Zen Buddhism  600 

 Islam  570 

 Judaism  499 

 Christianity  498 
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Conscious mind 

The conscious mind was designed to enable you to operate within space-time. In life, if you use 
each tool for its specific function, you will always find things easy. If you use the wrong tool, 
then it will be very difficult to achieve results with it. Most people heap much more onto the 
conscious mind than it was designed for, and don’t use it for what it was designed for, and 
hence the difficulty. For example, the conscious mind cannot possibly make a precise plan of 
the future because it does not know all the variables that go into the equation (and they are 
always infinite variables in every situation). What it can do is to make a choice for the future 
and let go and allow the higher mind to organize and orchestrate it all. That is why letting go is 
so important. If you don’t let go and instead choose to worry about the future, imagining a 
variety of conflicting scenarios, then you obviously greatly slow down the achievement of 
results. A clear mind will see only its chosen outcome, yet not worry and fall into neediness 
and neurosis about it. It will simply choose what it wishes to experience in future, and let it go 
with trust that it will, automatically, come forth. Because there are no conflicting instructions, 
the process from imagination to experience will be efficient and smooth. However, a person 
who uses the conscious mind beyond what it was designed for will worry about the future. 
They will make a choice and then start to see all sorts of alternate and often negative endings, 
and then get needy and insistent. All these emotions and thoughts act as conflicting instructions 
to the Self, and because they are acted upon by the Self when it is creating your reality for you, 
they introduce delays and struggle into the process (because you will tend to experience what 
you worry about).  

 
*** 

 
All the infinite resources of the inner Self are at the disposal of the conscious mind for 
conscious purposes. There are aspects of you that you are unconscious of, simply because the 
conscious mind can only handle a certain amount of material at any one time. However, 
anything it wishes to access from the unconscious portions is readily available to it whenever it 
calls for it (unless it believes that such is impossible or difficult).  

 
*** 

 
The conscious mind is not “better” than the unconscious, or vice versa. The unconscious is not 
“a dumb sponge without choice” as some will tell you it is. If you believe that your conscious 
mind is all that matters, then you will find yourself divorced from the wealth of resources that 
are available from other parts of your Self. You will also find yourself relying only on logic 
and ignoring or not even recognizing intuition. The conscious mind has a specific purpose and 
was designed to work in harmony with the rest of the Self. You cannot succeed by relying only 
on it and discounting everything else. Reason (logic) alone cannot get you far. Also, your 
conscious mind was designed to both look inside and outside. If, however, you believe that 
internal messages such as clairvoyant insight and intuition are ‘nonsense’, then you walk 
around with the functioning of only half of your conscious mind because it was designed to use 
such inner non-logical functions coming to its surface. On the other hand, you cannot success if 
you believe that the conscious mind is less than the inner Self is. It is not less than; it is part of. 
If you believe that the conscious mind is a dangerous or unworthy part of yourself, at least 
compared to the infinite Self, you will find yourself cut off from consciously being able to 
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access the resources of the inner Self. The healthiest and most empowering outlook is to realize 
that the conscious and unconscious are one, working together in a richly harmonious way that 
is natural (if not interfered with) and highly powerful and efficient.  

 
*** 

 
A major reason why part of your Self is not conscious to you is that the human brain at this 
stage of evolution cannot handle the infinite material contained in the Self. The brain can only 
handle a limited set of information per moment because it was designed to maintain focus in 
physical reality where the concepts of space and time exist (these are unique to physicality and 
not present in many other dimensions of Reality). The Self therefore, in harmonious alliance 
with the conscious mind, makes conscious only what is relevant at the time or what is asked 
for. You are Spirit localized, and the conscious mind handles this localization aspect through 
focus (yet, not all of You is localized, only portions ‘at a time’). 
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The Ego (Lower Self) 

"Ego is the part of you that senses your human identity. It is the part 
of you that views your human individuality. Why would we wish to 
leave this behind? Why wouldn't we wish for it to feel safe?" – Alana 

Until healed completely (until the belief in separation is undone), the intention of the ego 
(lower self) is to maintain separation. But because separation causes pain, and the ego 
doesn’t like that, the ego attempts to hide the pain, deny it, or project it outwards (hence 
coming up with false concepts such as victim, guilt, blame, and so on). Because all intent 
creates results, this intention to maintain separation is what creates pain and suffering. 
This can be called the negative intent. The pleasure that comes out of the negative intent is 
called negative pleasure. You must have at some time felt pleasure doing something negative. 
This negative pleasure is not joy, as the joy that comes out of love. Instead, it is pleasure 
because it is a release of pent up energy. The pent up energy (energy you did not allow to flow, 
that you blocked) causes tension and perhaps pain, and in acting, you release this and it creates 
a relief that is experienced as pleasure. For example, a person with held in rage that they don’t 
allow to come out will sometimes feel relief and pleasure when they occasionally explode in 
‘morally justified’ violence. Negative pleasure can also come from the seeming avoidance of 
pain, or the taking in of energy from another in an unhealthy relationship, and so on. 
The belief in separation is the root cause of all other errors, the root cause of all your problems. 
From the belief in separation come other beliefs such as need, lack, fear, and so on. Your life 
always follows your beliefs; your beliefs create your life experiences. If your mind was to 
recognize that separation is an illusion created for the sake of self-experience, if it were to 
recognize that separation is not a reality (and hence cease believing in it), all other limiting 
beliefs that you hold because you believe in separation would fall away. Your life experience 
would automatically change to reflect this new vision of oneness, love, abundance, no 
limitations. 
Once you start observing your life, you will start to clearly see that you are not your beliefs. 
You are something else that holds beliefs and thus experiences them as they manifest 
physically. You also start to notice that your reality is a lot more fluid than you thought it was, 
and that whenever you change your beliefs it changes as well. Now, all your problems are 
manifestations of limiting beliefs. All limiting beliefs arise only when the belief in separation is 
still held. Therefore, you truly have only one problem: the belief in separation. But because 
separation does not exist except as an illusion of perception, you now see that your only 
problem has been solved and hence you Really, Truly, have no problems. You only have one 
problem, the belief in separation. But that problem has already been solved because separation 
does not exist. All that is required is that you recognize this and you will experience it (you 
always experience your beliefs; that is a key principle in this game of self-experience that we 
are all playing). You do have heaven on earth, truly, but you have to first accept it in mind to 
experience it physically, as with all things. 
The ego is the cluster of beliefs that you hold; you can call it your personality, in a sense. It is 
the earthly identity that you have constructed together. It helps you relate in the focused 
dimension of physicality. The ego’s main “problem” is that it takes the illusion of separation 
seriously. In other words, as long as you believe in separation as a fact, your ego will be built 
on that core mistaken belief, and it will be a poor advisor to follow. A far better advisor to 
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follow is your intuition, the feelings from your soul. These messages from your soul are 
designed to always lead you to moments that keep you growing. In growing, your soul attempts 
to bring your ego in line with it, to a point where the ego still exists but works together with the 
soul and not in opposition to it, where it no longer believes that separation is a fact of life and 
instead sees and experiences it for the illusion it is. This point is the point of self-mastery. And 
every moment in your life is automatically designed to bring you closer to this. 
So should you hate or reject your ego? No. That is counter-productive. Instead, love it and 
embrace it; it has a very specific and necessary purpose once it starts being used for what it was 
made of. It was made to sense human identity, not to try to control life and be the judge of what 
should and shouldn’t be (this is what causes the problems). Should you believe it and follow it? 
No. While it still believes in separation, it is not a good advisor because it is based on a 
mistaken core belief of separation and hence its subsequent conclusions are flawed. 
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The Higher Self 

The higher self is the nonphysical part of You that still remembers Who You Really Are. It has 
been called by many names in various religions and paths (e.g. Holy Spirit, higher mind, spirit, 
etc). Your higher self is at all times, and with the greatest love, creating your life as per your 
beliefs. Whenever you have insights, inspiration, intuition, coincidences, synchronicities, and 
so on, you are receiving them from your higher self. Your higher self’s only purpose is your 
well-being. It is You. 
 
The higher self’s intention is truth, individuality, clarity, divinity, power, awareness, love, 
joy, abundance, unlimited, Oneness. 
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The Human Condition 

Whenever you reject any aspect of your physical human experience, you also reject an aspect 
of your spirit and mind. Whenever you reject any aspect of your spirit, you also reject an aspect 
of your physical human experience and mind. Whenever you reject any aspect of your mind, 
you also reject an aspect of your spirit and physical human experience. Body, mind and spirit 
are one, a trinity in unity.  
Think of your body as your soul in chemical clothing. Or as the denser part of your mind. 
The human condition is the reason why we are here. Being human is the point of the game, so 
to speak. We, as spirit, did not end up on earth to suffer, or as a punishment. The long-term 
divine goal, so to speak, is to evolve humanity to a level where we are fully conscious, even 
physically, of Who We Really Are and are able to experience the bliss, power, love and 
abundance of Spirit, Who We Really Are. In a sense, we as the human race are somewhere in 
the adolescent stage of evolution, almost moving into the adult stage and finally the maturity 
stage. 
You cannot view the human experience as unworthy and hope to have self-fulfillment because 
that view is already against your life purpose. The human condition, with its amazing range of 
aspects, is one that is to be fully embraced and loved, as this is the only way to move it 
forward. You cannot reject yourself, your body, or your life, and then look outside of it for 
salvation and hope to get it. Whenever you reject any aspect of your physical human 
experience, you also automatically reject an aspect of your spirit and mind. Accepting does not 
mean agreeing with or even liking. It is simply accepting, allowing, not resisting. If you don’t 
like something you are experiencing, choose differently. Choosing differently does not require 
rejecting what you don’t choose. 
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The Original Error 

The belief in separation is the root cause of all other errors, the root cause of all your problems. 
From the belief in separation come other beliefs such as need, lack, fear, and so on. Your life 
always follows your beliefs; your beliefs create your life experiences. If your mind was to 
recognize that separation is an illusion created for the sake of self-experience, if it were to 
recognize that separation is not a reality (and hence cease believing in it), all other limiting 
beliefs that you hold because you believe in separation would fall away. Your life experience 
would automatically change to reflect this new vision of oneness, love, abundance, no 
limitations. 
Once you start observing your life, you will start to clearly see that you are not your beliefs. 
You are something else that holds beliefs and thus experiences them as they manifest 
physically. You also start to notice that your reality is a lot more fluid than you thought it was, 
and that whenever you change your beliefs it changes as well. Now, all your problems are 
manifestations of limiting beliefs. All limiting beliefs arise only when the belief in separation is 
still held. Therefore, you truly have only one problem: the belief in separation. But because 
separation does not exist except as an illusion of perception, you now see that your only 
problem has been solved and hence you Really, Truly, have no problems. You only have one 
problem, the belief in separation. But that problem has already been solved because separation 
does not exist. All that is required is that you recognize this and you will experience it (you 
always experience your beliefs; that is a key principle in this game of self-experience that we 
are all playing). You do have heaven on earth, truly, but you have to first accept it in mind to 
experience it physically, as with all things. 
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Who You Really Are 

In your life, you breathe, live, grow, maintain hormonal balances, think, metabolize and do 
numerous activities that are precise and delicately balanced. You do all this without knowing 
consciously how you do these things. Your entire body is made up of an ever-changing sea of 
subatomic particles that somehow know how to form themselves into a hand, a blood cell, a 
leg, a thought, working together miraculously as one unit. The very miracle of living in 
physical reality is something you achieve without knowing how you do so consciously. Who is 
doing these things for you? The part of your Self that you are unconscious to is doing it all. 
You are reading this sentence without knowing exactly how you read. It just happens that as 
you look at this sentence, you comprehend it, automatically. Yet, if asked, you could not 
explain how on earth the atoms that make up this sentence interacted with the atoms in your 
eye and so on until it became an understanding in mind. Yet it happens just because you chose 
it to be so. And when you start talking, speaking a sentence, you start it without even thinking 
of how you are going to end it. You just know that if you start the sentence it will automatically 
complete itself correctly. Have you noticed that? You don’t prepare a while sentence in your 
mind first before speaking – you just start and roll with it and it works. Why? Well, the inner 
parts of you do all this for you automatically and effortlessly. The parts of your Self that you 
are not consciously aware of keep your entire world working as you choose it to. Your Self not 
only keeps the body alive miraculously, from an ocean of energy, but it also creates the rest of 
the world around you in the same fashion, automatically and effortlessly. Ask and you shall 
receive. Seek and you shall find. These things work as promised because of the amazing power 
your Self has. 
Many people are afraid of their Self, mistrust it, or believe it is powerless. None of this is the 
truth about the Self, but if you believe in any of these limiting concepts you will naturally make 
the Self create situations that ‘prove’ these limiting beliefs to you. The love of Spirit is such 
that you can never ask for an apple and get anything else other than an apple. The outer 
landscape of your life always mirrors the inner landscape. It is all automatic. 

 
*** 

 
Your Self is not limited and has no beginning or end. 
There are no boundaries or separations of the Self. 

Separation does not exist. 
 

*** 
 
The nonphysical aspects of you existed before the physical aspects. The nonphysical created 
the blueprint from which the physical arose. And on a moment-by-moment basis all through 
your life, everything physical (things and events) exists first in the nonphysical. The identity 
(which is nonphysical) always exists before the form (which is the experience of the identity). 
As a side note to this, it is important to realize that your mind existed way before your brain. 
Your mind held the blueprint from which your body would be formed precisely. In our culture, 
we are primarily taught that such a connection between mind and body does not exist. This 
teaching is just a belief about reality. In some other cultures, especially in the ancient powerful 
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civilizations, it was clear to most people that such connections do exist whether they are 
(denied or not). 
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You Create Your Own Reality 

You make your own reality. There is no other rule. 
 

*** 
 
Each person has a unique thumbprint, unique DNA, unique astrology chart, unique appearance, 
unique heart frequencies... everything is unique! Each person also experiences a unique reality 
that is different from anyone else! Comparing two people is as futile and irrelevant as 
comparing an apple and an orange. As long as you compare yourself with another, you will 
never be satisfied. In nature, everything is unique and the power is found within working from 
the point of your uniqueness, not by conforming and losing yourself. There is no one right way 
for everybody, or even for two people. Trust yourself and honor others. Trust the individual 
and unique divine spark within you and honor the fact that everyone else is, like you, divinely 
unique.  

 
*** 

 
Whenever you reject any aspect of your physical human experience, you also reject an aspect 
of your spirit and mind. Whenever you reject any aspect of your spirit, you also reject an aspect 
of your physical human experience and mind. Whenever you reject any aspect of your mind, 
you also reject an aspect of your spirit and physical human experience. Body, mind and spirit 
are one, a trinity in unity.  

 
*** 

 
A key principle to keep in mind, and one that will give you the ability to respond in life and 
create your life as you desire, is that you create your own reality from the present moment 
only. The present moment is your only point of power, and it is here that you create your 
reality, consciously and unconsciously. Once you realize this, you also realize no external 
source can push an outcome to you that you did not attract and create at some level. You also 
realize, then, that you are responsible for your life and you are not a victim. Taking up this 
responsibility automatically gives you response ability. And this is where life mastery begins in 
intensity. 
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Negative Thoughts: Should I Fear and Avoid Them or 
Embrace Them? 

Can negative thoughts create negative experiences? Yes. All thoughts create at some level. 
Does that mean that you should fear negative thoughts or try hard to avoid them? No. 
Why? 
First of all, let us clarify and say that obviously it is far more efficient and pleasurable to have 
positive thoughts instead of negative ones. So from that point of view, you can say that 
negative thoughts should be avoided. However, that is assuming you are clear and have 
conscious choice in the matter. However, if you find that you are somehow driven to think 
negatively in a certain area, don’t spend energy and emotions trying your best to suppress these 
negative thoughts. Instead, embrace them, accept them, remind yourself that these thoughts are 
beliefs about reality and not facts of life, and then ask yourself why you are having these 
thoughts. Why? The answer will be an insight into the beliefs that you hold that are causing 
you to think negatively. This understanding will allow you to change that belief, and this will 
automatically stop barrage of negative thoughts in that area. Remember, your thoughts and 
imagination always follows your beliefs, so that is where you should work on change (at the 
belief level). But you cannot arrive at this understanding as long as you are still resisting 
yourself and that is why you should embrace negative thoughts and use them to lead you to the 
limiting beliefs you hold. When used that way, negative thoughts become friendly beacons that 
guide you towards limiting beliefs you have held unconsciously or consciously. 
In summary, think positively but if you find yourself thinking negatively, accept that but ask 
yourself what belief is behind the negativity. This is the fastest and surest way to increasingly 
empower your life and free yourself from negativity. 
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Feelings vs. Emotions 

You have emotions and feelings. These are two very different things. Emotions are your energy 
field’s reaction to your thoughts. Feelings are communication from your soul/spirit. Instinct, 
gut feeling, intuition and so on are all feelings. Feelings are not emotions, although the two are 
often confused. Feelings do not arise from your mind, nor are they reactions of your thoughts. 
Emotions are reactions to your thoughts. Once again, emotions are your energy field’s reaction 
to your thoughts, but feelings are direct communication from your soul/spirit. All 
communication from the soul, even when it is warning of a potential danger, always carries a 
feeling of loving and knowing, and it does not have a fear behind it at all. The soul’s guidance 
is always gentle and loving, never fearful. 

 
*** 

 
All feelings and emotions are energy in motion (e-motion). They are in motion. As such, every 
feeling and emotion, if left to freely run its course, will always lead to a greater understanding, 
a new insight, and so on. Because they are in motion, they must lead to something else; none 
can be a dead end. When you experience being stuck in an emotion it is only because you are 
attempting to resist or block feeling something. All emotions when allowed to run without 
interference will always lead to love and to the belief that spawned them, making it known to 
you. 

 
*** 

 
When you allow your emotions to run their cause, you automatically allow your body, min and 
emotions to be in harmony. When you deny your emotions or try to resist or run from them, 
then you split up your psyche and remove yourself from reality. When you deny them, you 
automatically also hide from yourself the thoughts and beliefs behind the emotions, and even 
build up body armor (like fat) to hide these emotions and keep them unconscious.  

 
*** 

 
If you find yourself blocking or resisting any emotion, ask yourself what beliefs you hold that 
are causing the motivation to resist. Ask yourself why you are so afraid of the emotions. See 
what beliefs you hold that are causing the resistance in the first place.  

 
*** 

 
You must understand that you are not your emotions. Make a clear distinction between you 
and your emotions. You are not your emotions. For example, the feeling “I feel I am a failure” 
is not a fact of reality but an emotion, and it is not a statement about you but a statement of 
how you feel. You are not a failure, but if you believe you are then you will experience that. 
You are Spirit. You must learn to make a clear distinction between you and your emotions so 
that you can learn how to work with them deliberately and comfortably. Nevertheless, 
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emotions are valid and you need to allow them that validity and right to exist, even as you 
recognize that they are not facts about reality.  

 
*** 

 
The key to healthy experience of emotions without blocking them is very simple: Truth. 
Simply live from the truth of your being and that is all. At every moment, let the truth of your 
being express itself. If, for example, you are suddenly very angry with a friend, don’t pretend 
everything is OK and cover your anger with a smile. Instead, state it clearly and truthfully that 
you are angry and why. You cannot deny the truth of your being and expect positive results 
(even if you think manipulation will serve you better than truth). Anger when used clearly and 
truthfully is designed to correct imbalances. When you cover it up and dress it with a smile, 
you deny yourself that healing abilities of it, and you store it within where it festers into an 
unhealthy and distorted form of itself (such as violence). Whenever you cover up your feelings, 
you cover up your power and your energy, and you deny yourself the chance to know the true 
reasons behind your anger. The reasons behind the anger only show themselves at the end of 
expressed anger – you face the anger and you will face the reasons. Although it may not be 
apparent, the reason why you think you are angry is often very different from the reason why 
you really are angry (it is always a fear within that feels threatened and spawns anger in 
seeming self-defense). 
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Image Conclusions 

An image conclusion is a conclusion that a person makes about an experience in life. It is made 
at a level beyond words and sometimes beyond rationality. Most of the time, it is made 
unconsciously but sometimes the person is very aware they are making one. For example, let’s 
assume that a person is going to try public speaking for the first time ever. Let us also assume 
that this person has spoken to no one about public speaking and hasn’t read any books about or 
thought much about it. So they are pretty clear on it – having no experience or beliefs about it. 
Just like a child having the first experience of something. Now, if they get up on stage and 
make their speech and everything goes very well, they will make an image conclusion 
(consciously or unconsciously) that will say and feel something like “public speaking is 
energizing, easy and fun”. This image conclusion is not necessarily in words; it is more of a 
feeling and a mental image. Now, if that public speaking event did not go well, the person 
would make an image conclusion that may be something like “public speaking results in 
humiliation”. 
Most people convert their image conclusions into beliefs. They may even not recognize them 
to be beliefs based on a limited experience; they may assume their image conclusion is actually 
a fact of life (which it isn’t). The person then usually lives their whole life, in similar situation, 
by this image conclusion. In other words, they react from the perspective of the image 
conclusion. Their image conclusion then colors all similar experiences. The Truth is that each 
experience is new and unique and doesn’t have to be at all like the last one; however, a person 
who strongly believes their image conclusion will not experience this new variety but will 
instead experience redefinitions colored by the image conclusion, the past repeating itself. 
Their reactions and responses will also not be in line with present circumstances but will 
instead be based on the past (they will be out of line and exaggerated, having nothing to do 
with the present). 
Most major image conclusions are formed between conception and the age of 7. For example, 
imagine a child who is growing in the womb of a mother who fears life, doesn’t want to have 
the baby, and doesn’t nurture herself well. This child while in the womb may (depending on its 
soul patterns) make a subconscious image conclusion that says, “Life is threatening and I don’t 
belong”. This child would then live their lives from that perspective, assuming it is a fact of 
life. They would then always try to ‘defend’ themselves and act as if they are unwanted and 
under attack. They would set themselves up in situations that prove this belief to them and they 
would tend to face situations that seem to attack them and abandon them. And this cycle would 
continue unless it is broken through awareness and going within to find truth. They would 
literally treat themselves as if they were under threat and abandoned, and the universe would 
reflect back their beliefs to them, naturally. 
Behind beliefs lie image conclusions. That is why it is so important to understand what 
your image conclusions are (and to a lesser extent although not necessary, how you got 
them). Through this understanding, you are able to easily free yourself and change them, thus 
forever releasing yourself from repeating a past if you don’t like it. 
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Laws of Attraction, Vibration and Harmony and How I 
Create and Bring Together All My Experiences 

The following is extracted and condensed from the book Achieving Your 
Life’s Goals Effortlessly by David Cameron, available at 
www.ImagesOfOne.com. 

Now that you know that all things are simply combinations of energy giving an 
illusion of form to our physical senses, we can move on to a very important 
law that governs how energy reacts. It is so simple, but by this law shall you 
begin to master your world. 

First, to recap: 

All things are energy. They are not “made up of” energy. They ARE energy. All 
things. It is only your set of senses that gives the illusion of form depending on 
how these senses perceive this energy. 

Now, how does this energy work? Well, much can be said about it, but for now, 
let us look at one of the biggest laws of energy. We will look at it stated 
scientifically and spiritually: 

Scientific: 

• Like energies display harmony, resonance, construction and 
attraction. Unlike energies repel, have dissonance, and destruction. 
For example, sounds that are in tune with each other form 
harmonious music. Sounds out of sync with each other destroy each 
other (wave motion). By nature, like energies attract, unlike energies 
repel. 

• All objects have a vibration, a frequency. Even a human body has a 
frequency. Brain waves have various frequencies. DNA has a 
frequency range. Your words have a frequency range. Colors are 
merely expressions of certain frequencies. Each energy particle has 
its own frequency. This vibration is what sets off the law of attraction 
mentioned above. This vibration is the one that dictates whether a 
particular energy body is in or out of tune with another, and 
therefore whether it will disrupt or build on the other, attract or repel 
it. Keep this in mind. We shall be referring to your vibration many 
times throughout. Just before we move on, it is appropriate right 
now to mention that every state of being you get into changes your 
vibration frequency. That is why you tend to feel lighter when you 
are happy, heavier when you are sad and gloomy. The more you 
move towards love and joy, the higher your vibration. The more you 
move to fear, the lower it is. 

Spiritual: 

• As you sow, so shall you reap. 

• Karma. 
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• Law of Cause and Effect. 

• Do unto others what you would like to be done unto you. 

As we proceed, you shall see numerous ways that this law of attraction comes 
into play in ways that you would never before have considered. For example, 
how does criticism and judgment of others hinder your progress? Why do all 
our religions tell us not to judge one another? That very thing that you are so 
angry about that is making you feel like judging and criticizing someone else 
about is setting of a certain vibration in you. Do you see that? And that 
vibration that you put out will bring back the effects to you, the source. 
Whatever you try to deny another, you automatically attract that denial to 
yourself. It is not a punishment being handed down to you. All it is is this: 

All vibrations that you offer come back to you as perfectly corresponding 
manifestations. 

The “down side” of this for you is that any critical thought and emotion that 
you have towards another person will unfailingly limit your own progress. 

The upside is that once you remember to always, in your thoughts, words, 
emotions and actions, give the best to others, nothing will be denied to you, 
simply because you will no longer be blocking your own progress, and you will 
be having a new vibration of abundance hanging around you. Now don’t forget 
that you also count. Give yourself the best, and drop all judgment and criticism 
of yourself. You cannot clearly create what you desire in your mind if your 
emotions contradict your thoughts. 

The other upside is that no one can enforce anything on you. You will soon see 
very clearly that nothing you see or experience can be caused by a source 
outside of you. Your free will, and the Law of Attraction, guarantees this. 

Nothing you see or experience can be caused by a source outside of 
you, for no one can vibrate for you. 

You see, at the moment you may not be conscious and aware of all the 
thoughts and feelings you have on all levels 24 hours a day in your conscious, 
subconscious and super-conscious parts of you. Therefore, this lack of 
awareness may make things seem to come from a source outside of you. But 
in reality, they all spring from either your conscious, subconscious or super-
conscious. And you can learn to raise your awareness so that more and more 
of your decisions are conscious. 

However, it is absolutely liberating to know that the whole idea of external 
assertion is false; it does not exist. 

So how do you tell what your vibration is? Simply look at what you are feeling. 
At every moment, one of the most important questions you should always ask 
yourself is this: 

What am I feeling now? 
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This determines what follows in your life. Always be aware of your feeling, and 
know that you can change it at will. Your feelings indicate to you your 
vibration, and they predict what will come next, unless you change it before 
the manifestation that would normally follow occurs. 

Now that you are getting better at this, here is a simple puzzle that you should 
be able to solve. Let us say that you are unhappy about your current state of 
finances. Will that create more or less finances for you? 

The answer may be obvious to you by now. It will create less. Why? Because 
your vibration, your feeling, is “unhappy about finances”. This will attract 
whatever gives evidence of that, meaning that you will find even more events 
and people that you “think” are making you even more unhappy about your 
finances. All the time, it is you who is in control. This brings us to another 
secret about conditions: 

Conditions do not exist as external, independent entities. Conditions arise out 
of a state of being. They do not cause a state of being. They are effects, not 
causes. Unhappy conditions are created from an unhappy state, not vice versa. 
You are unhappy because you are unhappy, and you are happy because you 
are happy. 

Therefore, if you are unsatisfied with your finances, the first step to changing 
that is to have a new attitude of gratitude and satisfaction. From this new 
state, coupled with new thoughts of wealth and positive expectations, your 
finances will miraculously and quickly turn around. 

OK, it is time for the next lesson in vibration. You now know that the universe, 
by the Law of Attraction, brings back to you experiences that match your 
vibration. It is pure science. Here is the next lesson: 

The universe does not care or question why you are vibrating, feeling, in a 
certain way. It simply brings forth experiences that match your vibration. 

What this means is that it does not matter whether you are vibrating, feeling, 
a certain way because of something you are actually seeing or simply 
imagining. A vibration is a vibration, regardless of why it is there, and it will be 
acted upon. The universe does not check first to see whether you are vibrating 
the way you are because of something you want or not, or something real or 
imagined, or something good or bad, or whatever. It does not check, and it 
does not decide whether to match your vibration or not. It simply, always, 
matches whatever vibration you are giving out and effortlessly brings along a 
matching experience. 

Let us recap... 

Energy is the carrier of thought and memory. Energy can never be destroyed, 
and thoughts and memories are carried forever by the particles that store 
them. Thought is the shaping of an idea, which then gets expressed as an 
event by the energy that holds it. The event is created so that the 
consciousness that originated the thought (which is you) may have the 
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experience of the thought. Finally, the memory of this experience is recorded 
in the energy. 

All this recording, carrying and creating happens through vibration. It is the 
vibration tone of the involved energy particles that record the thoughts and 
memories (much like a music record), and it is this very same vibration that, 
through resonance and attraction, brings together all that is required to create 
the event. 

Energy cannot be destroyed, as you know from your physics class. Thoughts 
are forever. Eternity is all there is, world without end. Every thought you have 
ever had, every action you have ever taken, ever word spoken, is still out 
there encoded for eternity on those infinite and indestructible energy 
“particles”. Everything that has ever been created and will ever be created, all 
of infinity, exists right Now. You simply choose which part you desire to 
experience. That is the extent of the power of this universe and of your Self. 
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Natural Aggression 

The energy of natural aggression is behind all creativity, all life. Nevertheless, natural 
aggression has been largely misunderstood in our current civilization. Natural aggression is not 
only the driving force behind love but it is also the basis of all emotion and is one of nature’s 
best and most powerful self-healing energies. Misunderstanding it can cause a person to be 
afraid of certain emotions and block him or herself from living or self-healing. 
Love is not opposed to natural aggression. Also, natural aggression has nothing to do with 
physical violence. In all of life, a creative and loving thrust forward is always needed to 
perpetuate motion or creation (in other words, to activate love). This creative, loving thrust 
forward is natural aggression. 
When you deny yourself the experience of natural aggression you fall into all sorts of 
problems. For example, if you see natural aggression as wrong, then you will not feel free to 
feel and express anger when appropriate. Anger when used naturally without distortion always 
aims at correcting an imbalance. In fact, natural anger rarely lasts longer than half a minute, in 
most day-to-day cases, and never leads to violence. However, if you believe natural aggression 
is wrong, then you will tend to suppress your anger and it will build up until it blows up in an 
exaggerated display of anger that may involve violence. The distortion of natural aggression is 
what causes unhealthy emotional reactions. Also, if you deny yourself the expression of natural 
aggression you will tend see power as threatening and bad, and love as weak and powerless 
(and because you tend to think of yourself as good, you will automatically see yourself as 
powerless because of this distorted view of power you have formed). You will also be afraid of 
experiencing powerful emotions and in that way greatly cut yourself off from a full and 
creative life. Even diseases and painful life situations often come into being because an 
individual has denied themselves their own power to act, and as soon as the power to act is 
seized again, these problems resolve themselves. Every creature is built with an innate 
desire to choose and act on that choice. When, for any reason, that power is suppressed, 
an imbalance must occur and self-correction, in one form or another, always attempts to 
happen. Natural aggression is a very normal and natural part of all life and its denial is a root 
cause of many problems including violence. Violence happens not because of natural 
aggression but because of the denial and distortion of natural aggression. Whenever you deny 
yourself your own power, your abilities you create beliefs and habits that make you live and 
perceive as if you are powerless and an external entity holds power over you. Even on a global 
scale, you can see this denial and projection of power when you look at the structure of 
governments, religions, societies, gangs, regimes and so on. 
For more details on this important topic on natural aggression, see the book The Nature of 
Personal Reality: A Seth Book by Jane Roberts. 
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Problems and Solutions 

In almost all cases of present limitation, there is one main theme in 
that particular area: The individual has schooled himself or herself to 
stress “negative” aspects, for whatever reasons. – Seth 

Like two faces of a coin, the problem and its solution always co-exist simultaneously. The 
solution is the other side of the problem, and it is right there in front of you but not recognized 
because you are focusing on the problem. To recognize the solution, all you need to do is let 
go, open up, allow, and the solution will be clear. Today, all the solutions to all your problems 
are right there existing clearly and readily within your day, within today. You don’t have to go 
forth into tomorrow to find them. You simply have to recognize them, now, here, where they 
always are. The solution is always the part of the problem you have not recognized, you are 
refusing to look at. And because most problems are based on fear, you will tend to find that the 
solution is covered by the fear and the only way to see it is to face the fear and move through it. 
Remember, what you fear is always your own denied power that you have projected to an 
external entity. As such, there really is nothing to fear. 
 

*** 
 
One place where you can begin to find the solution to your problems is within your 
imagination. Albert Einstein once said imagination is the most powerful force. Truly, 
imagination is the creative seed behind life. Your life, if you notice, follows your imagination. 
However, most people have been taught that imagination is powerless, a daydream with no 
effect. So they do not trust it enough to consider it a source of solutions to their problems. Plus, 
because they think it is powerless, they deny themselves one of the greatest powers available 
and instead use it unconsciously to create situations that pain them (through careless 
daydreaming of negative scenarios). So start to trust your imagination and look at it for clues 
towards the solutions you seek. Also, use it deliberately to imagine your life as it would look if 
your problem had been solved already (you don’t have to know what the solution is, just 
imagine the life after the solution, whatever it is, has been applied and problem solved). This 
“as-if” imagination will trigger vast unconscious energies that will bring you towards the 
solution. Remember, the key to imagination is playfulness. Play with it; don’t take it so 
seriously.  

 
*** 

 
You can also find solutions to your problems by using the dreams that you have. Before you go 
to bed, suggest to yourself that the solutions to your problem be brought forth to you through 
your dreams. You do not have to remember your dreams for them to have an effect; your body 
and mind are capable of utilizing dream material even when you do not consciously remember 
the dreams themselves.  

 
*** 
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All problems arise out of one’s beliefs. There is a tendency to blame ‘something else’ but this 
projection simply reinforces the problem and the idea that one is powerless and victimized. 
Nevertheless, all problems arise from one’s beliefs. You may find that your problem is not in 
line with your desires but you will always find that your problems are in line with your 
conscious beliefs. Simply be willing to examine the contents of your entire mind and see what 
you believe and you will see a direct link between your problem and a conscious belief. The 
solution to the problem lies in modifying or replacing that belief. 
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Quantum Physics: How Does My World Arise And Why 
Should I Know This? 

The following is extracted and condensed from the book A Happy Pocket 
Full of Money by David Cameron, available at www.ImagesOfOne.com. 

Quantum Physics: Knowing what you and the world are made of is 
the first key to knowing how to make it your way 

You may be wondering what quantum physics has to do with your life. Well, 
you had better believe that it has everything to do with it! How can you 
build a house if you do not know what a house is made of and how it is 
constructed? 

Quantum Physics begins to explain how everything in your world comes to 
be. You are in direct manipulation of your entire physical world, but you 
may not be aware of this fact. And your lack of awareness of this fact, how 
the physical matter comes about and your role in it makes your life appear 
to you as an occurrence that is out of your control. It may appear to you as 
if you are the victim of circumstances, while all along you are the cause of 
those circumstances, including your experiencing of wealth or lack of it. 

Quantum Physics is the first step in an amazing awakening that you are 
about to undergo. Not only will you understand the very construction of all 
that you see around you, you will also understand exactly how your belief 
and thinking creates matter, how you reap what you sow, how ‘even before 
you ask, it has been given unto you’, and so on. It is science finally 
catching up with spirituality and common sense, and explaining it! Think 
about it; when someone tells you that anything is possible if only you 
believe, aren’t you more likely to believe that when you know how, step-
by-step and scientifically, your belief shifts the universe and produces what 
you believe in? 

One of the benefits of understanding the very basics of quantum physics 
(and the basics is all you need to understand) is that you finally see clearly 
how powerful concepts such as faith and right thinking work, among other 
things. This seeing and understanding, this knowing, enables you to have 
full confidence, eliminate doubt, create your reality consciously, powerfully 
and beautifully, and in many ways become more powerful. 

Quantum physics also shows you how we are all connected, how we are all 
One Being that perpetuates an illusion of separate individual beings. It also 
gives you a glimpse into how Spirit and Matter interact and connect, how 
Mind and Matter do so as well, how creation actually happens, and how we 
are co-creators with God. You will be amazed at how much power you 
have, how amazing this universe is, and how easy it is to create any 
outcome you choose. 

But first, what is quantum physics? Quantum physics is the study of the 
building blocks of the universe. For example, your body is made up of cells. 
These cells are in turn made up of molecules, which are made up of atoms, 
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which are in turn made up of sub-atomic particles such as electrons. This is 
the world of quantum physics. Everything is made up of ‘large groups’ of 
sub-atomic particles. Your body, a tree, thoughts, a vehicle, a planet, light, 
and everything else are ‘concentrations’ of energy. All of them are large 
collections of pretty much the same types of sub-atomic particles. The only 
difference is in the way these particles are grouped together into ever-
larger building blocks. Knowing how the work is a key to knowing how to 
re-create yourself and your world around you. 

To speak correctly, a sub-atomic particle is not really a particle in the way 
that a grain of sand is a particle. While atomic and larger particles are 
objects, or things, subatomic particles are not objects as such. They are 
‘probabilities of existence’ and at the same time ‘multiple existences’. They 
are also wave-like and particle-like at the same time. You will soon see 
what all this means by the end of this chapter. 

Quantum physics asks the question ‘what are these sub-atomic particles 
and how do they act?’ Well, the sub-atomic particles are energy packets 
sometimes called quanta. Everything in this universe is made up of energy, 
and these energy packets behave in the most amazing way! They are at 
our command! The reason they would arrange themselves into a luxury 
boat, for example, is our individual and collective thoughts. Do you now 
start to see the link between wealth and quantum physics? Up until this 
point, you may have been designing your world haphazardly and 
unconsciously. Now you will awaken and do it deliberately and consciously 
with direction. 

Let’s begin our journey into the quantum field… 

— 

What is your body made of? Tissues and organs. What are tissues and 
organs made of? Cells. What are cells made of? Molecules. What are 
molecules made of? Atoms. What are atoms made of? Sub-atomic particles. 
What are sub-atomic particles made of? Energy? No. They are not made of 
energy; they are energy. You are one big ‘chunk’ of energy. And so is 
everything else. Spirit and Mind puts together this energy into the physical 
shape you are used to seeing. 

— 

Quantum physics tells us that it is the act of observing an object that 
causes it to be there where and how we observe it. Energy is the sub-
atomic particles that in turn make up atoms and finally matter. This energy 
exists as waves spread out over space and time. Only when you exercise 
observation do these waves become particles localized as a space-time 
event, a particle at a particular ‘time’ and ‘place’. As soon as you withdraw 
observation, they become a wave again. So, as you see, your observation, 
your attention to something, and your intention, literally creates that thing 
as a space-time event. This is scientific. In other chapters, we shall see how 
to focus, concentrate, and guard your attention, intention, and thought to 
create your reality exactly. 
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— 

No solid object is solid. It is made up of rapidly flashing packets of energy. 
Billions and trillions of packets of energy. They flash in and flash out of that 
space where the ‘object’ is. They do not just stay there. So, why does a 
human body or a car look like a solid continuous object when we now know 
that it is actually a rapidly flashing field of energy? Think of a TV image. 
When you watch a movie, you see a person walk across the screen 
smoothly, yet in reality it is just a film reel with 24 slightly different frames 
a second so your eyes do not detect the gap between the frames. Even 
each of those frames is a composition of billions of light photons flashing at 
the speed of light. That is what your world is – a rapid flash that causes an 
illusion of being ‘solid’ and ‘continuous’. Once you understand what your 
world is really, truly, you start to understand it’s true behavior and nature. 
You then change your view of it. And with your changed perception, you 
change your creation of it. 

— 

Every single physicists agrees on one thing: sub-atomic particles, those 
energy ‘packets’ or quanta, are not particles in a particular point in space 
and time, like a table or a chair is, but they are a probability that they can 
exist at various points in space and time. The act of us observing them 
converts them into a ‘physical’ particle at a particular point in space and 
time, and once we withdraw that attention, they become a probability 
again. Imagine that the chair in your living room is one big sub-atomic 
particle. This is how it would act: when you are not in the house and not 
thinking of your chair, it would ‘vanish’ and become a probability that it can 
‘re-appear’ anywhere in your living room or anywhere else in the universe, 
actually. When you come back home and you think of sitting on a chair in a 
particular spot in your living room, and you look for a chair at that spot 
where you wish to sit, it will magically re-appear! This is not some fantasy 
magical story. Sub-atomic particles behave just like that! 

The amazing thing is that all matter is composed purely of massive 
amounts of these particles. Therefore, all matter acts exactly like a large 
group of sub-atomic particle would. A chair’s ‘being there’ is a result of us 
all watching it being there and deciding it to be there. It is not a wholly 
independent existence. No matter is a wholly independent existence – 
independent of the observer. As some scientists say, if everyone and 
everything in the universe stopped looking at the moon or thinking about it, 
it would not be a physical moon any more – it would be a probability of 
existence. The act of observation makes the probability become a definite 
thing and all other probabilities of it being elsewhere in the same world a 
null existence. Continuous attention keeps it that way, producing the 
illusion of a solid continuous existence of a physical moon. 

— 

Physicists have also discovered that quantum ‘particles’ make decisions. 
They are powered by intelligence. Not only that, they also know, instantly, 
what decisions are being made by other particles anywhere else in the 
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universe! This synchronicity across space and time is instantaneous – they 
‘communicate’ without taking any time or crossing any space. In fact, they 
also move instantaneously without having to go across space or take time. 
They can get from point A to B without having to cross the space in 
between, and point A and B can be in different times. Remember that 
quantum ‘particles’ are not particles, as you would normally think of a 
particle. They are not ‘things’ that are at a particular ‘place’ and ‘time’ – 
they are spread across space and time. 

So, what is the intelligence that powers them? Well, it is from the Mind of 
The Source, God, All That Is, proportionately made up your own ‘individual’ 
mind and also the ‘individual minds’ of the rest of the universe, depending 
on the subject matter, scope, and strength of will. 

Think about all this carefully. Think about the fact that everything your eye 
can see is made up of these amazing particles, which are under your co-
control. Think about the scientific facts that now prove that you are at 
cause, or co-cause, for everything around you, that nothing you observe 
can exist without your observation. All you need to do is choose what you 
wish to observe, choose it with certainty and consistency, and this will 
cause the energy field to materialize into that thing over ‘time’, depending 
on your clarity, focus and certainty. Scientists have discovered that even in 
the strictest double-blind experiments, their expectations still influence 
results and it is impossible to carry out an experiment where there is zero 
influence from the observer on the results of the experiment. 

— 

Quantum packets or particles are best defined as probabilities of existence. 
For example, say you have a quantum packet called Mr. X. Before you ask 
to speak to Mr. X, he will not exist as a person. He will exist as a potential 
person. Mr. X will be all over the world at the same time, with varying 
potentials to appear in person in Moscow, New York, Kabul, Tokyo, Sydney, 
Cape Town, or any other town in the world. Now, when you call his name, 
he will appear where you called him, and at that point the probability of him 
appearing in any other city will become zero. Then when you finish your 
conversation with him, he will vanish again and stop being a localized 
person, become spread out like a wave, and the probability of appearing 
anywhere in the world again takes place. That is how a quantum packet 
called Mr. X would behave. Keep in mind that everything in this universe is 
made up of quantum packets. 

— 

Another property of quanta is that they are multidimensional. So, in the 
example of Mr. X above, when Mr. X is a probability, he is 
multidimensional. When he localizes when we call him, he becomes a thing 
in our four dimensional world (our world as we know it is actually four 
dimensional, with length, width, height and time being the dimensions). 
This is scientific. You now see, scientifically, that our universe is 
multidimensional, although our senses are capable of only detecting length, 
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width, height and time as the only dimensions. Yet, our souls are also 
multidimensional. Listen to your soul, your feelings. 

— 

The physical world is literally made up of ideas and energy. 

— 

If you ever feel powerless, consider this: Einstein and other quantum 
scientists have proven that all physical matter is made up of energy packets 
that are not bound by space and time. This energy field has no well-defined 
boundaries. The universe is literally your extended timeless and unbound 
body. Science has also proven that the mind has no boundaries. All minds 
are ‘connected’ into one mind field. You are bigger and more powerful than 
you think you are. So, stop sweating the small stuff. 

— 

You already have it all. It has been said that before you ask it was already 
given to you. Science is beginning to prove, through quantum physics, that 
this is scientifically true. The infinite intelligence and potentiality at the 
quantum level, the level that makes up all that is around us, and our 
inherent abilities to influence this field, is what gives us the ‘having it all’. 
We are beginning to know this on a larger scale, scientifically as well as 
spiritually. 

You already have all the riches beyond your wildest dreams. You have it. 
You may not be experiencing it right now, but you have it. Having and 
experiencing are two different things. An easy way to explain it is that you 
have the ability to fly a plane or surf a wave or go scuba diving, but you 
may not have experienced this aspect of your ability. There is nothing you 
need to do to have this ability; it is already in you. It has already been 
done for you. All you need to do is experience this ability. 

In our lives, we really are simply shifting our consciousness to experience 
aspects of ourselves that we already always had, in a universe that has all 
that we can possibly wish to have, even that which we have not imagined 
exists. The quantum field can form an infinite number of shapes and 
experiences out of it. In fact, it has already done that. The page of this 
book is just one of those things, the words you are reading is just one of 
those things, the next thought you will have is just one of those things. Yet 
you never predicted you would be experiencing these pages. But your 
desire to find such words has caused them to appear in your hands. 
Indeed, they have always existed. You need not predict exactly how things 
will work out, all you need to do is desire, intend, and know it is possible, 
and it will be arranged to come to you. 

— 

Many physicists working on sub-atomic particles are coming to discover 
several interesting things about our universe. They have, for example, 
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found out that two particles separated by space and time can be ‘invisibly 
linked’ to each other and act in synchrony. They have also found out that 
the world we live in appears to have been constructed so that it knows 
itself. This appears to have been done by ‘cutting’ the One whole into at 
least two states, with one state designed to see, and one to be seen. The 
one designed to see is then under the illusion of separation from that which 
is designed to be seen. It is a necessary illusion, a persistent one. But 
everything is actually One. 

— 

The whole universe is brought into being by the participation or observation 
of those who participate and observe. Wealth is brought into existence by 
you and us looking at it. Your certainty of it, faith, and your attention of it, 
creates it. In reality, it already exists as a probability wave, but you now 
cause it to be a definite thing, an event in a point in space and time. It goes 
even deeper than that. It already exists as an event, but your perception of 
time makes it look ‘away’ and ‘separate’. Once you understand what time is 
and how it works, you will be able to bring it into your experience faster 
and in larger amounts. 

— 

Now, let us get a little more complicated. We have seen that sub-atomic 
particles exist as probabilities, and when we observe we cause localization 
in a particular point in space and time. In other words, a particle has the 
potential of being in place A, B, C, and D. When we observe place C, it 
appears in place C and ceases to have the possibility of it appearing in 
places A, B and D, until we stop observing place C. Well, a new school of 
thought is studying the Everett-Wheeler-Graham theory that says that 
these quanta will actually localize in all the four points, but in different 
worlds that coexist with ours! In other words, all possibilities actually 
manifest into the physical, but in different parallel worlds! There is 
supporting evidence of this from physicists who are studying signs that the 
universe is a giant multidimensional hologram. How does this work? Well, 
when a particle has a probability to be in places A, B, C and D, it will not 
choose just one place to be in, it will choose all four, but for this to be 
possible, the universe ‘splits’ into four, each one of them unaware of the 
other three. This is called the Many Worlds Interpretation of Quantum 
Mechanics. 

It sounds crazy but think about it. It is definitely possible – nothing is 
impossible for The Source, God. Many religions tell us that even before we 
ask it is given unto us. We are also told that everything that can possibly 
exist exists Now. We also now know that the universe splits itself, or rather 
creates the illusion of separation, so that one ‘piece’ can be the observed 
piece and the other ‘piece’ can be the observer piece, and so it knows itself. 
The One splits itself so that it can know itself, have something to compare 
itself with, for when it is only One there is nothing it can compare itself with 
to experience what it is. 
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Your Self, your spirit or soul, is eternal and existing across space and time. 
Now, the next decision you make will split the universe. You will be 
conscious to the part of the universe you chose. You will also exist in the 
other part that you did not choose, but you will not be ‘awake’ to it, even 
though its essences will still come to you and help you know that which you 
chose and vice versa. Other people who chose the other world you did not 
choose will be ‘awake’ there and not here in your world. Now you can see 
how free will works out all the time without conflicting itself, and how truth 
can be seemingly contradictory, yet all true. 

The universe is also ‘split’ into your present self, your past selves, and your 
future selves, but you are only awake to one of those selves at a time (your 
present self). But your future selves, for example, are able to warn your 
present ‘awake’ self of things they went through and did not like, so that 
you do not go through them. It is a huge ever-shifting matrix, a very 
complex one. The whole matrix shifts with every decision. Life is an eternal 
processes existing all at once with all possible existences, Now, and you 
only chose which one to be awake to from instance to instance. Physics is 
only now beginning to prove it. By the way, dreaming is simply another 
state of consciousness. When you dream, your consciousness is in another 
realm, world, or time. See where your dreams may be coming from now? 

All this will make more sense when you understand what time is and how it 
works. 

— 

We now know that the entire universe came from a small sub-atomic 
particle-like existence. It has since been expanding at a rate faster than 
you can imagine. Oceans forming, worlds forming, and so on, all courtesy 
of quantum physics. But it is even more magical. The universe is 
continually giving birth to new universes. Many physicists now see evidence 
of this type of multiple worlds behavior and several interpretations of 
quantum physics to this effect exist. Most physicists believe that this is a 
continuous but chaotic or random occurrence, largely because they have 
found no other reason for it. But ask yourself, what part does Spirit play? 
What part do you play, your Self, your soul? Could your choices be the 
cause of this observed ‘chaotic’ splitting of worlds? Physicists like to exclude 
spirit in their studies, yet spirit is what gives rise to matter and not the 
other way round. Think about that. Einstein is one of the few physicists who 
refused to believe that all this happens randomly or by chance. He said he 
refuses to believe that ‘God plays dice’. 

— 

Know this: the quantum world is the real world. The world you see with 
your eyes is simply an imperfect perception of a group of quantum activity. 
Yet the quantum activity is cause by you – you are First Cause. Never think 
that what you see with your eyes is First Cause – it is just an effect. A good 
illustration of this is the famous Schrödinger's Cat experiment (by Erwin 
Schrödinger, who was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1933). It depicts what 
actually is happening when you place a cat in a box with a closed bottle of 
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poison gas. You also place a device inside the box that will open the gas 
bottle and thus kill the cat. You then close the box so that you cannot see 
inside it. The gas in the bottle, by the way, only becomes poisonous if one 
particular radioactive atom in the box decays. Quantum physics shows that 
this radioactive atom exist simultaneously in the ‘decayed’ and the ‘not 
decayed’ states until it is measured (until you open the box to see whether 
the cat dies or not). (Everything exists in all possible states until you 
observe it). You cannot know whether the cat is dead or alive without 
opening the box. While the box remains closed, the cat is both dead and 
alive at the same time. This is why quantum physics is so crazy – two 
contradictory states actually co-exist! When you open the box to check 
whether that radioactive atom decayed or not and therefore whether the 
cat died or not, is when one of the two of these outcomes will materialize. 
Yet, physicists now know that (1) their expectations and thoughts influence 
the results and (2) the Multiple Worlds Interpretation tells us that both 
actually happened but the world ‘split’ into both of these and we took that 
which we chose at some level. 

— 

We now know that everything in the universe is a wave-particle duality. 
What this means is that everything, including your body and your car, is a 
wave and a particle at the same time. There is no difference between you 
and light – except for the fact that light has a different wavelength than 
you do, but you are pretty much the same thing as light. That is physics 
saying this now. Several thousand years ago, various spiritual teachers told 
us the same thing –we came from light. You are light (of a different 
frequency than the one you are used to calling visible light). In fact, your 
body is over 99% ‘space’ were you to examine it under a microscope. The 
rest of it, the solid part, is just a collection of the exact same things that 
light is made of, the same sub-atomic particles. Actually, even the ‘space’ is 
full of energy. 

Your mind, from your spirit, keeps your body ‘together’ as a ‘solid’ unit. And 
your mind does the same thing with other things around you. All matter is 
put together using information from your mind and the minds of those 
around you and the rest of the universe. 

— 

Einstein’s equation E=mc2 states that the energy contained in any matter is 
equal to the mass of that matter multiplied by the speed of light squared 
(and that is a very large number!). This shows you that (1) even the 
smallest tiny piece of matter has a tremendous amount of energy in it (that 
is how nuclear explosions happen) and (2) you and everything else is just 
energy arranged together by information from the mind. 

— 

The sub-atomic world is not static at all. It is an amazing dance of never-
ending creation and destruction, with particles destroying themselves and, 
in that very destruction, giving rise to new ones. Most sub-atomic particles 
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have an imaginably short life (billionths of a second). The whole universe is 
forever being re-created anew. You can imagine it all being wiped clean and 
restored, just a little differently, every trillionth of a second or so. Ok, here 
is another amazing thing: when a particle is created, it is instantly traveling 
at the speed of light! Quite literally, we did come from light, as many 
creation stories go. One more thing: particles can move forwards and 
backwards into time. This is the stuff you are made of and are in control of! 

— 

There is no such thing as empty space. All ‘space’ is filled with energy – the 
same energy that makes you up and everything else. It is just that your 
five senses of sight, sound, touch, taste and smell do not detect the many 
varied other types of forms that exist in the universe. In other words, you 
can only detect forms that are detectable with those five senses (unless 
you have developed other senses). But that does not mean that these 
humanly detectable forms, physical forms, are the only things that exist in 
this universe. Think of the universe as a hologram. Anyway, the whole point 
of this is to know that you are part of one huge ocean of energy and, 
literally, nothing separates you from anything else. The only ‘separation’ 
you see is an illusion caused by the limited five senses you have. Quite 
literally, we are all One. 

We are one large organic whole whose parts are changing all the time. Each 
part can look at the other parts and each part has its own level of 
consciousness and awareness. Yet, the whole acts exactly as a whole, while 
the parts act as a part of the whole, with individual and whole properties. 

— 

Dr. J. S. Bell, a physicist at the European Organization for Nuclear Research 
(CERN) in Switzerland, came up with mathematical proof in 1964 that 
showed that all the ‘separate’ parts of the universe are all connected in an 
immediate and close way. Many experiments now show that particles 
separated by space and time somehow know exactly what the other is 
doing at the exact time the other is doing that particular thing. In other 
words, they do not communicate. Communication takes time and requires a 
message. This is different. They know without having to communicate. They 
act simultaneously as if they are intimately connected somehow across 
space and time, in a way that does not get affected by the separation in 
space and time between them. 

— 

The other profound thing that Bell’s mathematical constructs shows is that 
the action of a sub-atomic particle is dependent on something happening 
somewhere else to another sub-atomic particle. In other words, all sub-
atomic events are effects of others, and causes of others. This brings the 
law of cause and effect, of karma, of reaping and sowing, to a completely 
new light! The law of cause and effect, karma, is not only spiritual but also 
scientific. 
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— 

All along, we have said that all the universe’s thoughts individually and 
collectively cause the energy to ‘form’ into the physical reality we 
experience. This is so, but there is an even stronger cause. This is being - 
the state of being. There are many states of being, such as being happy, 
fast, wealthy, and so on. This is the strongest cause, the First Cause of all. 
It is so because it is the declaration of Spirit, of Self. From a state follows 
certain thoughts pertaining to that state. 

— 

Here is another way of looking at how we are all one: Science shows us 
that everything is made up of energy and exchanges that energy with 
everything else at all times in a most complex way. Energy is the building 
block of all matter. The same energy that composes your flesh is the same 
one that composes the bricks of your house and the trees outside. There is 
no ‘energy of the tree’ and ‘energy of the man’. It is all the same energy. 
Energy is constantly at flow, changing form all the time. This is a very 
simple explanation of a rather complex thing. 

At the quantum level, it all looks like one large pool of energy ‘soup’, an 
ocean of energy, one that is always flowing, one that has different 
concentrations and essences at various points. Imagine an ocean with a 
warm spot, a turbulent spot, and so on. (The ocean represents the energy 
‘soup’ and the spots represent various physical objects such as your body 
or a tree). The warm spot exchanges water molecules with the rest of the 
ocean. The turbulent spot also exchanges water molecules with the rest of 
the ocean. But the essence of that warm spot remains warm, and of the 
turbulent spot turbulent. There is exchange and flow on a molecular level 
but on the larger level the spots remain warm or turbulent, even though 
the molecules that composed of them a moment ago are gone and replaced 
by others from other regions. The molecules in a warm spot change but the 
essence or characteristic of that spot remains warmth. The characteristics 
of a region can remain the same even though the particles forming that 
region are always different, leaving and entering it from other regions. This 
is how we look like on a quantum level, one large interconnected field of 
energy with localizations of characteristics. We share the same energy with 
everything else, even though we assume unique characteristics. It is a very 
complex matrix, a complex web. 

Now lets get a little more complicated than the ocean, for it cannot serve 
our explanations further. Imagine now that there are two people in a room. 
They are both gloomy and sad. Their energy level is low. One tells a joke, 
and the other one laughs. The one telling a joke causes the one who starts 
to laugh to raise his or her energy level and become vibrant, laugh. This 
makes the one telling a joke laugh because there is new joy in the air and 
they are sharing a joke. Person A caused a change in Person B, and it went 
back to cause a change in A. Now have you noticed how you feel great after 
you tell jokes to many people and they laugh; how it feels greater than 
telling to one person only? And those people take your joke and they tell it 
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on and on to other friends and friends of friends, and it spreads. Well, the 
universe is a whole lot more complicated than that. A shift on one part of 
that massive field of energy ripples on and causes shifts in the parts next to 
it and they cause shifts in the parts next to them and that ripple goes on 
forever! Can you imagine that! Your smile changes the composition of the 
entire universe! Scientifically! Your anger does the same. 

Anything you do, any thought you have, ripples on forever and changes the 
composition of the whole universe, however small that change is. 

Now here is something even more interesting. Because you are part of that 
universe, that ripple comes back to you and gives you back a doze of 
similar essence. You cause a change in the energy field around and in you, 
and it ripples, touching everything. And everything of course ripples back in 
reaction, sending it back to you, all multiplied! It is similar to the way 
ripples form in expanding circles when you dip your finger in a glass of calm 
water. But these waves go forever, and also bump into other energy 
localizations and cause changes in them and these react, so to speak, and 
send back their own waves, and these sent back waves hit you and change 
you and you react, and this amazing dance goes on and on. That is how, 
scientifically, the law of cause and effect works, and works multiplicatively. 
This happens on an energy level and on a spirit level. In both cases, the 
betterment of one individual in the system causes a betterment of the 
whole system, and betterment in the whole system causes betterment in 
the individual. The reverse is also true. 

— 

That is our brief introduction into the stuff we are all made of. Do not worry 
if something did not make sense – it will make sense later as you go on 
with this book and read other things that related to it. 

You do not need to master quantum physics to be effective. This chapter is 
enough. The point of this chapter was simply to show you what your world 
really is and to begin to show you that you are in very direct control of it. 
Quantum physics shows you that the world is not the hard and 
unchangeable thing it may appear to be. Instead, it is a very fluid place 
continuously built up using our individual and collective thoughts and states 
of being as a society, country, family, planet, solar system, or universe. We 
have begun to uncover the illusion. We now know what our four 
dimensional experiences are made of and we have begun to see how we 
make them. 
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Sleep and Dreaming 

Sleep was designed for the soul, not the body, as it is commonly believed. While asleep, the 
whole system processes the events of the day and, in dreamtime, actually sets up the events and 
probabilities of the next day and so on. As you may have personally experienced, dreamtime is 
also a time when the psyche heals itself and resolves mental errors (such as giving solutions to 
problems). Dreamtime is not just a wasted period where the mind sees images. Our scientists 
still find it difficult to know what happens in dreamtime using the scientific instruments and 
processes so far invented. They are still unclear as to what dreams are for and so on. 
Now, the way our current civilization is structured has driven humans to seem to require 8 
hours of sleep in one continuous block. This is not necessarily the natural period or the 
optimum way for a person to take advantage of the immense benefits of dreamtime. In fact, it 
could lessen the benefits (just as eating poorly will lessen the benefits one gets from food). The 
human body (flesh) needs a maximum of 4 hours of sleep to rejuvenate itself completely. The 
mind, if not well treated and clear, will seem to require longer than that, and of course, the 
mind and body are one so if the mind is not rested the body will feel the same way and so 
appear to still need more sleep. However, there is great benefit in gradually changing the sleep 
patterns towards an optimal arrangement. The mind and body are best served if a person does 
not sleep longer than 6 hours (a nap of no more than two hours can be taken later in the day if 
needed). 
Continuous sleep that goes on longer than 6 hours will not allow the conscious mind to 
assimilate the dreamtime experience in an optimal way. It will also not allow the soul to work 
with waking experience optimally. It also creates a great but artificial separation between the 
waking and sleeping states, a separation that in reality does not exist (e.g., many of your most 
important decisions in life are made in the dream state then acted upon in waking reality). An 
optimal sleep pattern for a day would be 4 hours of good sleep, with a nap taken if necessary. 
Under this arrangement, the conscious and unconscious work together most efficiently and 
intuition and creativity rise. Remember, these are not hard rules that must be followed strictly. 
Each person at different stages of life and consciousness will find that different lengths of sleep 
work best for them. Each person has his or her own pattern and even that changes over time. 
You can find your pattern by gradually moving towards the four hour plus nap arrangement 
and see where you naturally fit in. At various times, you will find that you naturally need more 
sleep on some days and less on others. 
For more details on this important topic on sleep and dreaming, see the book The Nature of 
Personal Reality: A Seth Book by Jane Roberts. 
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The Game of Life Finally Exposed 

The following is extracted from the book What If You Knew The Answer To 
and the Reason For Everything In Your Life? by David Cameron, available at 
www.ImagesOfOne.com. 

Who am I, what am I doing here? 

Here are the answers in a way you may never have seen before. Now that 
you have read all of the above foundation material, it will be easy to 
see the rest, and so we shall move quickly using diagrams. Refer to 
previous material earlier on in this book to help you understand the rest of 
what we talk about from here on: 

Map 1: Spirit & Body, How They Work Together 

 

1. The Infinite Mystery, God, gives birth to pure, undefined awareness. The 
‘I Am’. 

2. That gives rise to an individuated consciousness, the ‘I Am That’. This is 
the soul level. The soul chooses what part of the Infinite it would like to 
experience and express itself as. 

3. The soul knows it all and has nothing to learn. Its soul purpose is to 
experience itself, what it knows, and have a great time doing that, joy! 

4. To do so it passes its knowingness into form in the physical realm for the 
sake of experiencing. It creates and communicates with the physical 
through thoughts and feelings. Thoughts from the soul come from your 
higher mind, and those from your personality come from your lower 
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mind. Feelings come from the soul while emotions are generated in the 
personality. 

5. The physical world is born and defined by the non-physical. It is only in 
the physical where you experience time and space, dualities and 
polarities. 

6. The experiences flow back in stages, to the non-physical. This build’s the 
soul’s field of experience. It also causes evolution, as the soul’s long-
term goal, so to speak, is eventual complete marriage between soul and 
personality. This means that the soul has to grow the personality over 
generations to a point where the personality and soul are in complete 
sync and communication; hence spirit can be experienced fully on earth 
without the ego’s interference. The ego was necessary to create an 
individuated personality, but it has to be aligned to spirit. Ego is that 
part of your lower mind that believes the individuations are real 
separations, and this is of course completely opposite the truth of the 
soul. Over time, the soul clears out this error in thought. 

Map 2: Your Self & Higher Self 

 

1. Spirit is everywhere and there is nothing else but spirit. Quite literally, 
even though we may not see it due to our judgements and fears, we are 
surrounded by nothing but Love. 

2. In the absolute realms of eternity and infinity is where you reside, as 
your soul. Your higher mind is also here, in direct and complete 
communication with All That Is. 

3. The gap between the higher mind and lower mind in the diagram above 
represents the gap that is being bridged to join all your parts and make 
you a whole, wholly realised being, the purpose of evolution. 

4. The lower mind is that part of your mind that incarnated here in the 
physical world. It took on one error, a somewhat necessary error, and 
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that error is an error in thought: I am separate. This is the error from 
which all other errors arise from (fear, worry, and everything else). This 
original error when corrected corrects all other errors instantly. The task 
is to listen to your higher mind, that still inner voice, and evolve with 
that guidance. 

5. The body is a communication device of the soul. That is all it is, a 
communication device (an interface between the physical and non-
physical, a vehicle of experience). 

Map 3: Exchanges of Your Personality and Your Soul 

 

1. The soul knows it all, but cannot experience itself fully in its realm of no 
comparison. It needs a body and personality to do that. 

2. It downloads its knowing in stages to the personality. It also downloads 
the feeling of spirit, the essence, the soul qualities, to the personality. 

3. The personality does not know it all, but it can eventually. It uses the 
inflow from the soul to grow towards the eventual whole unison of it and 
the soul. It also experiences the creations of the soul. All it needs to do 
is put out a thought or emotion and the corresponding forms and 
experiences are created for it by the soul in the physical world so that it 
can experience them. 

4. The personality uploads the feeling of the experience back to the soul. 
Also, because we are always creating anew, it uploads that data back to 
the soul as well to form new attractor patterns and so on for the sake of 
evolution. 

Map 4: The Body as a Communication Device 

Have you ever passed white light through a prism? When you pass white 
light into prism, it comes out of the other side polarised into the 7 colours 
of the rainbow. When you pass those colours back into a prism, you get 
white light. Like this: 
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The communication between the physical and non-physical works in the 
same way: 

 

1. The soul sends out a non-polarized stream. For example, it sends the 
stream called abundance. 

2. The chakras receive it and process it by the personality. 

3. They then create experiences and objects, in the physical world, that are 
polarized versions of that unified stream. Abundance, in our example, is 
polarized to all the aspects of abundance including wealth, poverty, debt, 
credit, and so on. 

4. The person, by experiencing and exploring these polarities, learns. 
Eventually, that learning, when not interfered with by the ego’s 
judgements, results in wholesome knowing of abundance, and thus 
masters it. In this way the personality integrates the soul fully in this 
aspect. 

5. The feeling is integrated back again and streamed up to the soul. 
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Map 5: Cause & Effect 

 

Figure 1: 

1. The Causal level is the metaphysical, the nonphysical. All cause 
originates here. This is the realm of spirit, the soul, thoughts, attractor 
patterns, light-grids, and so on. 

2. The body, the physical plane, is totally an effect. No cause originates 
here. It may appear as if it does, but in reality the physical is completely 
an effect with no power at al to cause, to create. 

3. What this means is that the physical is past. It determines nothing. 
However, when you observe the physical and make decisions based on 
the physical, you are creating from reacting. You need not react, as 
such. Here is a simple example which any one can understand. If you 
see something you wish to buy for $10 but you only have $5, you can 
create anew by calling forth that thing and allowing it to fall into your life 
somehow in future, or you can create from reaction by saying you can't 
afford it. See the slight but very significant difference? You need never 
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react in that way. Your bank account does not determine what you get; 
only you do. You bank account simply reflects your past thoughts. It is 
an effect, a result, of how you were before. It has zero power to create. 

Figure 2: 

1. Attractor patterns, light-grids, contain all necessary ingredients. They 
are a complete loop of cause and effect. Cause and effect are one and 
the same thing, instantaneous, but in the physical realm they look 
separated by time and space (all an illusion). 

2. As such, letting go after making a choice, and allowing Life to move, 
makes complete sense because resistance is running against the flow. 
Resistance is painful, tiring and just keeps you in a loop. Allowing is not 
the same thing as giving up. 

Figure 3: 

1. Let us take a single essence. Supposing you desire to have romantic love 
or wealth. Your ego may have a pre-conceived idea of how this would 
happen and what form it would take. That idea is based on past 
experience. Remember, attractor patterns repeat themselves but never 
in the exact same way and they always have many other options. Desire, 
but let go. Don’t insist on the form and process. You do not know which 
is the best way for this to happen because you do not have a complete 
knowing of all factors involved. 

2. This essence you desire will self-organize itself to come to you through 
one of many processes and manifest itself into the most suitable form. If 
you allow it, it will follow the most efficient and best path, all things 
considered. And if you allow, you will find that it is even better than you 
even dreamt of! 

3. Every now and then, you will be prompted to take certain actions to 
assist along the path to your desired goal. Spirit, through the light-grids, 
will go place people, things and materials on your way and prompt you 
with insights, all leading to the fulfillment of the desire. But you have to 
let go and allow for this to happen fluidly. 

Ok, now let us look at some more detailed examples of correct and 
incorrect understanding of cause and effect: 
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1. In the above example, let us use you as an example. This is just an 
example, but you might remember a time when you actually did go 
through something similar to this. Ok, in this example, you worry about 
money. That is the first thing you do. 

2. But, you do not see any relationship between your worry and anything 
else happening to you. In fact, you worry because you do not think you 
are in control of your life, so you worry that things can happen to you. 
So in our diagram above, the worry is not connected to anything (no 
lines showing a relationship, just a cloud of worry). 

3. While you are worrying, someone does not pay you money they owe 
you. And you go through that chain of events you see above. 

4. And you conclude, at the end of it all, that bad luck happened to you, or 
you were victimized, or that bad things just happened to you. That you 
had a bad day or month, and it just happened to you. When asked to 
explain how, even when you are just talking to yourself, you get into the 
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blame game. You blame other people, other things, and even decide that 
you are an incapable person in this respect. 

5. And so, you have no clear understanding of the true cause and effect 
nature within the state called worry. 

6. And of course you worry even more now, and you keep repeating the 
above cycle, just in different forms. 

Before we proceed, notice how a coin falls to the ground. If you drop a coin, 
by all means and under all circumstances, unless you change the entire 
state of the experiment, that coin must fall to the ground. The law cannot 
be broken. So once you choose to drop that coin, you are stuck on the 
destiny of having it drop to the ground. By clear observation, you start to 
see the unbreakable and complete loop and cause and effect that we might 
here call “CauseEffectOfDroppingCoin”. It is a complete loop that, under all 
conditions, will find a way of completing itself unless the entire state of that 
system is changed (like placing a strong fan under the coin to blow it 
upwards, or moving to a zero-gravity system). 

Also, notice something about choice. I would like to ask you to choose from 
the following: A or B. Which did you choose? A or B? Pick one of those two 
letters. Now, let us assume you choose A. What made you choose A? The 
choice was a thought, right? You thought “I’ll choose A”. And you stand 
there and say “That is my conscious choice!” And you might even be ready 
to fight to defend it. The question is, how do you know it is your conscious 
choice? Where did that thought “I’ll choose A” come from? It just rose out 
of you, but you cannot pinpoint its origin from nothingness. It could have 
been your local thought, yes, but it could also have been streamed in by 
your soul, or you may have caught a general thought from the Universal 
Mind, the collective consciousness, or even from one of your sub-
personalities. The point is that there are ways to make you choose 
something. I don’t mean to scare you. So please follow the next few 
sentences carefully: No external entity can infringe on your free will and 
control you without your acceptance. There is no such thing as unaccepted 
control. Nothing outside of you is at cause for the experiences in your life. 
By law it can never happen. But, within you there are many, many layers of 
you, some of which you are unconscious of now. Your soul is you; your sub-
personalities are you, and so on. And they are all making choices, planting 
thoughts in your mind. If a sub-personality you have, called Victim, wishes 
to plant a victimization thought in your mind, or make you choose a certain 
thing, guaranteed, it has its ways of doing that. So your task is to put all 
aspects of your self in alignment, put them all into the truth and light of 
your magnificent soul that knows itself as a perfect reflection of The 
Creator, in its image and likeness, and thus become a supra-conscious 
being, a fully realized and awakened being. But until then, remember that 
you don’t have to defend your decisions so much. Keep an open mind. That 
is how you uncover the unconscious. 
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Ok, now let us see how you would view the same situation from a higher 
perspective, one that enables you to get out of that loop of repeating 
history: 

 

1. The Causal plane, the metaphysical layer, is clearly recognized as the 
source of all causes. You recognize that, just like in the coin example 
above, the Cause and Effect loop must be completed once you engage in 
the cause. So you clearly see that your worrying is what was causing the 
effects you experienced after. 

2. Then, you observe that no matter what you do, how much you resist, 
things are still happening ‘to you’, so you conclude that your resistance 
is futile. So you let go and accept. Then you observe even more clearly 
and see that, once you have chosen to worry, things automatically 
happen to drive you into experiencing the results of your worrying. 

3. You then notice that although the effects seem related in the physical 
world, the previous idea you had that the physical world is where causes 
are (and so you blamed them) is an incorrect perception. So you stop 
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blaming things around you, and then you stop blaming yourself. You 
realize that you are infinitely capable, and the ‘bad things’ happening to 
you are simply effortless expressions of your choice to worry. 

4. So you decide to choose your state of being, your I AM declaration. And 
no matter what is going on physically, you decide from now on to feel 
abundant. At first, the worrying physical situations still hang around, as 
they are after-effects of your previous state of worry. But they soon drop 
off. And then good things start automatically happening to you once you 
change your state of being, once you stop worrying. Then you realize 
that things happen effortlessly, simply by choosing your state of being 
and the thoughts that flow. Then all you have to do in the physical world 
is follow the insights and inspirations that will arise, take the actions that 
you feel are aligned to that state, go with the information you find 
opening up for you in the way of events and people and things that you 
find in your path, and take the opportunities that open up. 

5. And here, you have uncovered the true causal nature of Life in this 
aspect. You have mastered it. And seeing the truth has set you free. A 
big weight is lifted off you, and life just blissfully flows. You never worry 
again, and good things flow effortlessly and naturally. 

Map 6: Infinity 

Well, we are really not going to map out infinity here, really. We can't. ☺ 
But we can have a very intimate understanding of life by looking at the 
infinity symbol (∞). Have a look at it here: 

 

Doesn’t it look very much like an attractor pattern? Also, think of it as two 
sides, one positive and one negative. What does this mean? It means: 

1. Life is a Whole that is composed of both the negative and positive sides 
of that whole. 

2. Both sides are integral and necessary to the whole. 

3. Life swings from one polarity to the next, but in different phases. Take 
money for example. There is an inflow and an outflow. That is natural to 
the flow. Both have benefits. Income allows you to be rewarded for the 
value you put out, and outflow allows you to reward others and at the 
same time get things you did not have. However, the lack of 
understanding of any one side brings imbalance. And resisting any one 
side brings imbalance. What are other expressions of outflow? Debt? Yes, 
that is one. So is debt bad? No. Debt allows you to make space for more 
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abundance later. And are bills bad? No. They allow your service provider 
to give you services you choose, and then get payment for them later. 
However, misunderstanding yourself in relation to debt can cause big 
trouble for you. For example, if you label yourself as bad and incapable 
just because of debts or bills you have, you have not understood the true 
nature of cause and effect in this system and you have diminished 
yourself. So your experience with debt and bills would be fearful. But 
once you understand it all, then you remain the same wise and calm and 
joyful person regardless of which part of the cycle you are in, and you 
also no longer get into trouble with debts and bills. With understanding, 
you become able to enjoy prosperity at all times and comfortably and 
happily live with debt coming in and out of life. Just to make this clear, 
the very wealthy people in this world also have debts, but the difference 
between them and the poor guy with debts is that they are solid and 
integral with themselves regardless, and so debt actually helps them! 
See, debt gives you the capacity to make space for greater abundance 
later, but the flip side, if you don’t understand yourself and the laws of 
cause and effect, are that it can swallow you. 

4. And thus the way out is, once again, in embracing all aspects of life and 
then understanding your True Self in relation to them, and finally 
understanding the true nature of cause and effect. 

5. That cycle of life, from one side to the other, has to keep going. You 
cannot stop it so why bother resist? Why bother? The only thing you can 
do is experience it differently. Instead of experiencing the doom of the 
negative side, experience the boom of it. Every negative side has 
massive benefits. Negative does not mean bad. For example, instead of 
experiencing the debt kind of outflow of money with pain, you can 
experience it with pleasure, for it can teach you much about making 
wealth, about who your Really Are, and give you capital with which to 
have even more money than you ever had! 

Here is a symbol that represents all this very well, a symbol that you have 
no doubt seen before: 

 

The yin and yang, positive and negative, male and female, up and down, on 
and off, all making up the whole, flowing into each other. 
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Trusting yourself 

The key to all transformation and healing is self-trust. Eventually, you must begin to trust 
yourself. There is no other way. And eventually, you will be forced to because the lack of self-
trust brings with it increasing discomfort. So you might as well start to trust yourself right now, 
here. There is no reason to wait until tomorrow unless you make one up. By nature, you are 
inherently worthy of trust and trusting. As long as you do not trust yourself, you will fear 
yourself and find it hard to love yourself. You will not believe or expect any help and power 
from within you, any information and insights, and so on. As long as you do not trust yourself, 
you will place yourself under the control and direction of others and simultaneously resent 
them because you feel you are not living your life but theirs. You will not recognize your 
uniqueness and will always feel the pressure and need to compare yourself with others, and so 
you will never be satisfied because comparison between unique things is meaningless in 
reality. You will always feel as if your experiences and knowing is fake or wrong while that of 
others is right and real. These are all the results of refusing to trust your self, your being, your 
feelings, your thoughts, your imagination, yourself. And from these springs a whole host of 
other difficulties (e.g. control issues, guilt, etc). So, trust yourself now, no matter what, just by 
knowing that all that is within your being is true for you. Be yourself by trusting yourself. This 
is the key to all healing and transformation – living your truth, the truth of your beingness. You 
can only do so if you trust it, because then you give it value and express it instead of giving 
other people’s truth more value and expression than your own truth. Trust yourself. 
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Self-Hatred and the Mask Self 

Hidden behind most of the problems that people face is self-hatred (to one extent or the other). 
The opposite of self-hatred is full self-acceptance. One way to know if you have an element of 
self-hatred is to ask yourself if you accept yourself fully as you are. Most people don’t even 
recognize consciously that they have an element of self-hatred. The struggle to improve one’s 
self-esteem or self-worth indicates the presence of self-hatred. In the absence of self-hatred, 
there is no need that is felt to ‘improve’ one’s self-worth or self-esteem. A person who has full 
self-acceptance has a drive to better themselves, but this comes from a place of knowing that 
they are fully perfect and worthy at all time, always, all ways. In other words, their desire to be 
better comes from a place of self-love and not from a place of guilt, fear, neurosis, or 
competition. To such people full of self-love and acceptance, “becoming better” means 
growing, increasing in consciousness and experience. It doesn’t mean “ironing out the 
imperfection”. 
Self-hatred suppresses and distorts so many functions and energy streams of a person that it is 
the underlying cause of much suffering and dis-ease. 
The psychological cause of self-hatred is found within self-betrayal in childhood. This is how 
self-hatred forms: Imagine a child growing up under several authority figures (parents, 
teachers, society, etc). These figures place expectations of some kind on the child. The child 
may not be able to meet these expectations perhaps because it isn’t ready to, or they may not 
even be right for the child. In fact, the expectations themselves could be very incorrect. 
However, the little child doesn’t have the reasoning ability developed to analyze these 
expectations. Even if they were far-fetched or impossible to meet, it wouldn’t know. All the 
child would think is that the parent (or other figure) must be right, and for the child to have 
love and acceptance, it would assume it must meet these expectations. The child also is eager 
to please and keep happy those around it, including these authority figures. And so it tries to 
meet these expectations (willingly or under force as it sometimes is). Whenever it ‘fails’ to 
meet these imposed expectations, the child may dislike itself for not having been able to do 
what was expected. It may see itself as the problem, its inability as the cause of its pain and 
apparent loss of love. In addition to that, the child may wish to express itself regarding the 
issue (perhaps to say that it doesn’t want to participate, that it is afraid, that it is hurt, or 
whatever). However, if the child’s self-expression is further suppressed (say by the parent who 
is now angry with the child because of this ‘failure’), it will further hate itself and conclude that 
this kind of self-expression only leads to more pain. The child now concludes that something 
must be inherently wrong with it, something that causes it pain. It then hates this part, attempts 
to hide it, and attempts to build a mask (piece of ego) that is designed to protect it. This mask 
is a set of self-judgments, beliefs and assumed behavior that attempts to prevent any further 
similar occurrences. For example, a child who concludes that “expressing love is weak and 
painful” will create a “tough guy” mask self, complete with beliefs, modes of behavior, set 
reactions, and a self-judging inner critic. Now, whenever the child uses this mask, they may 
indeed avoid pain, at least initially. In fact, they may even be rewarded with praise by the 
authority figures. So now the child’s psyche is further confused because the mask is being 
rewarded, which further “proves” to the child that the real self is not good at all and must be 
masked by something else that “works”. This, over time, becomes unconscious and leaves only 
a trace of dis-satisfaction with self, a feeling that “something is wrong with me somewhere”. 
Of course, nothing is wrong with anybody. It is the masks that cause the pain, all the while 
giving the illusion that they are the solution. The child, even later as a grown up, doesn’t stop 
to question the expectations of those who were imposing them on it. It doesn’t stop to consider 
that these seemingly right authority figures are themselves people with their own fears, their 
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own erroneous assumptions about life... The child just assumes “they must be right, so I am 
wrong”. Of course, this is far from the truth. 
There is nothing wrong with you. 
The work of dissolving the mask is the work of recovering the parts of yourself you judged 
wrong and reclaiming your Wholeness, peace and power. All this is the result of and leads to 
self-love. 
And there is nothing wrong with people, or with the human condition. If you hold the idea that 
humans, people, are ‘bad’, then you will find it very hard to hold an idea of you that is self-
loving and accepting as well. Remember, in the universe, what you value and put your 
attention on is always what you experience. 
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Inner Child: We Are All Children Covered By Patterns 

What is the inner child that psychiatrists, artists, sages, musicians, and spiritual teachers talk 
about? It is now fairly common knowledge that we all have an inner child. But what is it and 
what is its significance? 
As a child, most people are quite childlike – creative, playful, free in mind, and so on. The 
magical creativity, playfulness, health, joy, adventure, and quest for discovery are all natural 
aspects of the child. As a person grows up, they collect a variety of “shoulds” and “should 
nots” and so on, a collection of fears, a bunch of definitions... all of which cut off the 
spontaneity and creativity of the child. The child personality gets pushed further and further 
away as the ‘adult’ personalities emerge. Yet, in many ways, the adult is still the same child, 
but covered up in patterns, beliefs, fears and rules collected over time. 
The inner child is covered up because of self-hatred. See the self-hatred section for details on 
how this process happens. In other words, the child is exposed at birth and, with each passing 
painful experience that the person blames himself or herself for the pain, progressively 
becomes hidden away (parts of it) and replaced with a mask ego. When you strip away these 
masks, you get the child back again! 
What is so special about the inner child? The inner child is your essence in pure form, without 
distortions of fears and limited beliefs. It is who you are naturally, with all your desires, 
creativity, magic, joy, playfulness, present attention... That is why most great artists, 
composers, inventors, and so on all credit their inner child for their best moments of creativity. 
When you bring back your inner child you bring back a very large inventory of capabilities, joy 
and life purpose! It is who you are before you adopted external ideas, beliefs, limitations, fears, 
and so on. The child you hasn’t “changed” into an adult, but simply been covered up. 
So how do you get to bring back your inner child? You do so by playing and accepting yourself 
fully. Play is of utmost importance – take life lightly, en-lightenment, enjoy it, create, explore, 
let go, allow... just like a child! 
Once the inner child emerges and feels safe and free to participate in daily life, you will realize 
that it is just about the same child that was there when you were physically a child; the 
difference being that it now has security in wisdom and understanding, and its abilities have 
developed and changed form. It is a transformation from the innocent child to the wise child. 
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Universal Laws Exposed: What They Are, Why They Are 
There 

There are some two very simple questions which, once you get their 
answers, can change your life dramatically for the better. This is so because 
these two questions relate to absolutely everything that you experience and 
create in your life. 

Everything in this universe runs under universal laws that never err even 
once. To be in the flow - to live in harmony with these laws - leads you to 
being all-round prosperous. Such harmony results in effortless well-being 
and prosperity, simply because you would be riding the currents that build 
and maintain all creation. But now the two questions: 

1. What are universal laws? (Hint: They are like glue.) 

2. Why are there any universal laws? (The answer is more profound than 
you think it is!) 

Let us now look at the answer to both of these questions. Once you have 
the answer, you will begin to see how dramatically your life can be 
empowered by your new insight. 

To begin to understand it all, one must consider, briefly, why the universe 
exists in the first place. The reason behind the creation of creation can be 
summarized as follows: In the absence of that which is not, That Which Is 
is not. In other words, the Original Source that some people refer to as God 
was all that there was; there was nothing else. Now that presented a 
problem. 

This Infinite Being knew itself to be all powerful and infinite, but without 
something to compare itself against, so to speak, there was no way of 
experiencing that infinity and power. It lives in a realm of absolute, where 
comparison, and therefore experience, is impossible. You need something 
to experience against for experience to occur. So It possessed Knowing, but 
needed Experience to complete Being. 

The solution was therefore to individuate Itself into seemingly separate life-
forms so that each of these life forms could experience itself in relation to 
the others. Hence the world of relativity and experience was born out of 
that desire to Know Itself. When people say ‘God is everywhere’, that 
statement has more literal meaning than they imagine. Literally, everything 
is an extension of that Original Force, an expression of an aspect of It All. It 
creates by extending Itself, ensuring that all creation is in the image and 
likeness of Itself in essence, and that essence expresses itself in a variety 
of forms. And this is where the universal laws come in. 

Now you see that the primary purpose of creation was for Life to experience 
Itself, for You to experience Yourself. If you watch the cycle of creation 
closely, you will notice that it follows this birth-life-death cycle: From the 
unified non-physical, to the individuated non-physical, to the individuated 
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physical, to the individuated non-physical, to the unified non-physical. 
Through this process, a Being comes to know Itself by materializing 
knowingness (thought), then experiencing that thought and its effect, then 
testing, choosing and converting that knowing from experience into being. 
For example, if you have never experienced happiness and I told you that 
being happy feels great, you would know in your mind what I mean, 
conceptually, but you wouldn’t really complete that knowledge without first 
experiencing happiness and becoming happy. 

The Creator had to ensure that this cycle completes itself automatically and 
serves each purpose, without ever making a mistake. In other words, the 
laws were built to (1) glue the system together through all those transitions 
and (2) ensure that the knowing-experiencing-being system of evolution, 
growth and learning works perfectly with predictable results so that all Its 
Children of all forms may get to grow and Know Themselves as extensions 
of the Original without fail, no matter how long it took, and to do so within 
a system of free will. 

To put it in another way, a universal law is a bond that connects all 
experience so as to achieve total knowing. 

It was a big project, but it worked! Now let us look at some of these laws 
and see specifically how they apply. 

Before we start, it is important to know that these laws do not punish you 
for breaking them; they cannot be broken. Suffering simply comes up when 
you try to ride against them. It is amazing how much time and effort can 
be saved by riding along with them. You literally collapse time when you 
are in the flow. 

Law of Gratitude - You have heard it many times that an attitude of 
gratitude has the power to get you realizing your dreams at record speed. 
Why? Because gratitude completes the cycle of knowing. Remember, you 
cannot know what is without knowing what is not. What you like and what 
you hate are two ends of the same thing. For example, if you like being 
with your spouse and hate being separated from them, realize that you are 
working within the same essence, which is your spouse. It is because of the 
moments of absence that you appreciate and recognize the moments of 
presence. When you are grateful for both what you like and what you don’t 
like, you complete the knowingness and you are released from having to 
experience what you don’t like. This cannot be explained logically, but some 
very significant shifts occur in your mind and soul (and you can feel this 
releasing shift) whenever you are genuinely grateful for all things, even the 
ones you don’t like. Gratitude will speed you through your growth and 
success more than any amount of hard work ever can. Gratitude completes 
the lesson, and as a statement of completion rings that tone of success, 
pulling to you the end result desired. Another way to put it is that you 
cannot leave a situation permanently unless you appreciate the gifts it 
brings you, and all situations bring a gift, no matter how terrible the 
situation may appear to be. This law ensures that you will always complete 
your knowing and embrace all that is before moving on. 
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Law of Attraction - This law states that you attract whatever you put your 
attention to. The point of this law is to establish the creative power of 
thought. Whatever you put in your conscious or subconscious mind, you 
attract into your experience. This law is very much tied to the law of cause 
and effect. It is the law that establishes you as a being made in the image 
and likeness of the Creator, with a mind that possesses the same creative 
properties. Before you learn that you indeed have this power, your mind 
will wonder and raise many thoughts, some of which conflict and attack 
you. At this level, things such as doubt and preferences exist, for you do 
not think you are responsible and powerful enough to be the creator of your 
reality. As you watch your life and begin to see the link between your 
thoughts and your experiences, you become a deliberate thinker, and you 
no longer think negative, doubt or even have preferences. Finally, you 
create purely by extension of your thought without doubt or conflict. This 
law ensures that one way or another, you will get to that point. 

Law of Cause and Effect (karma) - This is easy to see its use. It simply 
shows you that you are an active part of All That Is, that your will has 
effect. As you grow, you begin to see the link between your thoughts, 
words and actions with your reality. This leads to responsibility and 
increased power and care. This law ensures that through this process you 
come to eventually know yourself as a sovereign creator. It is a gentle law 
that lets you build your own evidence, for whatever you believe you will see 
as truth, until the day you step aside and notice this link. At this point you 
become a Deliberate Creator. 

Law of Love - Love is the building block of all things. Love is energy. Love is 
not just some mushy feeling. It is energy, the actual building material of all 
things. It is an actual substance; in fact it is the only substance that exists, 
taking on the appearance of many forms. Love is also acceptance. It is 
acknowledging that All Things Are One. That is acceptance. The law of love 
ensures that you see this truth. You cannot leave an experience 
permanently unless you exit with love and acceptance. That is why people 
tend to keep repeating the same types of experiences until the day they 
stop hating and fighting it and instead embrace it with love and see what 
the situation holds for them, and heal it with love. This could be a money, 
health or relationship issue. It doesn’t matter. You cannot leave a situation 
permanently until you exit it with love. You can't permanently get rid of 
what you hate; you can only leave it or transform it through love. This law 
ensures that you recognize the truth of unity and drop the illusions of 
separation. 

Do you now clearly see how these laws work and how your life can be so 
much more effortless and prosperous simply by flowing with the laws? Why 
resist what you can't break? Just flow with it! Resistance creates time, 
acceptance creates miracles. Look at all this again and you will see how 
time and effort are the creations of resistance against these unbreakable 
laws. For certain, flow with the laws and they will carry you where you wish 
to go effortlessly. They have to - they can never fail! You were not meant 
to struggle - struggle is unnatural. 
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What Is Fear? 

Fear is always the absence of love, and Truth only resides in love. Therefore, the presence of 
fear automatically indicates the absence of love and truth. Thus, the fear is always about an 
imagined outcome; it is an illusion and it is not founded on truth. Fear is false evidence 
appearing real. Fear is always because of a lack of understanding, and so it points to what is 
not yet understood about life. Fear is the emotion of being separated, being disconnected from 
the greater Reality. Yet, separation does not exist except as an illusion of perception, and 
therefore, fear is an illusion because Oneness is all there is in Reality. As separation does not 
exist, then its emotion (fear) is also an illusion, just as it is. 
Fear is dispelled in the light of understanding, of love. You do not “get rid” of fear, destroy it, 
run from it. None of these will take it away. Only understanding of the fear, which leads to 
knowing the love that is missing, will transform fear, expose it for the cloud of illusion it really 
is and dispel it as if it were a simple veil of smoke. When you run away from fear, you are 
simply denying your own power and responsibility and ensuring that you remain stuck. 
On the other side of fear is your own denied power. 
Let us recap. 
Fear stands for: False Evidence Appearing Real 
The way to remain stuck in fear, making no progress, is: F... Everything And Run ☺ 
The way to heal fear is to: Face it so that it is dispelled in the light of your understanding it 
 

Fear, faced and felt with its bodily sensations and the thoughts that 
go along with it, will automatically bring about its own state of 
resolution. The conscious system of beliefs behind the impediment 
will be illuminated, and you will realize that you feel a certain way 
because you believe an idea that causes and justifies such a reaction. 
– Seth 

Fear is always a wall that separates you from another part of yourself. It is an illusion of 
separation, from which many other illusions are built. A great way to examine your fear and 
understand it is to face it and talk to it. Face it by feeling it fully. How does that wall of fear 
feel, taste, smell, and so on? What is it all about? What is it threatening to do? Feel it. Then talk 
to it; hold a conversation with it. Then switch over to the other side of the fear. So look at what 
is on the other side of your fear. In other words, look at the threat itself, that which you are 
fearing. Talk to it as well. Then talk to yourself. Keep this conversation going between you, the 
wall of fear and what lies beyond the wall, until there is an agreement between the three parts. 
This internal dialog will reveal much. Then, act. Even if you are still feeling the fear, do what 
you fear to do anyway. This is the last step, and once you act you will see that the fear was an 
illusion all along. As with anything, it takes practice and you get better at this each time you 
practice it. 
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TRANSFORMING YOUR LIFE 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software uses 
wizards and screens to guide you through a variety of processes that help 
you achieve the changes you desire. Here are some of the transformational 
processes used. 

 

About this free document... 

This document is composed of pages taken from the Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and 
Empowerment software help file. It highlights some of the major principles used and functions 
available. However, even without the software, this document contains material that is 
highly beneficial, empowering and of great impact in your life. Simply reading through it 
will awaken many possibilities and avenues you hadn’t previously recognized in your life. We 
trust you will find it useful and enjoyable. Please forward it to friends, associates and to others 
whom you care for – it can change their lives and they will have you to thank for it. 
This document explains the “what” and the software takes you through the “how to do it” 
and “how to apply it in my life practically”. You do not have to read this whole document to 
be able to use the software. The software guides you as you go and, if necessary, refers you to 
the appropriate section in the help file for further assistance. Nevertheless, if you have the 
inclination to do so, reading through this document does bring about faster familiarization and 
results through your increased understanding.  
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software is available for free 
trial download at www.imagesofone.com. 
Thank you and enjoy! 
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Going Beyond Your Beliefs to Fulfill Your Desires 

Your beliefs structure your reality, and how you perceive that reality. From a pool of infinite 
probabilities (choices), your beliefs filter out a set of probabilities that match them. For 
example, out of all the infinite probable and possible events that a human being can experience, 
your beliefs filter out and make visible to you only the events that matches your own beliefs. 
All other probabilities, although real, appear hidden from you, even though you can easily have 
them as well if you believed they existed. That is why different people, all with different 
beliefs, experience different lives. Your life is literally your beliefs made manifest in various 
forms and disguises. Your beliefs also determine how you perceive your reality. That is why 
two people can go through the exact same event yet experience it differently, sometimes 
completely differently. So, your beliefs literally “structure” your reality. You can change them 
at any time and your reality will change automatically. That having been said, beliefs are not 
enough to create experience. For the experience, you must act. Beliefs bring together a set of 
probable events to your life. For a probable event to become real, you must act. Action makes 
it manifest. Action is what translates a belief from being a nonphysical essence into being a 
physical form or event. The point of action, which is always in the Now, is the point where 
your spirit meets your body, the world, the universe. It is the point of physical creation. One 
must act. Action is actually the last step in the creation process, the step where what has been 
created in the nonphysical (thought, being levels) becomes manifest and experienced. 
However, what motivates you to take action is not the belief itself, but the desire to experience 
an essence/value of some kind. For example, the desire to feel accepted, if strong enough to 
arouse passion, will prompt you to act in a way that takes you towards acceptance. The kind of 
action you will imagine is suitable or possible will depend on your beliefs. Some people would 
think they have to dress in a certain way. Others will think it is their weight that they should 
change. Others will think it is a certain kind of education they will need. Others still will think 
that all they need to do to be accepted is accept themselves fully and all else will automatically 
work itself out. Not only will each of these people think of different solutions based on their 
beliefs but also they will only ‘see’ their individual solutions as the ‘only reality’ and exclude 
all other possibilities. 
 
So we can summarize that: 

1. Your beliefs structure your reality, and how you perceive that reality. 
2. Beliefs simply filter out the probabilities/choices you have in your life. 
3. Action is necessary to complete the creation process, and all creation starts from the 

nonphysical and is made visible ‘later’ in the physical. 
4. But by themselves, beliefs are not enough to cause action. Desire/passion to 

experience an essence/value is what motivates action. 
 
We can also add the following: 

1. A belief is neither positive nor negative. It just is. At one time, a belief can serve the 
person ‘positively’ and at another time it can hinder them ‘negatively’, all 
depending on what it is the person wishes to achieve. 

2. To experience Reality, belief is not necessary. Much of our world, what we call 
‘reality’ is very much an illusion, as a dream is but with different frameworks. Most 
of what you see is ‘tailored and colored’ by your beliefs, and this is what gives you 
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your unique perspective of the world. We all see things differently. We live in a 
holographic universe where everything can have many faces to each of us. You can 
see a person (lets call this person Jane) acting in a certain way and, depending on 
your beliefs, conclude that Jane is upset at you over something. Another person can 
see the exact same Jane at that exact same time but conclude Jane is tired and needs 
a rest. None of these two people is necessarily correct – Jane may simply have been 
remembering a personal memory that made her body respond in a certain way to 
that memory, yet this response was interpreted in unique and different ways by the 
observers. We do live in a world of personal illusions, and this was just the simplest 
example of the grand scale of illusions that we create and call reality. Illusions only 
exist when there is a belief that gives rise to them and supports them. On the other 
hand, Reality, Truth, does not need a belief – it just exists whether you believe it or 
not. 

3. You can fail to see Reality, Truth, if you hold beliefs that negate it. It simply 
remains hidden from your view. When you have no belief about something, you 
experience its Truth directly, personally. 

4. Your beliefs also give rise to your thoughts. You will tend to think in ways that 
match your beliefs. 

5. Few people are aware of all the beliefs they hold; most people hold many beliefs 
that are transparent to them. They may believe deep within, for example, that there 
is something wrong with them yet because they do not face this belief directly with 
awareness, they don’t even recognize that it is there. Or, they may mistake a belief 
to be a truth about reality. For example, they may simply take it as a fact of life that 
life is hard. This is not a fact of life; it is a belief about life. But as long as a person 
assumes a belief is a fact, they will not question it or even think it is a belief. For 
example, the idea that as one grows old their faculties must deteriorate is taken as a 
fact of life. Even the medical community takes it as fact. Yet, it is a belief about 
life, not a fact. 

6. Living without a belief is possible and often preferable. For example, a little child 
learns to walk without any beliefs. They do not believe it is embarrassing to fall, it 
is something that must be done at a certain time, and so on. They just give walking 
a go and see what happens. If they fall, they get up and try again. They have no 
beliefs about walking. However, imagine if it was possible to make a little toddler 
have beliefs about walking even before they first walk. Those beliefs may hinder 
them if, for example, they make the child afraid of trying, afraid of getting 
embarrassed when they fall, and so on. 

7. Most people do not have any beliefs they formed on their own through direct 
experience of the Truth about a thing. Instead, they take up other people’s beliefs. 
For example before a person starts a new business for the first time in their lives, 
they are often carrying plenty of beliefs that they have read, been told, concluded 
erroneously from watching, and so on. So, if you have never tried something and 
you find that you have some beliefs about it, you can be assured that you have 
accepted other people’s beliefs without questioning them and putting them to the 
test. And they will color your experience with starting the business. It is often a 
great idea to not hold onto any beliefs about something you haven’t experienced 
until you experience it yourself. this will allow you to make your own conclusions 
that match your truth. If you do not do so but instead face a new experience while 
holding adopted beliefs, you will find that your experience will be colored and 
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created according to the beliefs you held. And so that experience will simply be a 
duplication of another’s instead of your own fresh unique experience. If you 
adopted limiting beliefs, your experience will be limited unnecessarily. 

8. It is therefore necessary to suspend positive and negative beliefs for you to 
experience your Truth about an experience. Fortunately, all experiences are there to 
lead you towards a higher aspect of yourself. All of them. That is the nature of the 
universe, expanding, growing, and increasing in consciousness and experience. 

9. Beliefs are easily undone through understanding. Understanding is only gained 
through listening within and experiencing without so as to lead to a state of 
knowingness, Being, certainty. All desires arise from within you so that you can 
experience an essence/value that is contained in them. For example, the desire to be 
with someone is there so that you can experience a certain quality (e.g. love, 
freedom, esteem) of being with another. Experiencing this quality (essence/value) 
brings with it joy and growth, automatically. Holding beliefs before going into an 
experience always colors that learning with the contents of the belief and sometimes 
slows it down too. 

10. All beliefs are made up of past experience or imagined theories. In a sense, living 
by a belief is living in the past or in illusion. The moment of Now is Real, Unique 
and just Is, requiring no belief to exist. And it can only be seen in its true splendor 
and experienced in its full magnificence if it is approached with a fresh approach 
just like a little child’s, unclouded by any belief, positive or negative. It is free and 
given unconditionally to all life. if you hold any belief about it, you will 
automatically filter it and allow in only what matches your belief and not see or 
experience most of what doesn’t. 

11. In summary, if you wish to experience something and you don’t believe it is 
possible, then you will likely not experience it. If you believe it is possible, and take 
action whenever the call for action naturally comes to you, then you will experience 
it. However, the fullest, most effortless, richest, truthful, joyful and rewarding 
experience comes from facing each moment afresh without any beliefs about it, just 
letting it Be and you yourself just Being in the moment. That ensures that you don’t 
cloud the unique present with the past. This is also the fastest evolutionary path. 

 
 
Practical Exercise Instructions 
(Source: This NLP process below is adopted from Mission Coach) 
 
Set your intentions: 
Set the following as your intentions: 

 To discover and suspend your beliefs about your desire and in doing so create an open 
state. 

 Recognize and have an awareness of the essence/values that are seeking to be experienced 
through your desire. 

 Discover and generate passion from your desire, passion that will motivate you to action. 
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 Recognize and have an awareness of the essence/values that are being experienced through 
your desire. 

 Recognize and have an awareness of the Truth being expressed and experienced through 
the experiencing of the essence/values. 

 

 
 
The software will take you through each of these phases while collecting your answers and 
guiding you through. 
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Changing Beliefs by the Action-Word-Thought Process 

Sometimes when you have a core belief that opposes your desires, you find yourself quite 
paralyzed and unable to move towards your goals. For example, if you believe in scarcity yet 
you wish to enjoy abundance, you will find that your belief in scarcity will prevent you from 
experiencing abundance. One way to change the belief in scarcity is to act as-if you were 
abundant, and by enjoying how good that feels you progressively train your mind and body to 
adopt a new way of abundance. You act as-if, and this changes the belief so that it matches 
your actions. In other words, if you believe in scarcity and are accustomed to acting from a 
scarcity perspective, change and make yourself act as-if you were abundant and rich. For 
example, spend a little more on yourself than you normally would, window shop at nice 
expensive stored you normally wouldn’t shop in, treat yourself to something you normally 
wouldn’t, share what you have in ways you normally wouldn’t... no matter how small, expand 
your experience and act as-if you were already rich. This progressively rewires your mind and 
emotions and changes your beliefs so that they support and are in line with your desires. 
Usually, you would normally think, then speak, and then act. However, in retraining your 
beliefs, you will now be acting as-if you have already attained your desire/goal, speaking as-if, 
and thinking as-if. By acting as-if first, you are already beginning to retrain your psychology 
and neural systems, and this helps you greatly as you change the beliefs. 
 
Practical Exercise Instructions 
(Source: This NLP process below is adopted from Mission Coach) 
 
Pre-requisites: 
Before proceeding with this exercise, it is important that you first be connected with your 
grandest version of your greatest vision, which you can do so using the Soul-Mind-Body 
Integration process in this software. 
 
Set your intentions: 
Set the following as your intentions: 

 To realize the actions that will progress you towards the greatest version of the grandest 
vision that you have of yourself. 

 To realize the beliefs, essences/values that will serve and support these actions. 
 To realize that the decision has already been made to act. 
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The software will take you through each of these phases while collecting your answers and 
guiding you through. 
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Changing Beliefs by Reversing Imagination and Emotion 

Almost every belief has certain emotions and imaginations (thoughts) that are associated with 
it (there are very, very few beliefs that are purely intellectual). You can change a belief by first 
recognizing the emotions and imagination that you have for a particular belief, and then 
generating the opposite emotions and imaginations. 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process. 
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Dis-eases 

Every illness arises from a belief. All dis-eases are symptoms of an error in thought, a false 
belief about life and self. Western medicine primarily focuses only on the symptom, and the 
symptom is only the effect and not the cause. If medication is used to eradicate the dis-ease 
(which is the symptom of the true problem), the belief behind it must also be healed or 
transformed otherwise the body will simply substitute the disease with something else (as it 
must to keep its reflection with the inner self). Your body, mind and soul are all self-correcting 
and self-healing if left on their own without interference from limiting beliefs. You limit your 
natural healing abilities to the extent that you don’t trust and believe they work. As long as you 
believe that you can only be saved by an outside power, you will deny your own power and 
experience that.  

 
*** 

 
Whenever you are faced with dis-ease or a physical symptom, do not deny its reality and run 
away from it. To resolve it, first feel its reality within your body. Allow the emotions to flow 
fully and freely. As explained in the emotions section, this will allow the emotions to lead you 
to the belief at the cause of the problem. This is not something that happens in any set way; 
instead, the emotions take you on their own journey through aspects of your self that you must 
face and explore. As you do so, you will be releasing, if you allow it, your own natural 
aggression, which is the creative loving thrust that propels all change. Even if the emotions 
get to be somewhat overwhelming, don’t block them. Allow them to express themselves as 
prompt. If you feel like crying, do so. If you feel like punching something, get a pillow and do 
so. Allow them freedom of expression and you will free yourself, for at the end of it you will 
come to a transformation of some kind, at the mind level and on all other levels.  

 
*** 

 
The body is an excellent and perfect communication tool that always reflects your inner states. 
It really is your soul in chemical clothing. Each part of the body correlates to a very specific 
mind concept and you can learn how to directly read what the body is telling you by knowing 
what these correlations are. 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will quickly and 
automatically help you interpret any body condition you have. However, here is a brief 
summary of what is involved, just for your information: 
 
A dis-ease interpretation is arrived at by looking at what side of the body the issue is on, 
what bones it is near, what section of the body it is in, what chakra it is related to, and 
what the dis-ease itself is. When all this information is put together, you get a clear 
understanding of why you have a certain dis-ease and what would heal it. 
 
Body Sides and What They Represent 
Left side of the body - Your spiritual life. Feminine energy. Receptivity. Inflow. Goddess. 
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Right side of the body - Your physical and material life. Masculine energy. Outflow. God. 
 
Body Sections and the Issues That Dis-ease Them 
Bones – Resentment 
Ligaments – Control 
Muscles – Guilt 
Nerves - Imbalanced communication 
Skin - Feelings of unworthiness and inadequacy 
Tendons – Inflexibility 
 
Bone Parts 
Each bone also has its related concept and meaning, plus the higher perspective that brings 
health to it. The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software is able to 
give you an interpretation of 245 bone-parts in your body. 

 
 
The Dis-eases 
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Each dis-ease also has its related concept and meaning, plus the higher perspective that brings 
health to it. The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software is able to 
give you an interpretation of the 362 most common dis-eases. Here are the conditions covered 
with full meaning details by the Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment 
software: 
 
Abscess Candida 

albicans 
(thrush) 

Eyes sty Hernia (hiatus) Muscular 
atrophy 

Shoulder 
muscle 
problems left 
side 

Accidents Capillaries 
problems 

Eyes tic 
(twitching) 
left eyelid 

Hernia 
(inguinal) 

Nail biting Shoulder 
muscle 
problems 
right side 

Acne Carpal tunnel 
syndrome 

Eyes tic 
(twitching) 
right eyelid 

Hernia, rapture Nail 
problems 

Shoulders 
frozen 

Adrenal 
problems 

Chest 
congestion 

Eyes tic 
(twitching) 
under left 
eye 

Hiccoughs Nails brittle 
and breaking 

Singing out 
of tune 

Agoraphobia 
(fear of open 
spaces) 

Chicken pox Eyes tic 
(twitching) 
under right 
eye 

Hiccoughs 
(from 
indigestion) 

Nails 
ingrowing 

Sinus 
problems 

AIDS Chilblains Eyes 
watering 

Hyperglycemia Nails, pulled 
cuticle 

Skin cancer 

Alcoholism Childbirth 
pain 

Eyes, 
glaucoma 

Hypertension Nails, ridges Skin dryness 

Allergy Choking Fainting 
(blacking 
out) 

Hypoglycemia Nails, split, 
fingers 

Skin peeling 

Allergy, yeast Cholesterol Falling over Hypotension Nails, split, 
toes 

Skin 
problems 

Alzheimer's 
disease 

Chondroma Fatness (not 
obesity) 

Hypothalamus 
problems 

Nails, white 
blotches 

Small 
intestines 
problems 

Anemia Circulatory 
system 
problems 

Feet pointed 
outwards, 
left foot 

Immune 
system 
problems 

Nausea Sneezing 

Anorexia 
nervosa 

Cold sores 
(herpes 
simplex) 

Feet pointed 
outwards, 
right foot 

Impetigo Nerve 
problems 

Snoring 

Anus itchy Color 
blindness 

Feet, cold Impetigo, arms Nervous 
breakdown 

Sore throat 

Apnea Compulsive 
eating 

Feet, 
perspiring, 
wet 

Impetigo, face Nipples 
retracted 

Spinal 
column disk 
problems 

Appendicitis Concussion Feet, pigeon 
toed 

Impetigo, legs Nipples sore 
or cracked 

Spine 
problems 
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Arm problems, 
left side 

Conjunctivitis Feet, smelly Impotence or 
low libido 

Nose 
bleeding 

Spleen 
problems 

Arm problems, 
right side 

Constipation Feet, toes 
curled under 

Incontinence Nose 
blocked 

Sprain 

Arteriosclerosis Corn Feet, 
walking on 
the insides 
of your feet 

Indigestion Nose broken Spur 

Artery 
problems 

Crab lice 
(pubic lice) 

Feet, 
walking on 
the sides of 
your feet 

Inflammation Nose 
bulging and 
red 

Stiff neck 

Arthritis, osteo Cramp Fever Influenza Nose 
pimples 
inside 

Stiffness 

Arthritis, 
rheumatoid 

Cut Flatulence Insomnia Nose 
problems 

Sting 

Ascending 
colon problems 

Cystitis Fungus Itch Nose 
running 

Stomach 
problems 

Asthma Dandruff Gall bladder 
problems 

Jam Numbness, 
fingers 

Stomach 
ulcers 

Back ache Defecating 
pain 

Gall stones Jar Numbness, 
toes 

Stroke 

Bad breath Dental caries Ganglion 
lymph 

Jaundice Obesity Stuttering 

Bed-wetting Dermatitis Ganglion, 
nerves, left 
hand 

Kidney cancer Obesity after 
childbirth 

Teeth abscess 

Bites, 
mosquito, gnat, 
fly, or midge 

Dermatosis Ganglion, 
nerves, left 
leg 

Kidney failure Oedema Teeth 
clenched 

Bites, shark or 
dog 

Descending 
colon 
problems 

Ganglion, 
nerves, right 
hand 

Kidney 
inflammation 

Pain Teeth cutting 

Bites, snake Diabetes 
mellitus 

Ganglion, 
nerves, right 
leg 

Kidney 
problems 

Pancreas 
problems 

Teeth decay 

Bites, spider Diarrhea Gangrene Kidney stones Papilloma Teeth 
extraction 

Bladder 
problems 

Difficulty 
breathing in 

Genital 
herpes 
(herpes 
simplex) 

Kidney tumor Parkinson's 
disease 

Teeth 
grinding 

Bleeding Difficulty 
breathing out 

Gingivitis Kleptomania 
(stealing) 

Pimples Teeth 
problems 
(upper teeth 
only) 

Blister Diverticulum Gland 
problems 

Knock knees Pineal gland 
problems 

Tennis elbow, 
left 

Bloating Dizziness 
(Vertigo) 

Glandular 
fever 

Leg problems, 
left 

Pins and 
needles 

Tennis elbow, 
right 
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Blood blister Drug 
addiction 

Gout Leg problems, 
right 

Pituitary 
gland 
problems 

Tenosynovitis 

Blood clot Dysentery Graze Ligament 
problems 

Pleurisy Thalamus 
problems 

Blood or lymph 
toxicity 

Dysentery 
amoebic 
(Gardia) 

Growing 
pains 

Lips cracked 
corners 

Pneumonia Throat 
phlegm 

Blood 
problems 

Ear infection Gums 
bleeding 

Lips parched 
dry 

Post viral 
fatigue 
syndrome 

Throat tickle 

Body odor Ear problems Gums 
receding 

Liver problems Posterior 
large 

Thrush 
(vaginal) 

Boil, furuncle, 
carbuncle 

Ear skin 
peeling 

Hair dry Lumps Premature 
ejaculation 

Tinea 

Bone cancer Ear wax Hair falling 
out 

Lung cancer Premenstrual 
tension 

Tiredness 

Bone fracture 
or break 

Ears blocked Hair going 
bald on 
crown 

Lung problems Prick Tongue biting 

Bone problems Ears hot Hair graying 
(at back of 
the head) 

Lymphatic 
system 
problems 

Prostatitis Tongue 
blotches 

Bones cracking Edema Hair graying 
in front of 
head 

Measles Prostrate 
gland 
enlarged 

Tongue 
pimples 

Bower 
problems 
(Irritable bowel 
syndrome) 

Emphysema Hair graying 
overnight 

Memory, lack 
of 

Proud flesh Tonsillitis 

Breast cancer Endometriosis 
(uterus) 

Hair oily Meningitis Psoriasis Transverse 
colon 
problems 

Breast feeding 
inability 

Epilepsy Hair 
receding 
from 
forehead 

Menopause hot 
flushes 

Pterygium Tumor 

Breast tumor Erysipelas Hair split 
ends 

Menstrual 
flooding 

Pus Ulcer 

Breasts - flat 
chested 

Eye bags 
underneath 

Hands, cold Menstrual 
pains 

Pyloric 
stenosis 
(congenital) 

Urine, 
offensive 

Breasts - large Eye cataracts Hands, 
sweating, 
wet 

Migraine (at 
back of the 
head) 

Rash Urine, 
retention 

Bronchitis Eye problems Hay fever Migraine 
(front of head 
nervous 
headache) 

Repetitive 
strain injury 
(RSI) 

Uterus 
prolapsed 

Bruise Eye problems 
- left eye 

Headache (at 
back of the 
head) 

Mole Rheumatism Veins, 
varicose 
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Bulimia Eye problems 
- right eye 

Headache, 
front of head 

Morning 
sickness 

Saliva 
causing 
plaque 

Voice box 
problems 
(voice loss) 

Bump, knock Eyelids flaky 
skin 

Heart 
blockage 

Motion 
sickness 

Salivary 
gland 
problems 

Vomiting 

Bunion Eyelids 
protruding, 
lower 

Heart 
enlargement 

Mouth 
problems 

Sciatica Waking 
before full 
sleep 

Burn Eyelids red Heart 
problems 

Mouth ulcers Sciatica 
(during 
pregnancy) 

Waking not 
fully 
refreshed 

Calluses on 
feet 

Eyes black or 
gray 
underneath 

Heartburn Mucous 
membrane 
problems 

Scratch Warts 

Calluses on 
hands 

Eyes blinking 
excessively 

Hemophilia Multiple 
Sclerosis 

Senility Wheezing 

Cancer Eyes detached 
retina 

Hemorrhoids 
(Piles) 

Mumps Shallow 
breathing 

Whiplash 

Candida 
albicans 

Eyes itching Hepatitis A Muscle 
problems 

Shingles Whooping 
cough 

     Wrinkles 
     Yawn 

 

 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
the dis-ease understanding and healing processes (meanings of dis-eases data adopted from The 
Body is the Barometer of the Soul II by Annette Noontil). 
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Forgiveness 

Much has been said about the great importance of forgiveness. Forgiveness simply means a 
return to original wholeness. It is recognition that Who You Are, Spirit, was and cannot be 
changed or damaged by the transgression. Forgiveness leads to understanding and then to 
mastery. Forgiveness does not mean ignoring the violation; it simply means recognizing that 
You are still Whole. It is in that recognition that the doors to understanding and mastery open 
up. 
 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process using an interview format (some questions partially adopted from Avatar 
ReSurfacing® by Harry Palmer, some partially adopted from Light Emerging by Barbara 
Ann Brennan). 
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Self-Deception Signals 

Whenever you blame someone or something else for your condition, you are projecting. 
Projecting involves literally giving away your power to that other thing and then seeing it as 
the determiner of your life. It is a self-deception tactic designed to avoid self-responsibility. 
Often, it is not done with full conscious awareness and is mostly a habitual response. Once you 
learn to recognize the signs of self-deception, you begin to gain a great sense of self-
responsibility and self-determination, the ability to create your life deliberately. 
 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process using an interview format (questions partially adopted from Avatar ReSurfacing® 
by Harry Palmer). 
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Soul-Mind-Body Integration 

“You create most effectively, most efficiently, and most rapidly when 
you create not from the subconscious, but from the supraconscious. 

The supraconscious is the name given to that level of experience 
reached when the superconscious, conscious, and subconscious, are 

all rolled into One - and then transcended. This is a place above 
thought. It is your true state of being, and this true state is Who You 
Really Are. It is unperturbed, unmoved, unaffected by your thoughts. 
Thought is not first cause.  True Being is." – From Friendship With 

by Neale Donald Walsch 

 
Some quick definitions are in order here: 
 

 Conscious mind: Your everyday waking mind that you are aware of, the thoughts that you 
are aware of. 

 Subconscious mind: The part of your mind that you are not aware of, conscious of. Your 
conscious mind, when you ask it to and believe/know it has the ability (as all minds do), 
can access any part of the unconscious and make that part conscious. The subconscious is 
only hidden from you by your own beliefs. Your beliefs dictate which part of it to hide 
from you and which to make known. 

 Superconscious mind: This is also known as your Higher Mind, the mind of your soul or 
Higher Self. It is that part of your mind that knows it is connected with the Divine Mind, 
fully in recognition of the fact that it is part and parcel of the One mind. It reflects the 
divine mind and communicates this to your lower mind (conscious/subconscious) and body 
(through loving inner feelings/intuition – feelings are the language of the soul, emotions are 
that of the body). It knows your soul’s purpose and vision clearly. 

 Supraconscious mind: This is beyond and above thought, pure knowing and being, which 
is what you have when your superconscious, conscious, and subconscious are all rolled into 
One and then transcended. It is your true state of being, beyond the pretense of separation 
and illusion, and this true state is Who You Really Are. It is unaffected by your thoughts. 
True Being, not thought, is First Cause of all things. This is also called Kristos (ancient 
Greek), or Christ Consciousness, or the enlightened state. At this state, soul, mind and body 
are in full agreement, walking together as One. 

 
Learning to experience these aspects of you is beneficial and empowers you to become a more 
deliberate creator of your reality. It also progressively aligns you closer with your soul’s 
greatest vision of yourself. As with all learning, practice gets you better, and every step, no 
matter how small or large, is good. Trust your experience as you proceed – there is no one 
correct way of doing this. Each person has a different experience. There are many ways to 
achieve supraconsciousness, many! In fact, the entire purpose of human evolution is to 
eventuate in the enlightenment of the species as a whole, each in their own way, but all fully 
spirit walking on earth consciously instead of partially unconsciously as it is now. This is 
inbuilt in nature, and all life experiences are carefully put together by your higher self to lead 
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you towards more understanding, light. That is why mystics have always said that all things 
happen for the good of God (or All That Is, Who You Really Are). As such, everyday life 
experiences are all paths to enlightenment, although they may take an instant or millions of 
years. Nevertheless, supraconsciousness, enlightenment, does not depend on time. It is outside 
of time. It can be taken in an instance or in millennia, all depending on the choice of the human 
in question. But it is guaranteed. The process below, of course, is not specifically meant to be a 
path to enlightenment, but it is a simple and effective exercise to get you acquainted with the 
idea and then the state of supraconsciousness. How the process unfolds for each person, and 
whatever supporting resources one is drawn to after that, is unique to each person depending on 
their beliefs and willingness. 
 
Practical Exercise Instructions 
(Source: This NLP process below is adopted from Mission Coach)  
 
Set your intentions: 
Set the following as your intentions: 

 To gain awareness and experience of the three levels of consciousness 
 To gain experience of the integration of these levels of consciousness 
 To gain experience of the integration of soul, mind and body 

 

 
 
The software will take you through each of these phases while collecting your answers and 
guiding you through. 
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Conscious Energy Breathing 

Conscious Energy Breathing is also called Consciously Breathing Energy, or Intuitive 
Breathing. It is one of the most simple but powerful healing and transformational tools you can 
use because it takes you back to your natural, powerful self. Here below is how you practice it. 
You can do this any time you want – eventually, on its own, you will naturally and 
unconsciously start to breath in this natural fashion even without trying. As you first learn it, 
however, you may find that many thoughts and emotions that have been buried will start rising 
to the surface. Don’t fight them. Transform them using the various tools provided in the Prova 
LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software (pick the ones you feel are most 
suitable). Also, the Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software section on 
rebirthing will guide you through various questions that will prompt the release of such hidden 
blocks. 
 
Quoted from Breath Awareness by Leonard Orr: 

Every negative experience that we have had while 
in this body can inhibit our breathing ability. 
Negative, painful, or unpleasant experiences 
accumulate into negative feelings and thoughts. 
These negative feelings and thoughts damage our 
natural breathing ability. My research has revealed 
that almost everyone has enough negative 
experiences during the first year of life to cause 
the loss of our natural breathing ability to a 
significant extent by the end of one year. Even 
with the best parents arid the best environment, 
birth and infancy seem to be a traumatic time for 
humans. 

We begin breathing air at birth. Physically, this is 
the most important aspect of birth. Previously, we 
got oxygen through the umbilical cord. Researchers 
have recently discovered that we also get energy 
and air through the amniotic fluids. But when we 
come out of the womb and have our umbilical cord 
cut, we have to breathe successfully or die. 

... 
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Through rebirthing I've remembered my own birth. 
I know that my umbilical cord was cut too soon. I 
have suffered my whole life as a result. I had low 
intelligence and poor performance in every area of 
my life except athletics as a result of my birth 
trauma. Birth trauma makes children have 
perpetual anxiety until it is corrected. The ability to 
relax, to study, to listen, is first of all determined 
by the ability to breathe. 

... it would have traumatized her breathing 
mechanism if her umbilical cord was cut in less 
than two hours after her birth. Please realize that a 
baby has had an additional life support system for 
nine months. It is logical and normal that a 
newborn should be given a few hours of transition 
before cutting the cord. The placenta after the 
birth is misunderstood. 

Almost no one has had the luxury of having their 
cord un-attacked for a full hour after birth! 
Therefore, almost everyone had their breathing 
mechanism damaged at birth. It is common 
practice in civilized countries to cut the umbilical 
cord during the first ten to twenty minutes after 
birth. This is a tremendous source of perpetual 
anxiety and feelings of urgency in humans. 

 
Instructions quoted from The Healing Manual by Leonard Orr: 
 

This is the way it is done: 

• You will be breathing in and out through the nose. 

• Take four short breaths followed by one long breath. 

• Repeat the same sequence three more times for 
twenty breaths.  
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• As you breathe, merge the in-breath with the out-
breath in an unbroken circle, each inhalation 
connected to each exhalation, each exhalation 
connected to each inhalation. 

•  connect into one series of All twenty breaths
connected breaths. 

Please try it now, and then read on. 

The purpose of the short breaths is to emphasize the connection and 
merging of the inhales and exhales into unbroken circles. The 
purpose of the long breaths is to fill all the room in your lungs on the 
inhale and to let go completely on the exhale. 

Please do five connected breaths (four short and one long breath) at 
this time before reading on. Five connected breaths merged are like 
one continuous breath. 

• The proper speed is between pushing and holding. 

• g should feel free. Do not try to force it Your breathin
or control it. 

• Your breathing rhythm should flow. 

• u can feel energy as well When breathing properly, yo
as air moving in your body. 

• Pull consciously on the inhales. 

• Release the exhale; pull the inhale and release, with 
no holding of the inhale at the top. Snap it loose! 
Gravity and natural muscle contraction will do the 
exhale for you. Then immediately pull in the next 
inhale. 

• Merge the inhale into the exhale and the exhale into 
the inhale, an unbroken circle of breath, one 
continuous breath. 

• d matter. It is Breathing is the merging of spirit an
the bridge between spirit and matter. 
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• It is okay to push all the air out at the bottom of the 
long breaths. 

• You can do the exercise in bed in the morning to 
help yourself wake up, at night in bed to relax 
yourself to sleep, and you can do it while soaking in 
a warm bath. 

• Try pulling the inhales through the top of your head, 
(in your imagination), then up through the chest and 
past the throat. 

This is called Conscious Energy Breathing or Consciously 
Breathing Energy, or Intuitive Breathing.  

It is possible to restrict the flow of energy while breathing air, and 
possible to restrict the flow of air while breathing energy. 

You can easily become conscious of breathing energy the very first 
time you do Twenty Connected Breaths by noticing that your fourth 
long breath is fuller and easier than your first long breath. 

I suggest that you read this again, pace yourself and count out 
twenty connected breaths. 

This simple breathing exercise is totally safe, good for your health, 
and you probably enjoyed it. If you do it once every day, your whole 
life will be more pleasurable. Connected breathing is the way 
newborn babies naturally breathe. We all started breathing this way, 
but we lost it. 

Did you have any physical sensations? Some people have dizziness, 
tingling sensations in the hands or stomach or elsewhere. If you do 
this exercise every day, you may notice that the physical sensations 
are probably different each time. This means that you are learning 
about breathing and you are receiving benefits. I recommend you do 
this exercise only once each day for the first week.  

Here are some ideas that may be helpful:  

• solved by Any sensations that may arise can be dis
continuing to breathe, or just by relaxing. 
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• Neither breathing nor relaxation causes the 
sensations: stored tensions and negativity in the 
mind and body cause the sensations; if you keep 
breathing, you will dissolve the sensations - finishing 
the exercise with relaxation, peace and calmness. 

• nd every exhale induces relaxation Every inhale a
automatically. 

• Breathing is totally safe and life giving. 

• If you relax more than you are used to by breathing 
properly longer than you are ready for, you may 
have such powerful sensations that you might 
frighten yourself. It just means you are releasing 
more stress than you usually do. This is why I 
recommend that you do the Twenty Connected 
Breaths only once a day for the first seven days.  

• Breathing is very simple and very powerful. 

 
You will find it easiest to breathe continuously when you are standing upright or lying down, 
because the body’s organs are not compressed. When we say breath fully or deeply, what we 
mean by that is this: breathe fully into your belly, chest, and even feel/imagine the breath (the 
prana, nonphysical part of it) flowing into all the cells of your body from your head to toes, and 

hen you breathe out, do it fully again in the same way. 

leased and it 
turn to normal, smooth conscious breathing. See more on 

yperventilation. 

ur 

u are 

his 

ill 
always lead you to the reason they are there, and release themselves and allow love to shine 

w
 
Conscious breathing is not hyperventilation. If you find yourself hyperventilating, go along 
with it but realize that hyperventilation is a sign that some tensions are being re
will stop soon and re
h

 
A powerful variation 
You may also do the above breathing exercises in a warm-water bathtub at home. This mimics 
the womb and helps enhance your body-mind connection with the memories stored about yo
birth matrix. Fill your bathtub with warm water so that when you enter it and lie down in it, 
you will be covered by water everywhere except for your nose. Your nose is the only part of 
you that would be out of the water. Make sure the water level is not too high so that yo
straining to keep the nose out. The water level should be just high enough so you are 
comfortably supported when your nose is out and everything else is covered. You can do t
once a day if you like, for some very tremendous benefits. As you do it, just let whatever 
comes to your mind come up. Don’t resist anything. When you feel an emotion, follow it; 
allow it to experience itself fully. All emotions, when allowed to run their course naturally w
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through. That is the nature of emotions. They all lead back to love when allowed full 
expression. 
So do this exercise with full openness. Tell your body that it is safe; remind yourself that you 
are safely in your home in a bathtub, so you can allow yourself to follow all emotions because, 
realistically, they won’t hurt you. You are safe in a bathtub. Don’t let the illusions of the fears 
stop you from allowing yourself to experience all feelings. The fear won’t do anything harmful 
to you. You are relaxing in a bathtub! So go ahead. It will teach you much about your birth 
matrix. 
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Breath Meditation: Vipassana Meditation 

In addition to your conscious breathing, you will also find it extremely beneficial to meditate 
using breath. Breath meditation disengages the conscious mind from its normal focus on 
physical activity. Once this focus is disengaged, you are then able to experience non-physical 
realities of varying degrees all depending on how much your beliefs accept such a possibility. 
At the very least, almost everyone experiences a level of bliss that tends to linger on even after 
the meditation (it also enlivens the rest of the day and refreshes the whole system). Some 
people are able to experience deep ecstatic bliss. The bliss is the natural state of your soul; you 
are just feeling your natural state. 
The benefits go beyond this. Meditation can give you flashes of tremendous insight, solutions 
to problems, it can make the rest of the day go so much better, it clears the mind and 
emotions... the benefits are incalculable. At its highest, you experience the vast infinite wisdom 
and power of your soul, something you don’t normally do when your conscious mind is 
focused on physical reality. It can be the fastest tool for your growth in any area, depending on 
how deep you travel within. Now, the extent to which you go within and reach your soul is 
determined mostly by your beliefs and secondly by your expectations (rather, the degree to 
which you let go). Your beliefs always filter your reality, whether it is your waking reality or 
your dreaming or your meditation. If you believe that it is not possible for you to reach 
mystical and deep states, then you won’t. You will just have a relaxing meditation and that’s it. 
If you fear getting to such a state, then you won’t. If you are willing to get there and believe 
you can, even if you are afraid at first, you may get there. There is absolutely nothing to be 
afraid of but humanity has developed a great fear of their own Inner Self and of their creator. It 
therefore follows that they will fear meditation or any wisdom that brings them closer to their 
Selves/Creator. There is nothing to fear. It is just a mistaken idea. So your beliefs will 
determine your meditative experience; but everything is possible. Allow it and be willing and 
you will go very well! Secondly, the expectations you have will also determine it. You have to 
develop a simple, relaxed balance. In that, you expect (believe/know) that you can get very 
deep and you will, but you don’t insist that it is today or tomorrow. You just let it go and 
meditate just for the fun of it! Whatever happens, well, happens. If you insist and get frustrated 
that you are not having a particular experience you had hoped for, you will actually get even 
lesser experiences. This meditation works because the conscious is disengaged from focus, and 
such expectations engage the mind in focus and so reduce the meditation. 
Vipassana meditation is a type of very powerful meditation that follows breath. It puts you very 
quickly in touch with your Self and you can travel very far with it and gain tremendous 
benefits. Vipassana is also called mindfulness, which means mindful of the breath, or aware of 
the breath. It doesn’t mean your mind should be full; in fact, it results in a clear mind. It simply 
means awareness of breath. This is what you will be doing. You will be aware of your breath 
and only that. 
This is how you do it: 

1. Read about Conscious Energy Breathing if you have not done so already. This will 
introduce to you the value of breath and how to breathe properly. 

2. Find a comfortable position. You can lie down if you feel you won’t fall asleep. 
However, the best position, if you can get comfortable in it, is the usual meditative 
sitting position. You can use a meditation pillow, which helps your posture. Your 
sitting posture should be whatever you feel most comfortable in (cross-legged is 
preferred). Your spine should be straight and your head allowed to slightly drop to 
where it feels comfortable. Imagine the usual meditation-sitting stance you see on TV 
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when monks do it and this will give you an idea of how to sit. The most important thing 
is that you are comfortable. 

3. It is best to close your eyes to eliminate distractions but some people are able to 
meditate eyes open. 

4. You will be breathing through your nose only, in continuous breaths. Let your breath 
flow naturally but fully. As you breathe, merge the in-breath with the out-breath in an 
unbroken circle, each inhalation connected to each exhalation, each exhalation 
connected to each inhalation. Relax into it so it comes naturally and without any strain 
or effort from you (just ensure they are continuous breaths, though). Make your breath 
noiseless. You naturally know how to do this. Usually as you breathe, your breath rasps 
against your nose and throat. However, you can adjust yourself and your breath (usually 
by softening it) so that your breathing makes no noise at all. Aim then to make your 
breath noiseless, continuous, comfortably full, and relaxed. You start with this ‘tempo’. 
As you proceed into the meditation, don’t be so rigid on these starting rules any more; 
simply allow the breath to take its own rhythm. Once you are on your way, it will tend 
to take over, becoming shallow sometimes, deep sometimes, slow, fast, but always 
continuous. 

5. Put your attention on your nostrils, the point where the breath first enters your nose and 
leaves it. This is where your attention will be all along. Notice how the breath flows in 
and out of you from that point. Be aware of it. Don’t make mental comments; just 
notice. Don’t verbalize it in your head or analyze it in any way; just notice. The key is 
to keep your attention on the point where the breath leaves and enters your body. You 
keep your attention there by observing each unique inflow and outflow, noticing each 
unique moment in that flow. This keeps you in the moment of Now. When you start 
analyzing and thinking about it, you move to the past (breaths that have gone) and you 
are no longer in the moment. 

6. Calm your mind without effort. What that means is that you should intend to have a 
clear mind while meditating but don’t let that be your focus. Don’t even try to clear the 
mind. The mind by nature always throws out thoughts. An ocean will always throw out 
waves; a mind will always throw out thoughts. However, you can calm a mind simply 
by letting it go. Keep your attention on the nostrils and whenever a thought arises, 
notice it but don’t engage with it. Just let it rise and fall. All thoughts always fall back 
into the mind if you don’t engage them. If you start engaging them, then you get a 
stream of more thoughts coming up. If you simply watch the thought from a detached 
perspective, it will naturally just flow by and dissolve. Notice the thoughts just like a 
person idly sitting by a lake notices the ripples on the water surface in a passive 
observer mode, dissociated but aware. At first, there may be many thoughts arising, but 
as you stay with the meditation, they will reduce in number naturally (don’t try to force 
them to reduce) until there are just about none most of the time. 

7. At some point, you may feel a sudden but blissful shift whereby you won’t feel your 
body any more (or you will vaguely be aware it is there but won’t feel it much). You 
will seem to expand yet be nowhere at the same time. Or, you may see colors and 
experience a feeling of bliss. Each person’s experience is different, and each session is 
different. So don’t go expecting a particular experience. Nevertheless, whatever your 
experience will be is the one that is right for you. it is at these deeper levels that 
amazing benefits start to happen. 
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Color-Breathing Meditations 

Once you understand that your whole body is an energy system that is in vibration, every 
single bit of it, you will understand the healing property sound and light has on you. You see, 
everything that vibrates has resonance and harmonic properties. It will harmonize and resonate 
with what is like it, and even be attracted to it, and it will act the opposite way for what it is not 
like it. Also, it will be influenced and will influence other energies. Now, a color is energy with 
its own frequency pattern. Your aura is made of fields of color. So are your chakras. So is your 
whole world – just look around you. It is all color. Sometimes your aura gets out if balance. 
One of the simplest and most powerful ways to bring it back into vibrance is to bring in a 
suitable color into its field. Through resonance and harmony, the color will re-energize your 
field. Very simple but works wonders. It is like bringing in a beacon (which here is the color) 
and allowing the field to reset itself in alignment with the beacon, automatically. 
Let us now look at how to use color-breathing meditations. These will do the work of bring in 
the color to your field. You bring the color in by feeling it and becoming it. Here is how you do 
it. 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process and generate the colors for you. As you go through each color, here is what you 
need to do: 
 
Note: In the exercises below, you might be tempted to just think of the color without feeling it 
and so on, as explained below. Well, if you simply think of the color, you will automatically 
create only yellow because that is the color your field takes on when you think (from the third 
layer of the field). 
 
General color meditation 

1. Feel the color as you look at it (you may close your eyes if that makes it easier for you). 
Feel how it is to be that color. 

2. Breathe this color in. Fill your whole body with this color. Feel how it feels. Become 
the color. Imagine that you are the color. 

3. Breathe out this color. 
4. Breathe this color in. Fill your whole aura with this color. Feel how it feels. Become the 

color. Imagine that you are the color. 
5. Repeat this several times with this color until you feel you have had enough. 

 
Chakra color meditation 
To work on a particular chakra, pick its color and do as follows: 

1. Take your attention to the area of your body where the chakra is located. 
2. Visualize or imagine the color surrounding that area of your body all around. 
3. Breathe this color in. Fill your whole body with this color, and see the color flowing 

into your body as you breath in. See and feel it flowing through the organs and parts 
supported by this chakra. Feel how it feels. Become the color. Imagine that you are the 
color. 
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4. Breathe out this color. 
5. Repeat this several times with this color until you feel you have had enough. 
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Definitions and How They Block Your Awareness 

Definitions are labels we place on life, on people, on things. Any label is a definition and any 
definition is a label. You place them on things to help you function within physicality, to work 
with identities. However, the downside to definitions is that they act as beliefs, filters, ways in 
which your mind is stuck in the past about an issue (as you last defined it) and within the 
borders of that definition. You miss almost everything else that lies outside of that definition. A 
thing could change, or could have an expanded existence, but your mind would be largely 
limited to experiencing it only within the label or definition it made. In this way, definitions 
block your awareness of other possibilities and existences, and thus limit your experience of 
the eternal Now. 
There are three main ways through which you are motivated to define yourself: 

1. Copying: Through deliberate modeling 
2. Resistance: As a rebellion or resistance response to a person or concept that you 

antagonize with 
3. Obedience: By obeying or following someone else’s expectations 

The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process using an interview format (questions partially adopted from Avatar ReSurfacing® 
by Harry Palmer). 
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Developing New Abilities 

Within you, you already have a great amount of latent abilities that you are yet to discover. The 
abilities that you are currently using in your life are only a fraction of what you are capable of 
easily and naturally. The reason why a latent ability becomes activated and real in your life is 
that you consciously chose to give it attention and bring it forward. Of course, in bringing forth 
anything new, you may face challenges. However, struggle is not natural (challenges are 
natural). Challenges come up because any thrust forwards towards something new implies, in 
your mind, that you do not have it now. So, once you choose to move towards something new, 
your mind usually (unless you choose otherwise) holds two beliefs: (1) the belief that you will 
get this new thing “later” (2) the belief that now you don’t have it. This second belief, that you 
don’t have it now, is what hatches the challenges and some of the time ‘delay’. To the extent 
that you believe you don’t have it now, you will face challenges. All challenges contain within 
them their solutions, and their solutions always point you to the recognition that there is no 
separation between you and what you wish to achieve, and as you recognize this, you bring 
about the eventual experience of the unification between you and what you wish to achieve. 
You become it and so you have it. Again, to the extent that you believe you don’t have it now 
(which is an extension of the belief in separation), you will face challenges to help you correct 
your perception. 
To discover what you are naturally capable of achieving now, simply list all the physical and 
mental abilities you currently have or have imagined or even been inclined towards even in the 
slightest way. Write down even the ones you have considered for only a fleeting moment, even 
the ones you thought were just an impossible dream yet you found yourself fantasizing about. 
All of these represent potentials that are latent within you. Your physical structure and mind all 
have templates and pathways already formed for these abilities, many lying latent until 
activated. You are free to pick any of these abilities, and each will open up new directions and 
choices in your life, new probabilities that are currently not available to you, which will in turn 
open up new worlds for you. 
Now, interestingly, what keeps you from opening up these latent opportunities is your idea of 
yourself, the beliefs that you hold about yourself, and the identity you have built of yourself 
and held strongly onto as if it were a hard fact that is set for life. Your life is much, much more 
fluid than you imagine it to be. Even your body is much more fluid and changeable than you 
imagine it to be. These ideas you hold about yourself literally close your mind to anything 
outside those ideas. But once you recognize that you are a multidimensional and unlimited 
being, you will automatically develop a mind that stays open. 
Beginning the development of new abilities is very simple. All you have to do is decide, have 
the intention, to bring them into being, to develop and experience them. This decision alone 
will activate the unconscious, putting various energies, pathways and mechanisms in motion 
automatically and unconsciously that will then start moving you towards the fruition of that 
intent. Then all you have to do is follow whatever cues you get from your imagination, 
feelings, thoughts, and external events, people and things. And use your imagination well. 
Imagination is a most powerful force, yet many people think it is wishful thinking that has no 
effect. Imagination is not an ineffective wishful daydream. Your imagination is a most 
powerful force that literally paints the picture that will be made real in your life. Imagination 
also carries with it solutions to problems, keys to open up new probabilities in your life, 
answers to your questions and prayers, and much more! So do imagine (visualize) yourself as 
you would be after the abilities you seek to develop have become part of your reality and 
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being, when you have accomplished them. This imagination is what will bring you towards that 
very same success. 
 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process. 
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Just Being the Cause of Your Reality 

“Do you have any idea how your mind came up with the thoughts 
that it now has? Do you not know that your world has manipulated 

your mind to think as you do? Wouldn't it be better for you to 
manipulate your mind than for the world to? Would you not be better 
off to think the thoughts you want to think, than those of others? Are 

you not better armed with creative thoughts than with reactive 
thoughts?" – From Conversations With God Book 1 by Neale 

Donald Walsch 

 
You create your own reality. There is no other rule. How this happens is explained in detail the 
reality creation material. But in summary, you cannot separate yourself from your 
environment, any more than you can separate yourself from your mind or body. Your 
‘external’ life situations and experiences are all a reflection, in various forms, of your own 
internal processes. Your thoughts, words and actions give rise in very specific ways to your 
world. Most of the work is done unconsciously, but nevertheless it is a product of your own 
consciousness. 
Sometimes, it may appear to you as if things are happening to you accidentally, as if you have 
no control. Scientifically and spiritually, no external force can possibly bring to you what you 
have not attracted. Put in another way, you always receive what you ask for. Therefore, when 
you find that you are seemingly getting what you did not ask for, it is a good idea to re-
examine yourself and see where you are unconsciously holding thoughts, emotions and beliefs 
that are creating that experience. Everything is available to you consciously if you choose to 
see it. Unconscious thoughts and beliefs are simply thoughts and beliefs you are refusing to 
face because of some fear or simply because you assume they are facts about reality and not 
the personal beliefs that they actually are. If you choose to, your conscious mind will always 
make visible the beliefs you have been holding in secret even to yourself. 
As we said, creation comes from being, thoughts, words and action. Thoughts and states of 
being are very much influenced by your beliefs. Some beliefs are minor, while others are major 
core ones around which you build on the minor ones. A belief is simply a thought you repeat 
often, becoming a strongly energized thought form. Core beliefs therefore sponsor much of 
your thoughts and you will tend to think in ways that agree with your core beliefs. Another 
word for core beliefs is sponsoring thought. A core belief sponsors your thoughts, and as such, 
it is a sponsoring thought, the foundation of your thoughts. 
If you wish to solve a challenge, achieve a goal, or break out of a habit, it is very efficient to 
change your sponsoring thoughts (core beliefs), as that will ensure you get the whole system 
transformed, all at one go. There are many ways you can use to uncover and work with your 
sponsoring thoughts (core beliefs). 
 
Practical Exercise Instructions 
(Source: This NLP process below is adopted from Mission Coach)  
 
Pre-requisites: 
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Before proceeding with this exercise, it is important that you first be connected with your 
grandest version of your greatest vision, which you can do so using the Soul-Mind-Body 
Integration process in this software. 
 
Set your intentions: 
Set the following as your intentions: 

 To realize that only you creates your reality and no one else. 
 To realize that core beliefs (sponsoring thoughts) create your reality, consciously and 

unconsciously. 
 To know that you can change your core beliefs (sponsoring thoughts) to those that best 

serve you. 
 

 
 
The software will take you through each of these phases while collecting your answers and 
guiding you through. 
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Knowing, Experiencing, Being 

“As I've already explained, knowing something, and experiencing it, 
are two different things. Spirit longed to know Itself experientially 

(just as I did!). Conceptual awareness was not enough for you.  So I 
devised a plan. It is the most extraordinary idea in all the universe - 
and the most spectacular collaboration.  I say collaboration because 
all of you are in it with Me. Under the plan, you as pure spirit would 
enter the physical universe just created.  This is because physicality 

is the only way to know experientially what you know conceptually. It 
is, in fact, the reason I created the physical cosmos to begin with - 
and the system of relativity which governs it, and all creation." – 

From Conversations With God Book 1 by Neale Donald Walsch 

 
As you have probably heard before, our origin, which we really are, is spirit. The source of All 
That Is, that which we are part of inseparably, exists in a realm of the absolute. There is 
nothing else but It, and as such there is no possibility of comparative experience. So literally, in 
the realm of the absolute there exists a state of complete conceptual knowing. However, 
experience of this knowing is impossible unless we move into a realm of seeming separation, 
relativity, where comparative experience of what is known in spirit becomes possible. Through 
experience, you attain a being. To be. You become that which you know and experience. 
 
Practical Exercise Instructions 
(Source: This NLP process below is adopted from Mission Coach)  
 
Set your intentions: 
Set the following as your intentions: 

 To know that Who You Really Are is spirit. 
 To realize you chose to incarnate physically to experience aspects of Who You Really Are. 
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The software will take you through each of these phases while collecting your answers and 
guiding you through. 
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Knowing Your Ego and the Illusion of Separation 

"The only way for you to experience the magnificence of being One 
with everything is for there to be some state or condition in which 
not being One with everything is possible. Yet since everything is 
One in the Realm of the Absolute - which is the ultimate reality - 

something not being One with everything is impossible. What is not 
impossible, however, is the illusion of not being One with everything. 
It was for the purpose of creating this illusion, then, that the Realm 
of the Relative was created. It is like an Alice-in-Wonderland world, 
in which things are not what they seem to be, and in which things 

seem to be what they are not. Your ego is your chief tool in creating 
this illusion. It is that device which allows you to imagine your Self as 
separate from All the Rest of You. It is the part of you that thinks of 

you as being an individual." – From Friendship With God by 
Neale Donald Walsch 

 
We all know that we have a part of ourselves called the ego. The ego is the identity we carry. It 
is a living collection of thought forms and other energies. It is not just a theoretical construct; it 
is an actual part of each one of us. The ego is the part of you that puts together a patchwork of 
beliefs and so on, that you call your identity. It is capable of looking both within you and 
outside of you, so to speak. It is what you use to look out into the world with and interpret it. 
However, the ego is not a Real thing like your spirit is. It is always changing, with parts of it 
arising and dying at every new moment. You are literally not the same person you were a few 
moments or years ago. 
 
‘Positive’ aspects of the ego: 

 The ego is what enables you to interact in physical existence. Without it, you would be 
unable to maintain the necessary focus for physical experience on earth. As such, it is very 
necessary and is actually designed to work perfectly if left to follow its natural ways. What 
ruins its performance is the adoption of limiting beliefs. Without the ‘noise’ created by the 
plentitude of limiting beliefs we hold, the ego would work perfectly as a point of identity, a 
local focus of the Divine Self that is the greater, nonphysical aspect of Who You Are. 

 The ego is very fluid; you can change it any time. However, like all living entities, it does 
tend to fear, resist change, and attempt to sustain itself as it is, and so on. 

 
‘Negative’ aspects of the ego: 

 All your ‘problems’ arise because of one root belief: that you are separate from the rest of 
life. The idea that we are separate is what allows the mind to fear ‘the rest’ and justify 
violations against ‘the rest’ of life. However, because there is no ‘the rest of life’ that is 
outside of you, because we really are all One, you find that this belief creates difficulties 
for you. For example, this belief makes you think that attack thoughts will ‘keep you safe’ 
from your imagined opponent. Yet, you can fail to realize that it is these very attack 
thoughts that are ruining your life situations, that if you did not hold them then you would 
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not experience the imagined threat in the first place. All your problems arise from one root, 
core belief: that separation exists. Separation does not exist. Yet, the ego is founded on this 
belief in separation. In enlightened states, one recognizes that their ego is simply a focal 
point, an identity point, and the illusion of separation is seen for what it is (an illusion and 
not a reality). 

 Until your ego reflects the truth about Oneness of all life, it will advise you from the 
erroneous conclusion that separation is a reality. As long as you follow such advice, you 
will limit yourself in many ways. Suffering arises from this self-limitation, believing that 
you are limited and experiencing such limitations because of these beliefs. 

 If you don’t recognize that you are not your ego, your ego will confuse you and run your 
life (only because you allow it by giving up responsibility). 

 
What attitude to take with the ego: 

 There is nothing ‘wrong’ with the ego. However, it can be mistaken and often is until it 
reaches an enlightened state. It is not ‘wrong’, just mistaken. Mistakes can be corrected. 
The ego itself is pure and divine, even though it may be holding mistaken ideas about 
reality. 

 The ego is a part of you. You cannot destroy it or do away with it. However, you can wipe 
out all the mistaken beliefs and concepts it holds and thus make your life better. When you 
are advised to ‘get rid’ of your ego so that you can move forward, take it to mean ‘examine 
its contents and transform the beliefs that no longer serve you.’ Your ego is a very 
important ally that keeps you able to function in the focused nature of physical realms. 
Nevertheless, it can hold some very limiting and harmful beliefs and these do need to be 
transformed out or dropped. 

 Don’t reject your ego. Love it and accept it. Look upon it as if it was a child learning, and 
treat it with that compassion and understanding and you will find everything becomes 
much lighter and better that way. Walk hand-in-hand with it but be lovingly firm when you 
need it to change because it does have a tendency to defend itself even when wrong (and 
that is why many people would mistakenly rather be right than be happy). 

 As you have probably heard before, our origin, which we really are, is spirit. The source of 
All That Is, that which we are part of inseparably, exists in a realm of the absolute. There is 
nothing else but It, and as such there is no possibility of comparative experience. So 
literally, in the realm of the absolute there exists a state of complete conceptual knowing. 
However, experience of this knowing is impossible unless we move into a realm of 
seeming separation, relativity, where comparative experience of what is known in spirit 
becomes possible. The ego, the point of identity, is very important as it enables this illusion 
and makes it possible to function within it. We can settle on the conclusion that the ego is 
not ‘bad’ or to be eliminated but its contents do need editing, depending on what it is you 
wish to experience. 

 
 
Practical Exercise Instructions 
(Source: This NLP process below is adopted from Mission Coach) 
 
Set your intentions: 
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Set the following as your intentions: 
 To realize that your ego is who you think you are and not Who You Really Are. 
 To realize that your ego is a tool used to create the illusion of separation. 
 To understand that your ego creates this illusion of separation so that you may experience 

Oneness. 
 To have a healthy relationship with your ego whereby you recognize that you are the 

master and it is a divine gift. 
 

 
 
The software will take you through each of these phases while collecting your answers and 
guiding you through. 
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Negative Relationship Contracts 

In a healthy natural relationship, you can be yourself completely. In any relationship where you 
cannot be yourself, a negative relationship contract exists. 
All relationships (spouse, family, social, business, etc) between you and others are based on a 
framework of contracts, rules of acceptable behavior. Most times, these contracts are not 
agreed upon consciously or formally. Rather, they develop out of interaction and are made 
from conclusions upon a way of seeing things. In other words, a person may notice (through 
their unique perception of life) that when they do a certain thing to a certain person, they get a 
certain result. They therefore develop an if/then conclusion about relationships in general of a 
similar nature. This becomes their contract. It may be based on an illusion (an incorrect 
perception) but they believe it is true and live by that contract. They also try to establish the 
same contract in all similar relationships from then on. 
The benefit of correcting negative relationship contracts is that you release yourself from 
patterns that hurt and sabotage you, you regain your power, you find calm and peace, you 
regain health and peace of mind, and that type of relationship takes on a natural and effortless 
flow whereby you no longer have to exhaust your own energy to maintain it. You will no 
longer have to modify yourself in a certain way or lose yourself in order to relate to these 
people. You can be yourself, relaxed. It follows therefore that when you correct your negative 
contracts, the way you relate with others will automatically change. With this change, either 
you will find that the relationships you are in improve dramatically, or they drift away. Don’t 
worry; you can trust that whatever outcome will automatically be to the highest good of all 
involved. 
 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process using an interview format (approach adopted from Light Emerging by Barbara 
Ann Brennan). 
Here is an explanation of the chart in the software that helps you work through these issues 
(after, see example below to clarify this): 
Person's Name – The name of the person you are in this relationship with. (Note: most adult 
relationships are patterned on the way the people learnt to relate as children to their parents.) 
If I Do/Don't and He/She Will/Won't – Step back and examine clearly, how you feel, think, 
speak and act with this person. Now, compare that with the way you feel, think, speak and act 
with people you feel comfortable with, people with whom you can relax and be yourself. In 
this field, record this difference. In other words, write down how differently you act, speak, and 
express yourself. Are you uncomfortable in any way? Do you restrict yourself from expressing 
yourself in any way (e.g. not expressing your wishes)? Do you try to impress them or win their 
approval in anyway? You may be tempted to cover up some things but stay on course and 
compare how you are with this person with the way you are with those you feel comfortable 
enough to be yourself. These things will give you clues to the unconscious belief you hold 
regarding how you feel you must act in order to fit, relate, or get what you need from this 
person. Write it in the format “if I do/don’t ... he/she will/won’t...” For the he/she will/won’t 
field, enter the thing you imagine you will miss out on if you don’t act in that way. This “if I 
do/don’t ... he/she will/won’t...” defines the contract. 
Unconscious Belief – Here, write the result you expect to get if you both keep the contract. 
This imagines cause-effect loop that is sought for by the contract defines the unconscious belief 
you have about this. 
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Immediate Price – In all negative contracts, you are not yourself. What is the effect of you not 
being yourself? In what ways is your natural self-expression being limited? What are you 
holding back? What are you missing when you don’t take care of your needs? This is the 
immediate price. 
Supported Negative Belief – Eventually, the immediate price you pay for not being yourself 
in the relationship will get too heavy. As it gets harder and harder to twist yourself to fit the 
negative contract, you will begin to form, consciously or unconsciously, a negative belief about 
yourself and the issue. The lack that you experience (the immediate price) will start to make 
you believe that you are less than you are, and that the world is less than it is. This is the 
negative belief. 
Other Areas Affected – Look at all areas of your life now and see in what other ways are 
places is your negative belief in operation in various forms. You will notice that it is working 
holographically in several other areas of your life. 
True Price – Here, write how your negative belief limits you in life and keeps you from 
moving forward. 
Opposite If I Do/Don't and Opposite He/She Will/Won't –This is the opposite of the “if I 
do/don’t ... he/she will/won’t...” explained earlier. Earlier, you wrote down how you believe 
you must act to get what you want. Now, here, right down the opposite of that action and the 
feared price you imagine you will have to pay. In other words, write down what you imagine 
would happen if you break your negative contract. In the negative contract, you would be 
acting out a false action, an action not inline with your natural beingness. Here, you will be 
acting out your true action, one in line with natural being. 
True Result – This is the result you get when you act out in your Truth, when you are yourself 
and expressing yourself from your truth. Now, you may not be able to envision the true result 
because you have focused your mind on the negative contract. There are two ways to find out 
what the true result is. One is to look around you and observe people who are not, in this area, 
living from a negative contract. See people who are coming from their truth, from who they 
are, and approaching this issue in a healthy way. See what results they get. Another way to find 
out the true result is to test out yourself. Go out there and try coming from your truth, being 
yourself, a few times. You may try it on little things so that you are comfortable. For example, 
if you are usually used to not speaking out for yourself because you fear that people will get 
angry at you, try speaking out for yourself next time, when a relatively minor opportunity to do 
so arises, and see if people really get angry. You may find that they will usually honor your 
wishes, even help you attain them. If they don’t, you will at least walk out whole and not 
feeling undermined, and both of you will learn something. 
Positive Belief Supported – This is the new perspective you will have after experiencing the 
true result of living healthily without the negative contract. 
Other Areas Changed – You will find that many other areas of your life may and can be 
uplifted by the new positive belief. What are they? 
Positive Results to Me – You will also find that the positive results to yourself are immense 
and varied. Write them down here; they are testimony to your new positive belief and listing 
them down will help you reinforce it even more because you can observe the results and take 
note. 
Positive Results to Other – Other people will also benefit greatly from your new change. 
Write down ways in which they will. This helps you see that everything you do for your own 
higher good is also for the higher good of all. 
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Here is an example adopted from Light Emerging by Barbara Ann Brennan: 
 
This example is about a boy whose mother has to work a lot and who is usually exhausted and 
worried about money matters whenever she gets home. The boy needs love and attention but 
obviously, the mother is unable to give all that the boy needs due to her exhaustion and 
preoccupation with money worries. Out of pure nature, the boy tries many different things to 
get the increased attention he misses. Like all children, when he discovers something that 
works, he will keep using it. If he uses it long enough, it becomes a subconscious habit and 
belief. One thing that the boy discovers ‘works’ is that whenever he takes care of his mother 
and helps her whenever she is feeling bad or tired, he does get her attention and she smiles 
thankfully at him. The boy then confuses this attention with love, and comes to unconsciously 
conclude that he must help and take care of his mother to get her love. He is unable, at that age, 
to understand that his mother loves him anyways, and what she lacks is the energy and ‘time’ 
to express it because of her habitual overworking and worrying about money. He cannot make 
that conclusion at that tender age, so he makes the conclusion that he only gets love when he 
takes care of her, because his only visual ‘proof’ of love is the attention he gets. So this boy 
concludes that love has a price: taking care of someone. He repeats this over the years as he 
grows up and it becomes an unconscious core belief even in adulthood, where he still acts in 
the same way. As an adult, whenever he gets into a relationship with a woman, whatever the 
nature of that relationship, he will always automatically and unconsciously start taking care of 
her in an unnatural way. This costs him plenty of energy and it begins to drain him. Someday, 
he begins to feel too drained and starts avoiding relationships with women because he feels 
they cost him too much. Next, because he still needs the natural companionship of relationships 
with women, yet he is now unwilling to spend energy to get into one, he gets into a trap 
whereby he is frustrated, lonely and resentful of how things are. 
Here is a chart filled out by this boy: 
Person's Name – Mother 
If I Do/Don't – If I do take care of my mom... 
He/She Will/Won't – She will love me. 
Unconscious Belief – I have to take care of mom so that I can get her love. 
Immediate Price – I take care of mom, but I don’t get her love, only her attention. (He doesn’t 
recognize that the love is there already, or if it isn’t, this is not what will get it.) 
Supported Negative Belief – Relationships with women take too much of my energy, drain 
me, and they don’t fulfill my needs fully anyway. 
Other Areas Affected – I pay for love in many other places and in many forms, such as giving 
too much money, time and gifts and leaving me without enough for my own needs. 
True Price – I am tired of this draining work, I will avoid relationships because the price is too 
high. 
Opposite If I Do/Don't – If I don’t take care of my mom... 
Opposite He/She Will/Won't – She will not love me. 
True Result – Mom still loves me and I don’t have to buy her love. 
Positive Belief Supported – I am lovable, I am loved, and love has no price. 
Other Areas Changed – I don’t have to buy love anymore anywhere. 
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Positive Results to Me – I receive and give more and more love and I create loving, natural 
and fulfilling relationships. 
Positive Results to Other – Mom is able to stand on her own and I am able to give her love 
instead of service. 
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Reasons Why Not 

How many times have you had a dream or desire, only to throw it away because the voice in 
your head gave you reasons why you can't achieve your dreams? This inner critic, based on 
fear and built up over the years in a desperate attempt to avoid pain, is not based on Reality, the 
present, but on past events and erroneous conclusions. It literally lives in the past; it has no 
reason or logic to it at all once you get to the bottom of it. It attempts to predict the future based 
on the past, not recognizing the fact that the future is a moment of its own, completely new and 
not arising out of the past. 
The inner critic always gives you reasons why you shouldn’t follow your dreams and desires 
(“you will fail”, “you will get embarrassed”, “you don’t have what you need”, “it is not 
possible for you”, etc).  The inner critic is literally the voice of your ego, and your ego is a 
collection of your beliefs about reality (which are not necessarily true, and for many people are 
based on fear – false evidence appearing real).  It is therefore highly beneficial to find and 
clear your “reasons why not”, the reasons your ego gives you that prevent you from following 
your desires and living your life fully. 
 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process using an interview format (approach adopted from Light Emerging by Barbara 
Ann Brennan). 
Here is an explanation of the chart in the software that helps you work through these issues: 
Desire or Internal Message - Type in your desire here or your internal message. An internal 
message is a prompting you get from within to re-balance yourself. There is a very wide 
variety of internal messages. For example, a pain in your leg is a message from your body to 
you that requires a response. The prompting to have more free time to relax can also be an 
internal message from a body that needs rest. The prompting to organize and clear your desk is 
also one. 
Desired Result - If you actually followed your desire or internal message clearly, what would 
be the desired result? For example, it can be the relieving of a pain, the increasing of 
efficiency, enjoyment and relaxation, better health... and so on. 
Reasons Why Not - Write down all the reasons you give yourself for not following your desire 
or message. For example, “I don’t have time”, “I am not in the mood”, “I don’t have the 
money” and so on. 
Other Affected Areas - Now, look at the reasons you gave and ask yourself where else you 
give yourself this same reason. You will notice that there is a holographic relationship whereby 
many other areas of your life are affected by this same reason. For example, people who use “I 
don’t have time” for one ‘small’ thing such as not having breakfast in the morning will find 
that they use this same reason to avoid many other things such as getting into relationships, 
organizing themselves, not taking care of themselves, and so on. Also, consider how this 
reason allows you to judge others in a certain way. For example, people who use “I don’t have 
time” as a reason tend to judge others as lazy. 
Fear Avoided - All reasons for not following your desires and internal guiding and balancing 
messages are based on fear. It may be at first hard to admit this. You may be completely 
convinced that you really, for example, don’t have time. And as long as you defend and argue 
that this is a fact of reality, you will find it very difficult to uncover the fear you have chosen 
long ago to hide using this excuse. So first, admit you could be mistaken, no matter how real 
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the reason’s “evidence” appears to be. Then, ask yourself “what am I afraid of”, and let this 
question simply sink in deep within you. Don’t intellectualize too much at the expense of 
feeling. All answers that you ever seek are available to you in your conscious mind once you 
are willing to see them. You don’t have to struggle with your mind. Simply ask, relax, be 
willing to see the truth, allow it to sink in, and feel. You will see it. Relax for a while, letting 
this question sink in and keeping your attention on your feelings as well. Feelings are very 
important. Allow yourself to feel deeper and deeper until you feel whatever fear is behind this 
excuse. Think about all the areas where you use this reason (excuse) and notice how this same 
fear underlies and undermines all those areas. A good question to ask yourself that can result in 
great answers is, “If I didn’t apply this reason, what do I imagine would happen? Why do I 
imagine that id bad for me, how do I imagine that would hurt me?” For example, people who 
use the excuse “I am too busy” may find that inside they are afraid (and they imagine) that if 
they stopped working all the time, they would loose their family support, or perhaps lose their 
money, dignity and be rejected by society... the imagined fears are endless. Of course, at the 
time, the person does not see these fears as imaginary; they assume them to be facts of life. 
Clearing the Fear - Finally, to clear your fear, face it and feel it. Its denial is the reason why it 
was scaring you from the shadows, and the only solution is for you to face this fear, allow 
yourself to feel it, move into it. Observe it with full awareness and without resistance. It is ok 
to admit you are afraid, but stand your ground. Say, “I am afraid but I will face this fear to the 
end, even though I am afraid. I am done running away. It is OK to be afraid, but that doesn’t 
mean I run. I am going to face this fear and test its validity.”  You will find that all fear is an 
illusion. So observe your fear, see what it is made of, talk to it, talk to what you imagine to be 
on the other side of it. You will understand its reasons, the assumptions it is based on. Test 
these assumptions. Write down what you realized about it. Keep at this process until you have 
completely brought it out from the shadows and into the light; all fear dissolves in the light of 
your understanding the Truth. 
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Self Judgments 

By clearing your self-judgments, you enable yourself to have self-love. You cannot love 
yourself if you are judging yourself. (You might wish now to read the section on self-hatred 
to see how self-judgments are formed). 
 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process using an interview format (approach adopted from Light Emerging by Barbara 
Ann Brennan). 
Here is an explanation of the chart in the software that helps you work through these issues: 
Self-Judgment – How do you criticize and judge yourself? For example, “I am too lazy, too 
fat, too thin, not good enough, will never...” 
What You Would Be and Do – Imagine now that these self-judgments and criticisms were 
untrue, or if you somehow changed so that they were no longer true. If you were no longer too 
fat, or too thin, or too lazy (or whatever else you tell yourself you are), what are all the things 
you would do or be like? If you were perfect as you imagine, what would you be able to do and 
be that you now think you can't? (E.g. “I would be able to go out, find relationships, be 
accepted, wear what I want, show up with full confidence...) 
Good Feelings – Now, imagine yourself doing these perfect things and being the perfect 
person you listed earlier under “What You Would Be and Do”.  It would definitely feel good to 
be able to go out, find relationships, be accepted, wear what I want, show up with full 
confidence... List the good feelings here. 
Parental Voice – Keep playing with the good feelings that you would get if you were doing 
these perfect things and being the perfect person. Just relax and let them be. Shortly, you will 
start to feel some fear underlying the good feelings. The good feelings will start to diminish 
and you will feel some fear. At first, it may be unclear and you may not even know why it is 
there. Dive deeper into this fear. Soon, you will find that behind these fears will be internalized 
parental voices (or voices from society and authorities that you were under in childhood). 
These voices represent the beliefs you took on about reality from your parents, society and 
other authority figures. You accepted these beliefs as truth, as facts of life, not recognizing they 
are simply just the beliefs of those few people you came in contact with. They are based on a 
fear, and they attempt to keep you away from whatever it is that is feared. 
Fear Avoided – What fear is the parental voice based on? What “danger” is it attempting to 
keep you from? 
The Belief Involved – What belief are you holding that is supporting this? 
Other Areas Affected – Now, look at the self-judgments you gave and ask yourself where else 
you give yourself this same judgments. You will notice that there is a holographic relationship 
whereby many other areas of your life are affected by these same judgments. Also, consider 
how this judgments allows you to judge others way. 
Clearing the Fear and Judgment – Finally, to clear your fear, face it and feel it. Its denial is 
the reason why it was scaring you from the shadows, and the only solution is for you to face 
this fear, allow yourself to feel it, move into it. Observe it with full awareness and without 
resistance. It is ok to admit you are afraid, but stand your ground. Say, “I am afraid but I will 
face this fear to the end, even though I am afraid. I am done running away. It is OK to be 
afraid, but that doesn’t mean I run. I am going to face this fear and test its validity.”  You will 
find that all fear is an illusion. So observe your fear, see what it is made of, talk to it, talk to 
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what you imagine to be on the other side of it. You will understand its reasons, the assumptions 
it is based on. Test these assumptions. Write down what you realized about it. Keep at this 
process until you have completely brought it out from the shadows and into the light; all fear 
dissolves in the light of your understanding the Truth. Also, start changing the mental 
judgments into emotional feelings. Well, actually, you will not be changing the thoughts into 
feelings, but you will instead be allowing yourself to feel the emotions behind those self-
judgments. Don’t engage the emotions with further thoughts, instead, when you catch yourself 
judging yourself, switch over to feeling your body and the emotions in and around it. You will 
find that the emotion behind the thought is covering up another emotion of hurt or self-hatred 
due to hurt. Allow the emotions to flow as they are, whatever they may be. Always, when 
emotions are allowed to flow freely, they always lead the person back to truth and then to love, 
the natural state. It cannot fail to happen and that is why it is very important to allow freedom 
to your emotions, to let them run as they are. But as you do so, remember not to engage with 
them mentally from a negative and victim standpoint. Always hold the positive intention to 
heal, get detached, and allow them to flow as you observe and embrace them. You cannot deny 
or resist them; you must embrace and accept them as yours, which they are. 
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Self-Healing 

The power to heal lies within you. Everything else outside of you only serves as at best as a 
way-shower, at worst as a hindrance. Eventually, when healing happens, it is always an internal 
process. As with the learning of any other skill, the more you practice knowing and using the 
healer within you, the better you get, the better the results get, the more powerful you get, and 
so on. Self-healing is actually very simple (no hocus-pocus involved) and relies simply on 
attaining a new understanding and transcending the fears and beliefs behind the dis-ease or 
problem. Because all problems and dis-eases are manifestations of an error in mind, once the 
error is corrected the healing happens automatically. All healing happens first and causally at 
the level of mind, with the healing effects then flowing to other levels. 
The following is one way you can learn to consciously heal yourself. 
 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process (adopted from Hands of Light by Barbara Ann Brennan). 
 

1. Pick an area of your body or a life situation that you wish to heal or resolve. 
2. Start sensing this area or situation. What is its feel? Its color? Its form and density? 

Does it happen often or rarely? When you feel the pain in this area or when you think of 
this situation, what thoughts jump into your mind? What feelings and emotions do you 
get? What fears do you have? 

3. Now consider what your normal habitual response to this. How do you normally 
respond regarding this area of your body that is in pain, or the situation you are dealing 
with? Spend a few moments considering this habitual response, seeing and feelings its 
nature and reasons. Then, consider the fact that your habitual response has not worked 
(the fact that the pain or problem is still there means the habitual response isn’t 
working). This also means that the message (learning) behind this pain, the 
understanding covered within, has not come through yet. Therefore, there is a need to 
further understand the nature and cause of this pain and situation. Until you understand 
it and learn the lesson within, you will re-create this pain or problem in various forms in 
future. 

4. Next, ask yourself, “Why would I create such a life situation (or such a pain in my 
body)? What is it that I can learn from this?” A good way of finding answers to this is 
to move your consciousness and attention to that part of the body (place your hand on it 
if you like) or life situation, go within it and see the nature of the fear behind it. There is 
always a fear behind it and by feeling it and exploring it, you begin to see the 
understanding that it covers. Fear is always because of a lack of understanding, and so 
it points to what is not yet understood about life. Once you understand the nature of 
your fear, ask yourself what kind of love is best suited for this fear and give this area 
that love. All dis-eases and problems are there to tell you very specifically how you 
have not loved yourself fully, not been who you are, not followed your wishes, and 
not expressed yourself. The lesson behind dis-eases and problems is never about what 
you have done wrong or about something that is ‘bad’ about you. Never. It is always 
simply a symptom, a sign pointing to you and saying, “Look, you have not fully loved 
yourself or followed your inner voice in this way.” Ask your mind and the healer within 
to show you the answers. All answers lie within reach of the conscious mind, even 
those that have been unconscious, once the will and intent is set to find them. You don’t 
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have to struggle with this; you can let go and put it aside overnight and see what comes 
up. Truly ask! In your own way, ask. Ask, “What is the cause of this? What are the 
beliefs I hold that are behind this? What kind of beliefs would possibly underlie this 
condition? What does this condition mean in my life? How does it relate to my deepest 
desires and longings in life?” Then allow the answer to come through. Listen and be 
open. Don’t keep your mind busy about it; relax it. 

5. Once you know in which way you have not loved yourself fully, not been who you are, 
not followed your wishes, and not expressed yourself, you will realize that there is an 
imagined pain you are trying to avoid. The fear of that imagined pain is what led you to 
choose not to be who you are, love yourself, express yourself, and following your inner 
guidance. Fear is always the absence of love, and truth only resides in love. Therefore, 
the presence of fear automatically indicates the absence of love and truth. Thus, the fear 
is always about an imagined outcome; it is an illusion and it is not founded on truth. 
The beginning of healing then is to move into this fear and see what it is all about, test 
it, face it, feel it, and work with it. All fears once faced without holding back eventually 
dissolve because they are only able to exist in the absence of truth. If you run away, you 
will never know whether your fears are based on reality, and so they remain. If you face 
them, you will always find that there is nothing at all to be afraid of, and behind all your 
fears is your own denied power. 
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Adopting New Beliefs through Simple Self-Hypnosis 

Although you may not realize it, you are constantly hypnotizing yourself. Each person creates 
their own reality that is as unique to them as their fingerprint is. What you perceive is very 
different from what your best friend perceives, even in the same situation. Also, your life is 
different from that of your best friend’s life because you both create your own unique reality. 
And if you have noticed, you are the one who selects and makes up your own set of beliefs 
(self-hypnosis), you are the one that reinforces those beliefs with your constant inner self-talk 
(reinforcing the self-hypnosis), and you are the one that experiences the manifestation of your 
beliefs (proving the ‘truth’ of the self-hypnosis). You even automatically hypnotize your 
physical senses to experience what you expect so that you see and hear what you believe. So in 
a very real sense, just as it has been said many times over the millennia by the great sages, each 
person’s life is a dream projected from within. The paradox of reality is that reality is what you 
make it to be, and so there is no reality, but that is what reality is. Nevertheless, there is an 
eternal Reality. So the life that you experience on earth, that reality, is a small portion and 
dimension of Reality coming to you in your own terms and perception (ask and you shall 
receive, seek and you shall find..). 
Now that we know that, we can use self-hypnosis to deliberately program and create our 
reality. We are already using it without realizing, but now we can use it deliberately. 
 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process. 
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The World and You 

You are a co-creator of this world. The world may appear to be separate and independent of 
you. You may even blame it for ‘victimizing’ you in some way or another. However, just as 
much as you cannot separate your mind from your body, you cannot separate yourself from the 
world. If you looked closely, you would find that you have personally contributed to the larger 
world issues, in your own way. You will also find that you can heal both the world issues and 
your own personal issues once you recognize they are the same thing. The world is built of 
nations, nations are built of groups of people of various kinds, and all groups of people are 
built up of individuals. At the very end, it is individuals. Individual people. The fears, 
prejudices, and issues personal to individuals are what congregate to form global issues. You 
may imagine that you are powerless to change anything, especially world issues, but that 
perspective is off the mark simply because it is individuals and only individuals who make up 
all world issues. Every group of people depends on the personal perspective of each individual 
in the group. 
So how do you contribute to the world? You do so in every way. And it works in reverse too. If 
you judge others for being lazy, you will find yourself judging yourself for laziness at one time 
or another. If you have a prejudice against people of a certain kind, you will feel out of place 
every now and then because your mind, by nature, will turn on you and judge you in the same 
way every now and then. If you are afraid of poverty and take steps to ‘defend’ yourself against 
it, you contribute to the mass belief in scarcity, greed (which arises from fear of loss), and 
advance the stripping bare of the planet’s resources without balanced giving back to the planet. 
In short, you will find that what you do unto another, you do unto yourself. And what you do 
unto yourself, you add to the mass consciousness. When you add light to your life, you add it 
to the world, and when you add fear to your life, you add it to the world. 
You can help yourself and make your world better by examining yourself and your world 
in a structured way then acting in ways that bring you higher towards Truth. Separation 
does not exist. Period. 
You can enhance your own growth by helping others achieve the same. If you feel like it, if it 
feels right for you, you may choose to spend 10% of your time and energy on a personal world 
project that helps bring more peace and clarity to the world. It is best that you spend that effort 
in ways that heal the negative beliefs of both the world and yourself. Don’t force anything on 
others! It is not in your place to change anybody. However, you can offer an open helping hand 
to whoever wishes to accept your help. You are not here to convince anyone or claim that your 
way is the only way. That will only result in more trouble (a control issue). Enough people will 
accept your help and views naturally if you offer them, without insisting or forcing. Those who 
are not ready or those who choose a different way should be given the respect of letting them 
be as they choose to be. 
The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment software will guide you through 
this process using an interview format (approach adopted from Light Emerging by Barbara 
Ann Brennan). 
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A Return to Wholeness 

Your mind changes your body and life situations 
Did you know that the human DNA has its own frequency? Most people’s DNA vibrates at 
between 52 and 78 gigahertz. This vibration changes in frequency all the time, depending on 
the person and the person’s emotions and state of mind. 
An experiment that has been done involved placing human placenta DNA in containers that 
could measure changes in the DNA electronically.  These containers were given to various 
researchers, and each researcher was trained to generate a particular feeling and direct it at the 
DNA container they were holding.  What they found out was that the DNA changed its shape 
according to the feelings that it was getting from the researcher who held it.  Specifically, 
feelings of gratitude, appreciation and love ended up in making the DNA relax, unwind and 
grow longer.  Feelings of anger, frustration, stress, and fear made the DNA constricted, tighten 
up, and even switch off some of the DNA codes.  As you can see from this experiment, it is 
very important to remain calm, happy, loving, self-appreciating, and in truth.  Have you 
noticed how you feel constricted every time you are in fear?  You feel as if you have shrunk 
and as if your life force has left you.  This is a very real reaction.  At such times, your DNA 
actually constricts and shuts down some of its functions.  Your aura also constricts and shrinks 
in.  Your communication system shuts down. And it is not just your DNA that follows your 
mind. Your whole body changes, your hormones change, and much more changes than you can 
imagine or science currently knows! Even your life situations change with your mind. 
Everything you see around you is a reflection of your inner state, individually and collectively 
en mass. 
 
And so all healing or solutions involve the return of the mind to Reality 
What is Reality? Reality, with a capital R, is what is Real, eternal, not an illusion of the mind. 
What is Real about you? Well, you were Created (you did not self-create) as an extension of 
the Creator, in the image and likeness of It. If you can imagine that the Creator is the sun, for 
example, then you are a ray of sunlight from that sun, forever connected to the sun, forever 
having all the properties of the sun (light, warmth, etc). That ray of sunlight cannot possibly be 
disconnected from the sun without ceasing to exist, and as far as it travels, it is still always 
connected to the sun. Now you are eternal, you cannot not exist – you can only change form. 
Your True essence, your Reality, therefore, is in the image and likeness, eternally, of your 
Creator. When you are in Truth, therefore, you experience and uphold the following qualities 
that are also those of the Creator: 

 Oneness 
 Love 
 Humor 
 Joy 
 Gratitude 
 Trust 
 Patience 
 Vision 
 Light 
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 Acceptance 
 Allowance 
 Power 
 Compassion 
 Peace 
 Understanding 
 Creative 
 And so on... 

As you say in the opening paragraphs, whenever you are feeling these states, even your DNA 
changes! You know that positive thinking works. In other words, all your evidence, scientific 
and otherwise, tells you that these states expand you and their opposites contract you. 
So all healing and solutions for anything always come about when you look at any situation 
that is bothering you and see how your mind does not reflect these Qualities of Who You 
Really Are, and see how it can start to do so. For example, when you are afraid of something, 
admit it, allow the fear to move through unrestricted along with other emotions (so you can let 
them run their course and reveal their reasons to you), but always seek to maintain openness, 
an understanding that even though you are afraid you have the power to create, that life is 
loving and supportive of you, that you can trust the universe, and so on. This is how you train 
your mind to always reflect the higher aspects, the Truth, about Who You Really Are. 
Eventually, it will become effortless and you will achieve mastery in this process until it 
becomes automatic. So ask yourself, “How can my mind, in this situation, better reflect the 
Mind of the Creator, of My Source, of Who I Really Am? How can I see this situation and 
myself with Oneness, Love, Humor, Joy, Gratitude, Trust, Patience, Vision, Light, Acceptance, 
Allowance, Power, Compassion, Peace, Understanding, Creative, and so on, without denying 
the experience itself and the human emotions involved?” 
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Important: Notes about Using These Processes and 
Software 

We highly recommend that you keep in mind the following notes as you use this software. 
They are here to make your experience as optimal as possible and they are quite important. 
This software frequently asks you to look into your past to understand yourself. However, it is 
very important not to mistakenly believe that you are under the mercy of the past, not to live in 
the past, and not to view the past only as a source of negative times. These three mistakes 
should be avoided, and that is why we bring you these notes below: 

The present moment 

 The present moment is your point of power. The past and future are all changed and 
created from the present. Choices made in the present automatically alter the beliefs, 
structures and reactions in both the past and the future (this is a normal occurrence that 
happens always with all choices, although we are most aware of it in what we tend to refer 
to as miraculous healing). 

 Your present and future is not in any way determined by the past unless you believe it 
is. Every moment is always a fresh moment with an opportunity to create completely anew 
instead of reacting and perpetuating the past. 

 

Not blaming the past (or even past lives) 

In many parts of this software and its processes, you will be asked to examine your past. This 
examination is only so that you may find keys that will help you now, in the present, to change 
as you wish. Please do not fall into the trap of blaming the past! The point of any exercise in 
which the past is examined is simply to find keys for transformation, understanding that will 
make it easy for you to create as you wish in the present. If you blame the past or feel as if you 
are a victim of a past experience, you deny yourself the power, in the present, to choose 
completely anew. No being is at the mercy of the past unless they believe they are. Also, do not 
get into the habit of looking back into the past as the source of your present problems. Such a 
habit will program your mind into remembering only negative experiences in the past and 
ignoring all the positive ones. If you keep doing this, you will end up reinforcing the current 
problems instead of solving them. Look at the past only so that you may understand yourself, 
but not so that you may blame it, become stuck in it or even see it as the cause of your current 
problems. Your current problems are caused by beliefs still currently held, and they will vanish 
as soon as the beliefs are, in the present, let go of. 
Your memory is also structured by your beliefs. You will tend to remember only what fits your 
beliefs and those memories will justify and prove, to you, your beliefs. So when you look at the 
past, remind yourself that your memory will work based on your beliefs. So, instead of just 
looking for negative events, which is usually what many people do, remind yourself that the 
past also contained many positive and pleasant events. This will help you ensure that you do 
not form a negative bias towards your past. 
Also, when you look at your past to understand your current state, do not look at it with the 
conviction that something wrong with you, something that became wrong sometime in the past. 
There is nothing wrong with you. You are simply holding a certain belief that, at one time, may 
have been useful to you but is now no longer useful. No belief, on its own, is negative or 
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positive. A belief is negative or positive depending what you are using it for. And you will find 
that some of your current negative beliefs were formed at a time, in the past, when they helped 
you in some way or another to achieve a choice you made. So remember, there is nothing 
wrong with you. Don’t go looking at the past wondering what is wrong with you; such a self-
concept will only reinforce your problems now and bring up only “negative” memories of the 
past, hiding all others. 
And very importantly, when you look in your past for “negative” experiences that may have 
served as the impetus to create “negative” beliefs that you now wish to change, also look for 
positive experiences that prove to you that you can succeed in the area you are now concerned 
with. For example, if you decide to look at the past to see where and why you may have 
formed limiting beliefs about money, also look and see the many ways in which you enjoyed 
abundance of any kind, thus proving to yourself that you can create abundance. These simple 
exercise of remembering the past positively actually powerfully reorganize your perceptual 
framework so that it finds it easier to experience the positive results you wish to experience. 
Get into the habit of taking time off everyday to recognize all the small and big achievements 
in your life so far. Celebrate the past! You have succeeded so many times in all sorts of ways. 
See how people have come into your life, even for the briefest of moments, to bring forward 
something you needed, something that led you to achieve a goal, small or large. See how 
coincidences have been happening in your life. Notice how even the worst moments of your 
life have, in hindsight, brought you great gifts and strengths. Take the time out everyday to 
savor all your accomplishment, no matter how small. Savor it, celebrate it! All of them! This 
will help you develop a grateful mind (the most powerful mind of all), and train yourself on 
all levels to expect and enjoy accomplishments. It will also help you recognize how fruitful and 
great your past has been, and help you develop a perspective that notices the good things as 
well and doesn’t focus on the ‘bad’. 
All the above also applies to past lives. You are not at the mercy of past lives unless you 
believe you are. While we are on the topic of past lives, it is important to mention that past 
lives, or any past for that matter, are simultaneously running with the present. The past, present 
and future are all alive in the eternal moment of Now. Time and separation is simply a 
perceptual illusion. It helps if you think of past lives as parallel current lives and not as 
sequentially before the life that you are conscious of now. 
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The Prova LifeTransformations, Healing and Empowerment 
software is available for free trial download at 

www.imagesofone.com. 
 

Thank you and enjoy! 
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